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Abstract
The research explored the interactions and experiences of participants and facilitators in civic
deliberative dialogue and how they worked through tension and conflict. The dissertation
question asked: What is the lived experience of participants and facilitators of civic deliberative
dialogue and how do group members collectively move beyond tensions and disagreements that
surface during dialogue processes? The study analyzed the joint influences of tension and
disagreement within the context of seven deliberative dialogues convened on the topics of race,
race relations and racism. Grounded theory methodology was used to analyze qualitative
research data collected from participant volunteers and facilitators. A constructivist approach,
grounded theory allowed for evaluation of the interactions of participants derived from informal
observations of the deliberative dialogue process and from research data gathered through semistructured interviews, open and axial coding, and constant comparison. Using dimensional
analysis, theoretical propositions emerged which convey new understanding about the ways
deliberative dialogue participants confronted the difficult topics of race and racism, their shifts in
perspective, and new understanding and insights generated during the process. Civic deliberative
dialogue puts everyday people at the center of local problem solving. As a form of local
engagement, it arms civic groups with an approach and practice for tackling difficult issues
through authentic conversations that build relationships and offers a means for peeling back
divergent thoughts, opinions, and interests. The civic dialogue literature includes little about
confrontation and opposition during deliberative dialogue. The research produced three
theoretical propositions (“creating space to move from tension to healing”; “heart stories, hurt
stories—hearing and understanding differently”; and “sustaining the conversation, bridging the
divide”), adds to the body of scholarly literature on civic engagement and lends understanding
ii

about how sustained deliberative dialogue promotes grassroots leadership, and creates an
environment of civility and working through (Yankelovich, 1991) for healthier, more productive
communities. This dissertation is accompanied by a video file (MP4), author introduction, and
a PDF of a PowerPoint file used during the dissertation defense. The electronic version of this
Dissertation is at AURA, http://aura.antioch.edu/etds/ and OhioLink ETD Center,
www.ohiolink.edu/etd.
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Chapter I: Introduction
We must talk to each other to survive as a society.
(Schoem, Hurtado, Sevig, Chesler, & Sumida, 2001, p. 1)
Background
In communities, the need for dialogue and civic engagement is as great as it has ever
been. In particular, there is a distinct need for members of the public to dialogue and
communicate for a multitude of reasons with political leaders and among themselves. In doing
so, members of the public bring voice to issues of concern and become active participants in the
collaborative work of community and local government. The term deliberative democracy is
useful for describing a form of collective engagement and reasoned discussion among members
of the public, citizens, and government representatives, working toward mutual decisions (Button
& Ryfe, 2005; Gastil & Keith, 2005).
The practice of deliberative democracy promotes an interchange between ordinary
citizens and government leaders. At the heart of this practice is a process that makes room for
many other forms of decision-making with the aim of producing a course of action (Gutmann &
Thompson, 2004).
Using civic engagement and public dialogue to foster deliberative democracy allows
citizens and other members of the public to have a stake in governance and representative
decision-making through their actions. By deliberating with fellow constituents, decisionmakers can arrive at decisions formed in collaboration with the public (Gutmann & Thompson,
2004). Deliberative democracy, carried out in face-to-face exchanges, fosters communities of
learning and action, as well as inclusivity and empowerment of marginalized groups. In this
way, the benefits of deliberative democracy contribute to more than collective decisions by
promoting “leaderful” practice (Raelin, 2011) and qualities among stakeholder groups.
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Leaderful practice refers to “the co-creation of community by those who are involved in its
development through their free expression and shared engagement” (Raelin, 2011, p. 196).
Leaderfulness can also serve as the intentional by-product of public engagement and civic
deliberation processes that allow ordinary citizens to impact local governance and policy
development through shared participation. Deliberative democracy as a means of doing the
business of the public represents an approach that has long existed, yet is not widely used in the
context of government policy development and administration. Although various methods for
obtaining public comment exist, arguably the most widely used method of including stakeholders
and constituent groups in the formation of policy development is the public hearing.
The primary purpose for the inclusion of citizens in governance, the review of
alternatives and policy formation, includes identifying public preferences; incorporating citizens’
knowledge of local conditions; advancing fairness and justice; legitimizing the public input
process; and satisfying a legal requirement (Innes & Booher, 2004). Similarly, Burby (2003)
outlined a set of reasons for citizen inclusivity in decision-making processes, citing the “principle
of fairness and equality; the right of citizens to be informed and express their views; the need to
foster representation of disadvantaged and powerless groups; and the need to capture the insights
of citizens” (Baker, Addams, & Davis, 2005, p. 491). While government leaders and
administrators have historically used the public hearing as the primary vehicle for gathering
input from the public and affected groups, recent scholarly literature acknowledged its weakness
as an approach for meaningful citizen participation (Baker et al., 2005; Innes & Booher, 2004;
Lando, 2003; Wang, 2001).
As a prominent approach for inviting public comment, the public hearing is a means by
which government officials most often comply with legal requirements mandating evidence of
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participation by members of the general public and residents of affected areas. The public
hearing as an approach for civic engagement no longer serves the public or government due to its
limitations, which range from incomplete input caused by the inability to provide adequate
outreach to minority and disadvantaged groups, adversarial format fostering debate, and
approach that is biased toward the expert model of information dissemination (Baker et al., 2005;
Lando, 2003). While common forms of public participation are intended to educate stakeholders
and public officials, the public hearing often falls short of the intended aim (Innes & Booher,
2004; Lando, 2003; Wang, 2001). The practice of deliberative democracy thus offers a
promising alternative to the traditional public hearing and other participatory approaches to civic
engagement and public participation. While many scholars (Gutmann & Thompson, 1996;
Mackie, 2011; Yankelovich, 1991) speak about deliberative democracy within the context of
political participation through voting, and involvement in political action, the focus of this
research addresses issues of democracy through a wider lens.
The research focused on deliberative democracy processes in the form of civic dialogue.
These dialogues, deliberative and structured for civic engagement around local or national
concerns, are typically comprised of participants and facilitators, each having distinct, yet
intersecting roles. Tension and conflict in civic and deliberative dialogue groups is necessary
and inevitable. As such, they were the primary focus of this research. This research adds to an
extensive body of literature on deliberative democracy and civic dialogue by examining and
analyzing participant responses to tension and group process. Exploring participants’
experiences by observing collective interactions and relationships between and among people
within the container of deliberative civic engagement groups will advance scholarly
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understanding about discourse and the interrelationships among individuals engaged in
deliberative dialogue in the public sphere.
Deliberative Democracy and Civic Dialogue
The terms deliberative democracy, public engagement, participatory engagement, and
civic participation are frequently used interchangeably and in reference to an array of
communication forms. These terms can reference gatherings ranging in size, from a few
individuals gathered in a coffee shop for informal sharing to hundreds of individuals who have a
shared purpose and topic as a motivating rationale for convening. Within the context of this
research, I will distinguish deliberative democracy from dialogue and engagement used for civic
and participatory purposes to explore public engagement in general, and deliberative dialogue in
particular. Specifically, the proposed research will investigate how participants and facilitators
engage in collective deliberative dialogue processes. Deliberative dialogue is thought of as
having the following characteristics: addresses issues of local or national concern, may lead to
some form of action, generally public action, by the participants, is open to all, and access is
unrestricted. Regardless of the size of the gathering, when individuals assemble to engage in
dialogue, in many ways it becomes a community unto itself. The interaction of group members
in discourse is a collective process of engagement that has the possibility to transform individual
thought into collective conscious (Yankelovich, 1991).
Civic dialogue engagements that are deliberative, and those that are less concerned with
choice-making and consensus, are structured to bring together groups of people with little or no
formal affiliation to discuss issues of local significance, often with the aid of individuals who
facilitate and assist with keeping the group on task. Although the role of the facilitator is to
guide the dialogue among participants, there are differing opinions concerning the level of
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interaction the group facilitator should assume. I explore issues relating to the difference in
scholarly opinion about the role of the facilitator in more detail in Chapter II, the literature
review.
The nature of deliberative dialogue in participatory and public engagement is such that it
openly promotes input and voice from multiple and divergent perspectives. As such, the
opportunities for interaction between participants in dialogue groups may become tense, strained,
and perhaps contentious, resulting in passionate discourse about the topic at hand. Conflict and
tension also can arise if participants harbor distrust or feelings of ill will, whether the beliefs are
substantiated or unsubstantiated. In public gatherings, the avoidance of tension and
disagreement is frequently a primary goal. Many conveners of public process would choose to
forego the tension and disagreement that takes place during these gatherings due to
apprehensions about participant difference, including those related to diversity issues tied to race,
class, sexual orientation, power, and status. Unlike traditional forms of public participation and
gathering, civic dialogue is aptly suited to exploring issues from all sides with consideration of
how public and personal perceptions and beliefs can result in new knowledge and new
understandings in public forums designed for civic learning (Saunders, 2001; Yankelovich,
1991). Tension and disagreement generated during participatory public engagement and
deliberative dialogue by participants and facilitators provides the foundation for the question
explored through this dissertation research project.
Research Question
The question to be explored through this research focuses on understanding the lived
experience of participants of dialogue and civic engagement groups when tension or
disagreements emerge. The question asks: What is the lived experience of participants and
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facilitators of civic and deliberative dialogues and how do members collectively move beyond
tensions and disagreements that surface during dialogue processes?
Although conversation-centered civic engagement practices include structured process
and promote civility and equal voice among participants, the opportunity for tension and
disagreement remains. Participants do not enter the dialogue as a blank slate, they take with
them the complexity of their social, economic, racial, gender, and other markers of their cultural
heritage and experience with them. This increases the potential for conflict as well as the need to
find acceptable ways to address and process through conflict. The process of civic dialogue and
deliberative engagement is purposefully intentional, possessing qualities that should allow
participants to partake in a democratic discussion of thoughts, concerns, and perspectives, in
spite of tensions. As a result, it may lead participants to change beliefs and judgments (Cavalier,
2011; Yankelovich, 2001; Young, 2002).
In order to explore the phenomenon of working through potential conflict the research is
further structured around the question: What are the ways in which participants of dialogue and
civic engagement respond to and experience comments and perspectives that are tension
producing or lead to disagreement? This implies that the topics discussed during civic processes
are not the primary subject of this research. Of course, they are indirectly part of the research,
but only relevant in terms of how tensions emerge during civic dialogue. In the case of this
research, the relation between topic and discussion of the topic is more complex. For practical
reasons having to do with availability and access to civic dialogue groups during the planned
period of research, the very topic of the dialogue groups studied involves an area of historical
and current conflict, namely, the theme of race (Walsh, 2007). In light of that latent (race)
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tensions people bring into the group and tensions that were triggered through the discussion, the
two cannot completely be separated. This is explored in detail in Chapter IV.
When participants of deliberative dialogue talk long enough they have the opportunity to
experience issues deeply and express feelings and concerns with candor and transparency of
viewpoint. In doing so, challenges to differing perspectives can ensue, thereby causing varying
levels of disagreement or tension among members within the group. As comments among
dialogue group participants result in tension or disagreement, such an atmosphere of conflict may
compel members of the group to address a new group dynamic through explicit or implicit
actions by members in the group.
In this research I explored the joint influences of tension and disagreement within the
context of civic dialogue and deliberative process, from the perspective of group participants and
facilitators. In addition to making informal observations, I interviewed civic dialogue attendees
about their experiences during public engagement processes. Specifically, the research
examined the acknowledgement of conflict (in the form of tension and disagreement) and
considered how it is responded to and addressed among members of the group. Yankelovich
(2001) referred to this sequence of events in group dialogue as the “working through” (p. 64)
process. Working through is described as a realization or a shift in direction of dialogue and
engagement from one of information and idea sharing to dialogue that turns to addressing hard
issues that can only be resolved by a change in perspective. Yankelovich commented that
working through is typically not about the introduction of new information, because “people
engaged in working through may have all the information they need long before they are willing
to confront the cross pressures that ensnare them” (p. 65).
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While Yankelovich (2001) described the shift that occurs in civic and deliberative
dialogue processes as a process in which conversations move from politeness to difficult and
hard issues as “working through” (p. 64), Saunders (2001) detailed an approach for challenging
and changing conflictual relationships through sustained engagement. Saunders identified six
elements (“identity, interests and interdependence, continuing interaction, effective power, limits
on behavior, and evolving perceptions”) (pp. 36-41) of relationship that contribute to change and
promote working through when combined with a sustained process of civic and deliberative
dialogue. Another perspective about the concept of working through comes from the literature
on group development.
The literature on group development (Tuckman, 1965; Tuckman & Jensen, 1977;
Wheelan, 1994) is useful in understanding the ability of groups and the people that comprise
them to evolve as relationships and interrelationships progress. Wheelan (1994) and Tuckman
and Jensen (1997) documented the ability of personal and social group interactions to change and
transform over time. Civic and deliberative dialogue groups are a practice that operationalizes
group development theories and concepts.
Participatory and Deliberative Practice
Over the past 30 years, the practice of participatory civic engagement has grown in
popularity as a tool for helping citizens address locally based concerns, and determining
appropriate courses of action. During that period, scholars have investigated deliberation and
deliberative democracy for its conditions, purposes, and features as a civic approach for broadbased public interaction.
As a method of collective decision-making, deliberation has five distinguishing
conditions, which have come to symbolize the primary tenets of this citizen-centered practice:
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universalism, inclusivity, rationality, agreement, and political efficacy (Jacobs, Cook, & Carpini,
2009). Similarly, Gutmann and Thompson (2004) espoused four purposes of deliberative
democracy, which include collective decision-making, public-spirited perspectives about issues
affecting the public, respectful decision-making process, and forum and environment for helping
public officials and the public in the process of amending and correcting collective decisions and
actions. Cohen (2007) supports five main features that comprise ideal deliberative democracy.
His five ideals stress independent structure and duration; free deliberation among equals;
pluralist association of individuals with divergent aims; strong connection between deliberation,
outcomes, and action; and acknowledgement and recognition among participants of shared
capacities for action and change. Multiple intersections exist between citizen centered practice
and deliberative democracy, including inclusivity and free deliberation among equals and
agreement which leads to collective decision-making. The term “moving to public judgment,”
(Yankelovich, 1991, pp. 5-6) refers to the process by which dialogue participant’s progress from
tension and dialogue to some degree of shared understanding.
Within the context of deliberative democracy and dialogue, coming to public judgment is
an expression that refers to heightening awareness through education, bringing individuals
together with different perspectives to forge alliances, or simply sharing ideas and viewpoints
with others. In identifying the process of arriving at a point of public judgment, Yankelovich
(2001) described a progression of events among those gathered for dialogue comprised of
consciousness raising, followed by working through, and, lastly, resolution. Although the goal
of public engagement process is ultimately consensus and resolution, the bridge between this
endpoint and the initial activity of awareness and education is the important step of working
through. Yankelovich described working through as a process of transition and change. While
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Yankelovich’s research considers working through from the perspective of public opinion and
the media, the research for this effort will center on the fundamental interactions that occur
among individuals in dialogue and civic processes during the working through process. Civic
engagement and participatory methods of convening, along with dialogue processes, allow for
greater participant voice and involvement in decision-making. The act of community-based
civic deliverative dialogue and engagement, as evidenced through careful convening, requires
that those involved value, at some level, shared conversations and insights gained from other
group participants whose involvement likely originates, to some extent, from mutual public
concern.
Ideally, civic deliberative dialogue cultivates an atmosphere of equity of involvement and
voice among participants. Public dialogue and discussions in civic environments offer
conditions not present in gatherings that take place in private settings. Individuals engaged in
private conversation have no obligation to fulfill any of the precepts of public and democratic
dialogue. Distinctions between public and private spheres are historically rooted in the
development of capitalist societies in which the private spheres and domains referenced the
family, markets, and profit making (Thomassen, 2010). Equal access and the desire for
consensus-driven decision-making and representative solutions is neither the approach nor intent
of private gatherings. Privacy emphasizes exclusion rather than inclusion and associations that
emphasize divisions rather than affiliations (Schudson, 1998).
Participatory engagement and civic discourse consists of communication (speaking and
listening) and relationships formed by groups of individuals who gather for the purpose of
dialogue-centered discourse; a container for public exchange. The container itself represents “a
vessel and a setting in which the intensities of human interaction and activity can safely emerge”
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(Isaacs, 1999, p. 242). During the civic and deliberative dialogue forums that served as the
subject of this research, multiple subgroups of dialogue participants convened in small group
discussions. Each dialogue gathering was viewed as a separate container, even as multiple
groups convened to discuss the same topic. The interactions and discussions that occurred
among members of the first deliberative dialogue group differed from the interactions in the
second and subsequent deliberative dialogues due to the unique make up of participants and
facilitators who attended each gathering.
Using grounded theory methodology, the data collection consisted of interviews with
participants and facilitators who attended the deliberative dialogue groups. The data obtained
from the interviews was supplemented by my informal observations resulting from my
attendance and participation during five of the seven dialogue gatherings.
The purpose of informally observing the physical setting in which the public engagement
occurred is to understand how the setting may or may not affect participant interactions. Civic
engagement and deliberative democracy can create an environment where people engage
together, in ways that transcends self-interest, to acceptance of new perspectives and
transformation. My interest is not how these groups function in general, but how participants
and facilitators create an environment for sharing diverse and divergent perspectives and
opinions and their personal experiences during these encounters. Deliberative democracy is an
appraised ideal that has been the subject to extensive research (Gutmann & Thompson, 2004;
Habermas, 1989; James, 2004; Rostbøll, 2008). There is little research, however, about how
individuals engaged in dialogue experience work through tensions and disagreements arising in
the course of civic and deliberative processes. The research focused on extending the literature
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about the insights gained by participants and facilitators during difficult points of the dialogue
exchange.
Importance of Civic Engagement
Civic engagement and deliberation is widely thought of as the cornerstone of modern
discourse and democracy (Gutmann &.Thompson, 2004; Habermas, 1989; Rosenberg 2007;
Saunders, 1999). As a method of engagement, it differs from the nearly spontaneous information
sharing afforded by the Internet, portable electronic devices, and cellular forms of
communication. Civic and deliberative discourse is a process of rich activity that allows
members of the public to gather and share thoughts and opinions in conjunction with or separate
from local government officials. As deliberative discourse has grown in popularity, so has its
utility as a method and process for sharing diverse perspectives and opinions in public forums.
Public gatherings give citizens and community stakeholders the opportunity to meet face-to-face
to share opinions and confront community issues.
The process of gathering and in-person interaction creates civic and deliberative
encounters, places where individuals and neighbors get to know each other differently. These
qualities provide a container for genuine interaction among diverse groups and offer the occasion
for transformation to occur as dialogue group members share challenges and explore
perspectives.
Civic Dialogue and Internet-Based Forms of Communication
The process of dialogue between individuals, once only possible via two-way telephone
conversations and face-to-face conversations, has been extended and transformed with rapidly
changing advancements in electronic and Internet-based communication technologies allowing
unlimited numbers of people to join together in conversation. Proliferation of the Internet,
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portable digital assistants (PDAs), and cellular devices has promoted dialogue and conversation
that is nearly instantaneous. New forms of conversation and discourse aided by technology serve
as vehicles for a more expansive conversation. While technology allows individuals and even
groups of people to meet face-to-face, face -to-voice, or via text-based programs to convey
concise and extended forms of communication, these forms of communication do not constitute
dialogue.
For the purpose of this research, civic dialogue is limited to face-to-face, public
gatherings of stakeholders, citizens, and other interested participant groups. The advantage of
face-to-face dialogue is that it permits individuals an environment to explore thoughts and ideas,
and connect on a personal level where they can also recognize non-verbal communication more
easily, often signaling specific emotions.
Together, dialogue group participants focus on a topic or subject area for a period without
distraction. Focused discussion allows dialogue group members the opportunity to listen deeply
to one another, reflect, consider different points of view, and develop new understanding
resulting from collective interaction and engagement. Similarly, intergroup dialogue, a specific
form of civic dialogue and deliberative engagement, is a “diverse twenty-first century version of
the homogeneous nineteenth century town hall meeting” (Schoem et al., 2001, p. 4) which
engages participants in a process of talking directly, honestly, and candidly about difficult and
pressing topics of the day.
Within the container of the dialogue group, members share individual ideas, and, in some
instances, formulate collective thoughts and new perspectives and understandings. Although
electric communication technologies have the capability of reproducing conditions to allow for
face-to-face dialogue among participants, the opportunities for human connection are constrained
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by the realities of distance, and the limitations of constructing a collective environment.
Information and communication technologies make it possible to share knowledge, data,
opinions, and ideas at a rapid pace. Increasingly, electronic media makes it possible to link,
almost effortlessly, political and cultural communities spanning local political boundaries,
creating an inability to connect to national and international networks. Electronic forms of
communication, although widely available, still exclude many populations and socio-economic
groups. The qualities of in-person civic dialogue continue as a popular expression of community
engagement, even as advancements in information technologies make it easier for individuals to
share ideas remotely. Notwithstanding the proliferation of online and virtual forms of
communication, technology-based and electronic methods of communication still exist, as
Habermas (1989) termed, in a bourgeois public sphere where an elite public of rational-critical
perspective share and communicate. Virtual and online dialogues occur even as a broader and
more representative segment of the public is excluded from digital forms of dialogue due to
offline social and cultural conditions; also termed the digital divide (Bonner, Carlitz, Gunn,
Maak, & Ratliff, 2005; Dahlberg, 2001).
A healthy democracy presupposes the ability of citizens to organize and discuss
important issues of the day, which affect the quality of life among individuals, neighbors, and
those who share common concerns. The reasons people gather publically are varied. The
impetus for dialogue and public discourse can relate to an issue that requires some degree of
collaborative effort between members of the public and government. Scholars of public dialogue
and deliberative engagement recognize the intersections between public forms of expression by
citizens as a vehicle for influencing the decisions of government leaders and elected officials.
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Public engagement invokes activism, and a means of advancing a collective voice for the greater
good.
Not all democracy is deliberative. The act of gathering in a public way to exchange,
identify, and vet issues requires a certain commitment. It is the right and responsibility of an
engaged citizenry. As Jacobs et al. (2009) have observed, discourse and deliberation form a
tangible and, indeed, necessary feature of a vigorous democratic citizenry. Democracy is a
political process that allows citizens equal opportunity to participate in the affairs of government
through elections and interface with elected representatives and local administrators. Local, state
and national representation allows members of the public direct access to governing bodies,
issues, and collective decision-making. The act of voting grants eligible members of the public
an opportunity for direct participation in the election of leaders charged to serve designated
constituencies. Democratic actions resulting from collective actions and decisions link the
interests and judgments of community members to the actions and decisions of the body politic
(Cohen, 2007). The promise of democracy is equality extended to members of the democratic
collective.
Scholars Dryzek (2005), Gutmann and Thompson (1996), Jenlink and Banathy (2008),
Mansbridge (1996), and Rostbøll (2008) detail the qualities of deliberative democracy that
render it distinct from traditional forms of democracy. In their appraisal of deliberative
democracy, they mention the characteristics of collective dialogue, the development of
consensus, choice work, and consideration of the greater good. Cohen (2007) explained that
“deliberative democracy is to discipline collective power through the common reason of a
democratic public: democracy’s public reason” (p. 220). Deliberative democracy is distinct in
that reasoning allows participants to go beyond mere discussion to share personal experiences
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and stories in a way that promotes the introduction of a variety of ideas and opinions (Cohen,
2007).
To create the opportunity, to have voice, and thereby to exchange views in a public
setting is one thing, however, the manner in which participants engage with each other is crucial
to the success of such meetings. In the current political and cultural environment, public
hearings and other civic gatherings are increasingly interrupted by uncivil and hostile behavior at
a high degree of frequency. Research undertaken in conjunction with this proposal will explore
how deliberative dialogue participants address subtle or blatant hostilities among group
members, and the characteristics of discourse punctuated by disagreement. Tension and
disagreement in the context of deliberative dialogue and civic engagement can either disrupt the
process or encourage participants to engage in more meaningful sharing and exploration of
differences, talking long enough to encounter deeper levels of understanding and new insights.
Deliberative Dialogue Participants
Participants of civic dialogue and deliberative democracy are not restricted to any
particular class or group of people. In fact, the very nature of participatory engagement in the
public realm is that it fosters broadly inclusive gatherings. A number of issues, namely, the
subject matter, location, nature of the invite, and the dialogue convener or host, govern the
limiting factors concerning who attends and who does not attend deliberative and participatory
dialogues. Although there is research (Jacobs et al., 2009) indicating that civic dialogue
participants tend to be more educated than the average population, a primary goal of
participatory civic engagement is broad and diverse inclusivity (Block, 2008; Saunders, 2001;
Walsh, 2007; Yankelovich, 2001). A premise of deliberative public engagement is
empowerment and action based on decisions agreed upon by those present. As such, the expert
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model of information dissemination, in which knowledge flows from an individual from outside
of the dialogue group and in a unidirectional manner, is discouraged.
Diversity in deliberative gatherings fosters discussions approached from a range of
perspectives and interests. The environment for dialogue is purposefully open and welcoming to
individuals across the socio-economic spectrum by the hosts. A premise of deliberative dialogue
and public engagement is an environment for sharing and exchanging ideas and opinions among
representatives of all or as many segments of the community as possible. Historically, dialogue
and civic engagement have been limited to the elite classes of society. Public discussion and
dialogue gatherings have traditionally been limited to certain classes and genders, particularly
men, property owners, and Caucasians.
Public gatherings as far back as the Greek city-state and the bourgeois public sphere
(Habermas, 1989) were places that hosted “private people who come together as a public”
(p. 27). Access to the public sphere was inclusive in theory, however, in practice the
composition of the public sphere was subject to bias, including the exclusion of women, the
poor, non-whites, and the less educated (Habermas, 1992). Only in the modern era has the
public sphere become inclusive. In the United States, the inclusion of all women and racial
minorities into the electoral process ushered in greater inclusion and access by constituent groups
who were traditionally not thought of as equal participants in public dialogue and debate.
Working Through Tension and Conflict
Literature on the topic of deliberative dialogue is expansive, addressing a breadth of
perspectives that encompass a broad range of literature, from theories advanced by scholars of
deliberative democracy, citizenship theory, and the public sphere. Unlike traditional methods of
civic participation, namely, public hearings, deliberative forums allow for conversation-centered
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engagement in which participants in small groups create an environment for sharing and have the
opportunity to build relationships. The act of individuals gathering in a public way to engage
and exchange opinions describes a deliberative democracy in which members of the public can
act together to further a common good and shared concerns (Cavalier, 2011; D. Levine, 2011;
Saunders, 1999). Deliberative democracy, exercised through public and civic engagement, is a
form of public action that promotes the ideal of an engaged citizenry. For that reason,
deliberative dialogue and civic engagement serve a particularly crucial role in the current postmodern environment, plagued by social, political, and cultural acrimony. Cavalier (2011) noted,
“In the everyday workings of our public discussions about what we ought to do, deliberation
allows for a thoughtful public airing of issues and the forming of public judgment” (p. 13).
Shifts in preferences, from individual opinion to public judgment as reached by deliberative
groups, and as described by Yankelovich (1991), represent a collective transition of working
through.
The transformation from opinion to public judgment (Yankelovich, 1991) begins with
individuals and ultimately transmutes collective perspective. The process of potential
transformation among dialogue group participants having various and diverse perspectives and
opinions is the basis for my dissertation research. The research questions explored from a
phenomenological perspective relate to issues at the heart of Yankelovich’s transformational
process, and the bridge between consciousness raising and resolution.
Working through, as detailed by Yankelovich (1991), is a complex process of reflection
and transformation. In deliberative settings working through involves a shift or change at the
participant level. Research on working through suggests it hinges on the extent to which
education is achieved and awareness is elevated among deliberative dialogue participants during
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the initial stage of consciousness raising (Yankelovich, 1991) and information sharing within the
dialogue group setting. Scholars who have conducted research about the critical transition from
knowledge and awareness to resolution and action focused on the procedural actions of the shift.
The research presented as part of this dissertation research focused on the dynamics of
participant interchanges in the working through phase of deliberative dialogue and civic
engagement sessions. How did participants of deliberative dialogue groups experience working
through tensions and conflicts that surface during deliberative processes? The importance of
understanding this process through the experiences of deliberative dialogue participants and
facilitators advanced the effectiveness and utility of deliberative dialogue practice as a approach
for narrowing the racial divide.
Yankelovich (1991) acknowledged the obstacles of the fundamental knowledge gap
between members of society referred to as elites, a privileged class, and the public. Although
elites presumably have access to a wider range of knowledge sources, similarly, those not
considered elite also have access to a body of information not readily available to the elites. As
acknowledged by Du Bois (1903) over a century ago, the concept of double consciousness in
which African Americans and other minorities live and use to navigate social settings imbues a
duality of awareness. Knowledge gaps affect communication and working through processes
within the broader context of public dialogue.
Van Dijk (2002), in his theory of racism, posited that elites used speech, discourse, and
the written word to exert control and power over minorities in a manner described as verbal
discrimination. He further noted that elites played a special role in the production of racism
(social and cognitive) because of their access to and control of forms of communication that
influence public discourse. Although elites have access to and control a wider range of
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knowledge sources, disadvantaged groups also have knowledge and forms of communication and
information transmission that elites do not recognize or use. These knowledge gaps highlight the
different experiential frames of reference and understanding among participants that gather for
deliberative dialogue and their resulting conflicts.
Locher (2004) addressed conflict from a broader perspective emerging from exercises of
power exchanges that arise from the use of language, stating “power is often expressed through
language” (p. 39). The importance of examining the element of power within deliberative
dialogue gatherings is the recognition that “power is relational, dynamic and contestable, and
that once it emerges it must be negotiated” (Locher, 2004, p. 41).
Essed (1991) observed that systemic conflict originating from differences of race, gender,
and economics can contribute to the tensions experienced between participants engaged in public
dialogue. In particular, Essed has identified three forms of racism that contribute to conflictmaintaining processes including those pertaining to: “cultural norms and values between
dominant and dominated groups, material and non-material resources, and definitions of social
reality” (p. 185). In the context of dialogue and civic engagement groups, any and all of these
conditions can contribute to conflict and tension among members gathered for dialogue and
sharing. While Essed’s research focuses on the everyday experiences of Black women in two
distinct cultures (the Netherlands and the United States), it has broader application and was used
in analyzing the encounters between racial groups in their interactions and encounters during the
deliberative dialogues on race.
Inclusion
Democratic practice is a means of promoting justice and inclusion (Young, 2002). It
offers, among many attributes, inclusivity. Inclusion presupposes acceptance of individual
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diversity and creates the opportunity for a wide range of people to feel comfortable joining the
discussion. Young observed, “systems of representation are most inclusive when they encourage
the particular perspectives of relatively marginalized or disadvantaged social groups” (p. 8).
While civic engagement and deliberative settings, from a normative standpoint, are
representative through outreach to assure a range of voices and ideas, disadvantaged social
groups still tend to participate less than individuals of higher income and more educated
populations. Nevertheless, this research effort explores how diverse groups, in dialogue,
addressed differences of perspective and worldview in the course of discussions among
participants of civic deliberative groups.
Embedded in the issue of inclusivity are justice and freedom, and the ways in which these
conditions manifest in participant interactions in deliberative dialogue and civic engagement
settings. Young (1990) noted that inclusion within the context of participatory democracy “must
promote the ideal of a heterogeneous public, in which persons stand forth with their differences
acknowledged and respected, though not completely understood by others” (p. 119). Extending
Young’s critical assessment of inclusion in public institutions to civic engagement and
community-based deliberative dialogue will provide further insight and understanding to
tensions in such groups by assessing whether differing perspectives are acknowledged, and how
this happens.
Power, Inequality, and Disagreement
Differences of beliefs among individuals and status based on income, race, social
position, gender, or sexual orientation, can contribute to tension and disagreement in public
dialogue and participatory engagement. Status inequalities, whether perceived or real, keeps
individuals from connecting in a way that allows for greater levels of communication. Research
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on the topic of tension and disagreement in deliberative conversation and dialogue focuses on the
question of why tension and disagreement happens among individuals, and explores major
causes.
In her exploration of the relational dynamics of power and politeness, Locher (2004)
offered insight and tools for analysis of power in the context of relational work found in settings
such as deliberative dialogue groups. Locher’s research explained that politeness is a normative
form of behavior displaying positive relational work that is intentionally appropriate to the
context, speaker, and the hearer. Within the context of dialogue and disagreement, polite speech
and behavior are often used in place of candor and authentic expressions. Being overly polite
may be interpreted as insincere, inappropriate, or condescending. Additionally, “over-politeness
is often perceived as negative because it exceeds the boundary between appropriateness and
inappropriateness” (Locher, 2004, p. 90). Locher’s research also studied the concept of
disagreement and its relationship to power. She noted, “Disagreement is likely to involve the
exercise of power, because it entails a conflict and therefore also a clash of interests” (2004,
p. 93). My research data includes reactions caused by the exercise of power among participants.
Gutmann and Thompson (1996) characterized disagreements occurring in deliberation as
“conflicts of moral reason [that] deeply divide citizens to the extent that no resolution seems
possible on any fair terms of cooperation” (p.73). Essed’s (1991) research identified conflicts
caused by the structural and systemic effects of “everyday racism” (p. 2) as expressed through
the interactions of people from majority and minority groups. Everyday racism “connects the
structural forces of racism with routine situations in everyday life” (p. 2). The concept of
“cultural control, in which one group competes with other groups to maximize its advantages”
(p. 203) helps explain tension producing behavior. Essed’s exploration into forms of cultural
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control offered a lens to view behaviors that in some way could contribute to tensions and
conflicts between members of dominant/majority and dominated/minority groups. The research
explores four forms of cultural control:
1. Majority rule, a mechanism that operates to reinforce the dominant groups consensus
on race;
2. Cultural non-recognition through denial of historical roots or of cultural identity;
3. Rejection of ethnic behavior; and
4. Ethnization with the purpose of encapsulation. (Essed, 1991, p. 204)
Essed’s (1991) research offered insight into the dynamics of human interaction between
Blacks and Whites and the ways that cultural differences contribute to interpersonal tension and
conflict. Structural conflict refers not only to race, but also to other systemic inequalities,
including gender, sexual orientation, disability, and economic position.
Young’s (2002) inquiry into diversity is rich research that closely examined public
dialogue and civic engagement, making the case that social difference among participants is an
asset to democratic communication, not something to be factored out or avoided. Moreover,
Essed (1991) explored the elements of social difference from the lens of cultural control and its
effects on tension and disagreement. Similarly, Young considered how issues of difference and
plurality are expressed in the public sphere with an emphasis on normative expressions of
communication and group interactions. Cultural control (Essed, 1991) is imposed when one
group imposes and normalizes certain forms of expression by valuing styles of expression and
communication that come across as dispassionate, orderly, or articulate, such that expressions
judged as passionate are excluded from consideration (Young, 2002).
All individuals participating in public engagement and deliberative dialogue contribute to
the tapestry of public conversation made-up of people coming from various positions and
perspectives in a local society. When structural impediments preclude or disadvantage some
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member’s full participation, the resulting tension and disagreement may contribute to the topic or
the valuing of a “narrow deliberative style that ignores the important role other forms of
communication play in furthering inclusive democratic outcomes” (Young, 2002, p. 7).
Dialogues on Race
The following section provides background information about seven community-based
dialogues on race, the data source for the dissertation research. The seven community-based
dialogues on race were convened by a local non-profit dedicated to preserving African American
history and using dialogue to bridge the racial divide between African Americans and Whites
and promote healing. Eighteen interviews from the dialogue sessions were initiated; however,
only 17 were completed and included in the analysis. The 18th participant volunteer chose not to
complete the interview.
The community–based deliberative dialogues on race that became the venue for data
gathering and informal observation occurred in the fall of 2012 and spring of 2013 in a small
rural community with a US Census 2010 population of 25,000. The community, located within
30 minutes of a major metropolitan area, used civic deliberative dialogues to begin a formal
community conversation about race to promote racial healing among the local residents. The
topic of race and race relations continues to be a difficult topic of discussion for African
Americans and Whites. The pain evoked by the recounting personal stories about racism and
events sparked by race involves a multitude of strong emotions and feelings. Such feelings were
experienced by participants who gathered to explore together during seven evenings of
deliberative dialogues on race. While the need for deliberative dialogue focusing on the topic of
race are needed, it is admittedly a difficult discussion to have within and across racial lines.
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There is a strange ambivalence that prompts discomfort for the activity, yet some seize the
opportunity (Walsh, 2007).
Civic deliberative dialogue forums allow stories from eras past between multigenerational groups of people. Those groups might include persons who lived during that time
in history, people like me who were small children at the time, and often wondered why our
parents would not take us to visit relatives who lived “down south.” In its purest sense,
deliberation is based on exchanges among individuals and groups about individual and collective
values, priorities, personal stories, and the relevance of these concerns to the larger public or
community (Melville, Willingham, & Dedrick, 2005).
The deliberative dialogue sessions, which I informally observed, involved participants
from the local community and additional information was obtained from interviews with
volunteers who were participants and facilitators. The interviews combined with notes from the
informal observations produced rich data about the process, attendee interactions, and feelings
and reflections about interactions and reflections that happened during and after the dialogue
experience. The analysis and findings produced information and insights about key elements
that characterize dialogue and deliberation, including stories, face-to-face interactions, group
interaction, and raw emotions that punctuated some of the sessions. Wheatley (2007) suggested
that in our hectic, fast-paced communities people need places to relax and listen to each other
using storytelling and conversations that allow us to connect. “Unfortunately, people don’t
recognize how much they need this time—preferring to pass on such informal gatherings—until
they attend once and notice what they’ve been missing” (Wheatley, 2007, p. 120).
When taken together these elements contribute to the unique atmosphere that created a
container that was jointly constructed among participants and facilitators. The dialogue group
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became a vehicle for relationship building, new insights, hard questions, emotional depth, and
validation. In essence, the dialogue group became a vessel for candid views and a place to
confront deeply held beliefs. The synergy derived was due in part to the circular seating
formation that supported convening and a space for listening to divergent points of view. As
such, the dialogue group represented a container for conversation across racial differences. A
dialogue is a conversation among peers, in which everyone is equally responsible (Isaacs, 1999).
Researcher Positioning
My perspective and perceptions about the importance of locally-based public dialogue
derives from my involvement and experiences as participant, facilitator, and observer of many
dialogue practices throughout my career. My prior work in the field of urban planning and local
government management contribute to my understanding of public engagement as a process
useful to constructive exploration about issues of mutual interest between stakeholders and
government officials.
The method of research and inquiry, grounded theory, allows for discovery and
assessment by sifting through various individual perspectives about the issues and experiences
encountered through dialogue processes from multiple perspectives. Although coding is not an
implicit part of my professional work, the procedure for developing a baseline understanding of
problems about the host environment is derived from reviewing and analyzing comments and
perspectives individually and taken together to create a picture about what is going on within
local government organizations. I have come to view interviewing and data gathering processes
as a multi-dimensional interaction between the interviewees or participants and me. Many issues
help to determine the extent to which the interviewee will feel comfortable enough to disclose
candidly and transparently during the one-on-one interview process. As such, the introduction
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and setting, in addition to my actions prior to, during, and after the interview, are important in
the process of data gathering. These actions were also important for learning about and
understanding the lived experience of participants in civic dialogue settings.
Research Methodology
Grounded theory methodology was the approach used in analyzing the research data
collected for this project. Grounded theory is a qualitative analysis technique that uses an
“iterative process of moving back and forth between empirical data and the emerging analysis,
thereby making collected data progressively more focused and analysis successively more
theoretical” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 1). Grounded theory allows the researcher to see,
observe, and interpret new theory or expand a body of literature. Distinguishing features of
grounded theory include theoretical sampling, constant comparison of data, and theory
development or the extension of theory using theoretical sampling of categories (Bryant &
Charmaz, 2010).
Grounded theory methodology is suited to exploring tension and disagreement in civic
dialogue and participatory public engagement due to similarities in the goals of the two methods.
Dialogue and deliberation aids and facilitates the emergence of new ideas and insight, as with
grounded theory. Emergence and the process of evolution of understanding through human
encounters is a foundational element of grounded theory and public deliberation. As a process of
discovery, grounded theory will allow for an investigation of public dialogue processes using
individual interviews as the primary form of data collection. The interview data includes details
of participant experiences with others during the process of engagement. A research method for
discovery, grounded theory is a “constructivist approach that reaffirms studying people in their
natural settings” (Charmaz, 2003, p. 251).
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Research Ethics
The Antioch University Human Research Committee/Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approved the empirical data gathering in conjunction with the research. Based on review and
approval of an application detailing the procedures and time frame for contacting and
interviewing participants and facilitators of public dialogue and deliberative civic engagement an
introductory statement explaining the research and my request for participant volunteers was
developed as a way to inform dialogue attendees about my research. The IRB application and
subsequent review by the Human Research Committee assured that data collection was
structured and carried out in a transparent manner with full disclosure. A written consent form
detailing the research goals, method of data collection, questions, and contact information for the
IRB chair, researcher, and dissertation advisor was made available to participants at each of the
civic dialogues. The consent form was also reviewed in detail with participant volunteers prior
to each interview.
The researcher provided the IRB consent form to all potential participants in advance of
data gathering. Inquiry with individuals wishing to participate in the research was not initiated
until the researcher received a signed IRB consent form. Once collected, the consent forms were
stored by the researcher in a secure location.
The goal of data gathering was to structure interviews in a manner most convenient and
desirable to participants while allowing civic dialogue attendees the opportunity to express their
feelings and thoughts, after a period of reflection. Delaying interviews with dialogue volunteers
so that there was at least a week between the dialogue and the data gathering provided
opportunity for reflection and to examine areas or points of the discussion that only emerge
during contemplation and after the actual experience. The comments of the interviewee
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volunteers are anonymous and in place of a name, a code is used. In comments quoted from the
transcript, pseudonyms replace real names. The process of data collection occurred in one of
two ways: based on the comfort level and choice of participants, information about the dialogue
group experience was collected during individual telephone interviews or in-person interviews.
Only one interview method (telephone or in-person) was used for each scheduled interview.
While the dissertation proposal called for use of theoretical group interviews during the
analysis phase to “push the analyses toward completion by providing the final missing pieces of
the puzzle” (Morse, 2010, p. 241), this sampling approach was not used. Although theoretical
group interviews were initially envisioned as a tool to further probe questions and investigate
preliminary findings with a group of dialogue participants, concerns about participant
confidentiality and the ability to schedule a convenient time to attract a sufficient number of
attendees rendered this data refinement approach impractical. Instead of convening a theoretical
interview group, additional individual interviews with dialogue participants were completed after
initial data gathering and coding to flesh out missing information, to probe for greater
understanding and insight, explore other areas for emergence, and to complete saturation.
Chapter Summary
Chapters I and II detail the research questions and procedural elements of the study.
Important elements for consideration and the growing popularity of civic engagement carried out
in deliberation and deliberative democracy are discussed relative to guiding theories of the
phenomenon over the past 30 plus years. The scholarly works and theories devoted to civic
dialogue and deliberative democracy focus on various facets of the subject, ranging from moral
conflict, meaning, and practice to civic inclusion and broadening of the practice. While little
research focuses on the experience of participants during deliberative dialogue encounters with
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respect to interpersonal communication, fewer still address issues of disagreement and tension in
civic dialogue. The ways in which dialogue groups, participants, and facilitators act together,
and how these groups address and work through interpersonal communication in the course of
deliberative dialogue discussion is critical to greater utilization of this approach in the
development of leaderful communities.
The literature review (Chapter II) concentrates on the role of dialogue and deliberative
democracy beginning with Habermas’ (1989) perspective of the public sphere and issues
characterizing and impacting dialogue and human interaction among individuals gathered for
civic engagement. Issues of race, racism, and power are reviewed with the intent of developing
an understanding about how the dynamics of individual and structural racism and power have
created deep divisions in the social fabric of the country. Chapter III introduces and describes
the methodology for the research, the research perspective, approach to data collection and
analysis. Grounded theory, the link between the research and the data, offers a good fit for this
social constructivist exploration into the lived experience of dialogue group members. Theories
pertaining to public space and inclusion, democracy and freedom, rationale discourse, and
conflict and tension in dialogue establish a basis for understanding the civic environment and
factors influencing the interactions among those gathered.
Chapter IV documents the data obtained from dialogue participants and facilitators who
attended and participated in one or more of the civic dialogues on race. Using grounded theory
coding, the emergence of information is explained along with theoretical sampling and the
collection and identification of data threads and the initial findings. Characteristics of the
interview group, the processes for attaining a theoretical sample, and discerning saturation are
also discussed in this chapter. Analysis and findings from the research are documented in
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Chapter IV and based on information obtained from interviews with dialogue participants and
facilitators about communication among and between the participants of deliberative dialogue
groups. Analysis of the data obtained from the interviews was analyzed using dimensional
analysis. Theoretical propositions emerging from the analysis of the data, which has been coded
and grouped into dimensions, are discussed in Chapter V, and Chapter VI includes implications
for leadership and change arising from the theoretical propositions that emerged from the
research. As a tool for community development, action, and policy creation, civic and
deliberative dialogue is an underutilized approach compared to traditional forms of civic
engagement. In citing implications for leadership through the use of participatory engagement
and civic dialogue I illustrate how the research supports and extends the existing literature
confirming deliberative dialogue as a tool for leaderfulness (Raelin, 2011) and as a practice that
supports citizen led efforts focused on transforming “fears and misperceptions into mutual
understanding and insights about how groups [and communities] can interact and change
relationships” (Saunders, 1999, p. 258). Chapter VI also includes areas for further study
resulting from the analysis and the study conclusion.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
Introduction
The literature review provides an analysis of scholarly theories and perspectives,
presenting foundational information about theories that are critical to understanding the origins
of deliberative democracy and participatory and public engagement practices among individuals
who share a desire for change and action. The literature of civic engagement and public dialogue
establishes intersections between public engagement, deliberative democracy, and the business
of democracy and government. The literature conducted for this research includes insight into
the development of democratic democracy, and ways in which individuals publically gather to
discuss issues of the day and exchange personal opinions in a public forum. The following
examination of literature related to civic engagement, dialogue, and emergent themes uncovered
during data collection and analysis includes: civic dialogue, the public sphere, public hearings
and town meetings, conflict and tension, reason and rational discourses, and race and racism. A
review of the literature covering these varied topics established a framework for understanding
the research question and the context in which it was explored.
Scholars describe the purposes and benefits of adopting deliberative approaches as a
prominent trait of democratic society. In presenting the literature review of theories relevant to
citizen engagement and the work of the public, the review will address topics including
deliberation, deliberative democracy, tension and disagreement, and power and justice from
various scholarly perspectives.
A premise of deliberative democracy is the prominent role of citizens in obtaining
meaningful input into decisions and laws made by elected representatives. As a process,
deliberative democracy stimulates and supports levels of engagement that extend beyond
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“interest group bargaining or voting in elections” (Gutmann & Thompson, 2004, p. 4). Gutmann
and Thompson (2004) noted that deliberative democracy exhibits four primary characteristics:
“reason-giving, accessibility, decisions that are binding, and a process that is dynamic and
sustained” (p. 6). These characteristics are acknowledged widely by a body of literature that
contributes to the normative understanding of the qualities of deliberative democracy.
Scholars have advanced theories of deliberative practice from a historical perspective
toward the incorporation of participatory and group process, focusing on the elements of
interaction among people gathered for public dialogue. The scholarly research created a
representative set of normative conditions under which deliberation and civic engagement occurs
and included the concepts of universalism, inclusion, reason and rational discourse, agreement
and consensus, and political efficacy (Jacobs et al., 2009). Ultimately, the normative approach
aims to achieve consensus among the participants gathered to participate in public dialogue
processes; however, Gunderson (2000) and Young (1990) espouse a different perspective of the
aim of dialogue and deliberation.
Gunderson (2000) and Young (1990) have asserted that the purpose of public deliberation
and dialogue is learning and acquiring new knowledge from fellow participants. Young, who
viewed democracy as a condition of social justice, examined the culture and individual plurality
found in urban areas, and the construction of political egalitarianism in diverse environments,
noting that a requirement of justice is participation in public discussion and “processes of
democratic decision making-democracy are both an element and condition of social justice”
(p. 91). Young’s view of public discussion is not solely focused on consensus and decisionmaking; rather, it has a primary aim of learning resulting from the views and experiences shared
among participants. Similarly, Gunderson (2000) argued that deliberation does not lead to
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consensus, and “by itself is incapable of establishing a society’s collective priorities; rather
consensus is a byproduct of deliberation (p. 199). Gunderson stressed that the primary reason for
deliberating is to learn, rather than simply to not arrive at consensus. So, while deliberative
dialogue and public engagement allow for idea sharing and a free exchange of ideas, many
scholars (Gunderson, 2000; Jacobs et al., 2009; Young, 1990) assert that the benefit of sharing
in these public forums is learning different points of view, not necessarily consensus building.
Conversely, Yankelovich (2001), Guttmann and Thompson (2004), and Jacobs et al. (2009)
concur that deliberative democracy allows for the development of consensus and aids decisionmaking.
The approach used in this research initiative is focused on understanding the exchange
between dialogue participant (and facilitators), their feelings and expressions during the process,
how tension and disagreement was handled, and how new insights and reflections during and
after dialogue gatherings contribute to shifts in perspective. Some civic deliberative dialogues
are for the purpose of seeking consensus among attendees concerning one or more alternatives
for actions. The purpose of the civic deliberative dialogues on race and the focus of this research,
was to promote greater understanding about how to engage in deliberative dialogue about issues
of race and racism, without consensus and decision-making about a course of action by those
attending.
In summary, deliberative dialogue exists when a certain process is in place and when the
application of process allows dialogue group members to move from many individual
perspectives to a point of shared perspective. With respect to process, Yankelovich (2001)
informed that dialogue becomes deliberative when the following qualities are in place:
participant equality and the absence of coercive influences; a commitment to listening with
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empathy; and a willingness to bring assumptions into the open. Applying deliberative process to
the practice of civic dialogue, as I do in this dissertation, results in discourse that allows groups
the opportunity to create an environment for individuals to agonize with oneself and others
(Saunders, 1999) about the topics of race and racism.
The review of literature consists of various sections addressing the public sphere and
public spaces, town meetings and public hearings, deliberative democracy and freedom,
intergroup contact, reason and rational discourse, conflict and tension, and race and racism.
The Public Sphere and Public Spaces
Public space, the public sphere, and civic gathering places describe the locations where
people gather to do the business of the public. Public spaces have a uniting quality, and are
environments where members of the community assemble freely. Public spaces connect and
generate sharing among unaffiliated individuals. Throughout history and in urban centers, the
public square has existed as a physical gathering place where individuals assemble for dialogue
and a candid exchange of thoughts, opinions, and perspectives.
The public sphere, as conceived by Habermas (1989) and expanded upon by Calhoun
(1992), and Thomassen (2010), is the ideal for rational communication and the basis upon which
multiple forms of civic engagement and public discourse rest. Habermas detailed the
development, rise, and fall of the public sphere during a period spanning from the 17th to the
19th century. Habermas’ public sphere evolved from the notion of separation in private and
public functions. From a societal standpoint, the public sphere was a space where “citizens
would come together to deliberate and govern” (Thomassen, 2010, p. 36). As the notion of
governance aligned with the separation of public and private functions, the “bourgeois public
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sphere” (Habermas, 1989) emerged. Habermas (1987) described the characteristics of the
bourgeois public sphere as:
•
•
•

A place where private people come together as a public
The public, composed of a grouping of private individuals, who challenged the
government about the regulations of commodity exchange and labor issues; and
The use of confrontation and reason to arrive at collective thought. (p. 27)

Thomassen (2010) suggested that the bourgeois sphere was an outgrowth of capitalism,
stating that, “A new class of capitalists—the bourgeois class—was primarily based in towns and
cities” (p. 37). Over time, the public sphere evolved as the public citizenry gathered for dialogue
and deliberation achieved greater education, and thus a more informed capacity for rational
discourse and critique. Referring to Habermas, Thomassen pointed to the role of citizens who
gathered and arrived at “rational solutions on the basis of critical debate which took place in
coffeehouses (in Britain), salons (in France) and table societies (in Germany)” (Thomassen,
2010, p. 38). Debate described within the context of Habermas’ public sphere refers to the
cultivation of a public with an orientation toward rational critical discussion, rather than the
characteristics of modern debate of argument that includes a sense of digging in, and contesting
differing perspectives.
In Habermas’ account, the role of dialogue and public engagement was a prominent
feature of social life as capitalism emerged and became “an institutional basis in the press and
the coffee house” (Thomassen, 2010, p. 39). Thomassen’s critique of the public sphere
highlights the notion of class distinctions. While he noted that Habermas (1989) stressed that a
public sphere is not of a specific class, he also pointed out “initially, aristocrats were frequent
participants in the literary and political discussions in the press and in coffeehouses”
(Thomassen, 2010, p. 39). Additionally, the gender composition of the aristocratic class was
overwhelmingly male.
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In his analysis of the public sphere and the role of the bourgeois and others, Thomassen
(2010) offered insight into the use of critical reason to promote understanding and new
perspectives. In doing so, the public sphere and its agents use the space as a forum to “check
government and as a basis for good government” (Thomassen, 2010, p. 40). These points are
worth noting in assessing the similarities and differences of deliberative dialogue and the public
sphere. Those engaged in discourse in the public sphere are likely to practice an idealized
version of dialogue, disregarding inequalities, displays of interests based solely on reason, and a
lack of inclusivity (Thomassen, 2010).
With respect to inclusion, Thomassen (2010) noted that although the public sphere rested
on the idea of inclusion, it was merely a formality of the practice. “The public sphere is
obviously biased and based on exclusions: of women, of the poor, of non-whites, of the illiterate
and so on” (Thomassen, 2010, p. 41). While the right of inclusion is a given, the ability of an
individual to fully participate may be limited by factors such as race, status, gender, and
education. In time, the notion of the bourgeois and their characteristics came to represent the
norm with regard to the public sphere. Thomassen (2010) explained, “the bourgeois [white,
property owning males] comes to see himself and to be seen by others as the natural subject of
humanity” (p. 42).
Thomassen’s (2010) argument conditions rationality in the public sphere on the presence
of inclusivity. He detailed two forms of inclusiveness in deliberative processes; one form allows
participation in deliberative process as a matter of choice. The second form of inclusion
pertained to inclusion as it occurs in dialogue processes, specifically the ability of individuals to
fully participate in dialogue and have adequate understanding of information relative to the
discourse. In essence, Thomassen (2010) described inclusion as a phenomenon that manifests
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internal and external to the dialogue process, and as part of the public sphere. Criticism of
Habermas’ concept of the public sphere centered on the extent to which dialogue is rational, and
the ability of all individuals to speak and have equal voice with regard to status and other
determinants of social status. In particular, Young (1996) opposed a view of deliberation that is
restricted to a narrowly defined perspective. Young (2002) argued for a broader perspective, and
considered various forms of reasoning, including narrative, rhetoric, and civil disobedience, thus
capturing a wider array of voices and perspectives.
Town Meetings and Public Hearings
The origins of civic public and citizen engagement are derived from the public square
with its town hall, where, since colonial times, the public gathered to engage in issues of
importance with respect to the well-being of the collective. Although decisions culminating
from town meetings are governed by votes cast by registered members of the municipal
subdivisions, there are also less formal deliberative gatherings to engage individuals in the
sharing of ideas and development of collective consensus as a means of rendering decisions. A
standard approach for gathering the thoughts and opinions of local citizens and stakeholders by
governmental leaders has traditionally taken place in town meetings and public hearings. The
town meeting offered a public place for members of the community to gather and discuss issues
of common concern as part of the decision-making process.
Modern-day town meetings are fashioned after the New England town meetings of the
past, an invention of colonial governance that remains today, “the New England town meeting is
the longest standing institution of public deliberation in the United States” (Williamson & Fung,
2004, p. 6). The town meeting is modeled after an ancient form of public gathering dating back
to Athens, Greece, and the premise that all members of the community should have a role in
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local governance (Williamson & Fung, 2004). Unlike participatory venues in which citizens
offer input or discuss plans without making a decision, the town meeting is a citizen legislature,
with law-making authority and resource allocation and decision-making authority (Bryan, 1999).
Here it is relevant to make a distinction between town meetings and public hearings.
Although similar in purpose, and used to gather input from residents and constituents, public
hearings differ from town meetings, in several ways. Public hearings, used far more frequently
than town meetings, are fundamental to federal, state, and local budget and funding processes.
Often held as a requirement for funding approval, the general goal of public hearings is to gather
input from citizens and stakeholder groups, yet input and participation comes with no assurance
that any of the comments will actually influence funding decisions and allocations. “Most public
meetings are not deliberative exchanges, and do not provide space for offering reasons for
contrasting positions and perspectives” (Williamson & Fung, 2004, p. 8).
Like public hearings, town meetings are open to all members of the community, allow
equal participation, and focus on decision-making. Public hearings have evolved over time and
in some ways are representative of the old world colonial town meeting. The fundamental
difference between public hearings and town meetings is that town meeting participants
contribute to law making and the budget allocation of budget funds and resources (Williamson &
Fung, 2004). Conversely, public hearings are a tool of bureaucracy used to gather input about
alternatives crafted by government officials and administrators. Because there is little attempt to
engage the public prior to scheduled public hearings, they frequently elicit a reactive response,
and typically provide little if any, opportunity to introduce new ideas for consideration. As such,
the public hearing represents a governmental approach that does little to advance public
involvement the way other forms of civic engagement and deliberative democracy allows.
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Deliberative Democracy and Freedom
Rostbøll (2008) explored democratic theory and freedom, and investigated the “different
dimensions of freedom that make deliberation possible” (p. 3). He has labeled the relationship
between deliberation and freedom as one of “mutual justification and reciprocal reinforcement”
(p. 3) and posed the question “does deliberative democracy make people more free than other
forms of democracy” (p. 209). Rostbøll contended that the idea of freedom within the context of
deliberative democracy encompasses many dimensions. His research on the topic of deliberative
freedom seeks to bring clarity and understanding to the various intersections of freedom and
deliberative democracy.
In particular, Rostbøll (2008) developed a theory of deliberative democracy that
addresses the role of political freedom. Regarding freedom and deliberative democracy, he
stressed the desire to protect existing and future freedoms: “Deliberative democratic practices do
not merely aim at protecting existing freedoms but also at interpreting and justifying the freedom
that should be protected” (p. 4). Further, he defined deliberative freedom as the combination of
four freedoms such as public autonomy and self-rule, negative freedom and noninterference; free
formation of political opinions (internal autonomy); and freedom as status. He also distinguished
between dimensions and conceptions of freedom and the concept of political freedom to explain
his concept of deliberative freedom and its relationship to earlier models and the linkages
between democracy and freedom. As such, negative freedom refers to using democracy to
protect an already understood and demarcated freedom, vis-à -vis noninterference. Conversely,
freedom as status relates the independence of individuals to create new expressions of being free
(MacKinnon, 1989). Rostbøll (2008), in his research on the intersections of freedom and
deliberative democracy, instructed that the aim of deliberative democracy is an exercise of
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freedom. “It is not so much aimed at transforming preferences but at securing the transformation
of preferences in a free manner as opposed to under conditions and processes that distort the free
exchange of reasons and information” (Rostbøll, 2008, p. 14).
Rostbøll (2008), in his development of a theory of deliberative freedom, addressed the
philosophy of deliberative democracy advanced by Rawls (1997) and Habermas (1989). In
assessing the Rawlsian perspective of deliberation and public reason, Rostbøll (2008) first
contended that the views of Rawls and Habermas about deliberative democracy have merged to
the detriment of the fundamental traditions articulated by these two philosophers. Rostbøll
(2008) differentiated reasonableness, which “refers to the civic mindedness of citizens” (p. 120)
with respect to participant behaviors and motivations in deliberative settings. He called out five
virtues of reasonableness, which are useful to understanding deliberative encounters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Participation reasonableness: Citizens are reasonable if they are willing to participate
in public deliberation by contributing their own perspectives and listening to those of
others.
Content reasonableness: Citizens are reasonable if they restrict the content of their
contributions to deliberation to reasons they can reasonably expect others to endorse.
Contributions to deliberation reasonableness: Citizens are reasonable if any, and all
contributions to deliberation they make are reasonable.
Decision justification reasonableness: Citizens are reasonable if the justifications for
their political decisions are reasonable.
Form reasonableness: Citizens are reasonable if they give their contributions to
deliberation in a reasonable form. (p. 120)

In articulating these virtues, Rostbøll (2008) called into question the reasonableness
perspectives and idea of freedom based on the theoretical underpinnings of Rawls, Habermas,
and other noted scholars of deliberative democracy. Whereas he did not offer a critique of
participation reasonableness per se, Rostbøll nevertheless identified two phases of participation
in a process dedicated to learning: one associated with the act of citizens having a willingness to
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assemble, communicate, and listen to one another, and a second phase that involved
understanding the process of deliberation.
With respect to conflict, tension, and disagreement, Rostbøll (2008) approached such
issues from the perspective of diversity and tolerance, noting that tolerance leads to a form of
blind acceptance in which divergent perspectives are taken without question. This is contrary to
the aim of deliberative democracy and the prospect of generative learning.
Actually, I find the use of toleration as requiring us not to question or discuss the
fundamental views of others misplaced. An intrinsic value of deliberation is that we are
treated as persons capable of responding to and giving reasons. To respect someone is
not to accept his views but rather to discuss them. (Rostbøll, 2008, p. 202)
As an example of this, Rostbøll (2008) used the term argue when describing conflict and
disagreement among participants, commenting, “arguing with someone cannot be regarded as
limiting freedom but on the contrary is a necessary condition of free opinion formation and
mutual respect” (p. 203).
Intergroup Contact
The premise of intergroup contact is based on the nearly 60-year-old psychology-based
contact hypothesis (Allport, 1954), which posited that situations in which meaningful
interactions between individuals can occur can lead to opportunities for improved relationships
(Amir, 1969). Allport (1954) identified four conditions that may lead to positive intergroup
contact, including equal status, common goals, a means of intergroup cooperation, and authority
support.
Subsequent research by Pettigrew (1998) refined the original conditions established by
Allport. Additionally, Pettigrew (1998) added friendship potential as a fifth condition for
optimal intergroup contact. Friendship potential acknowledges that “constructive contact relates
more to long-term close relationships than acquaintanceship” (p. 76).
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Reason and Rational Discourse
Gutmann and Thompson’s (2004) theory of deliberative democracy defined reason giving
as the most important characteristic of deliberative democracy. The tenets of reason-giving, as
advanced, call for cooperation, morality, and mutual respect among participants engaged in
discussion. Gutmann and Thompson also identified characteristics of accessibility, binding
decisions, and process dynamics as central to the work of deliberative democracy. Describing
deliberative democracy as second order theory, Gutmann and Thompson make the argument that
the practice promotes outcomes better than aggregative democracy due to its ability to foster the
consideration of alternatives by citizens and their representatives based on expressed preferences.
Gutmann and Thompson contended that deliberative democracy is different from other theories
because “it can more readily accommodate moral conflict” (2004, p. 126). They based this claim
largely on the fact that deliberative democracy, in addition to being a second order theory, is
used to promote a public philosophy toward dialogue and engagement that supports mutual
respect and acceptance of disagreement as a natural occurrence in deliberative democracy.
Gutmann and Thompson’s (2004) theory calls for “consensus as a condition for political
discussion of enduring moral disagreement and fair terms of political cooperation” (p. 94).
This theory departs from a pure proceduralist perspective, which values only the
“procedures by which laws are made and the conditions under which the procedures can be made
to work fairly” (Gutmann & Thompson, 2004, p. 95). In establishing a set of principles
applicable to deliberative democracy, Gutmann and Thompson espoused reciprocity and justice
for governing a process that can be continuous, when viewed as a governing condition, or within
smaller deliberative encounters. Deliberative democratic theory is an ongoing practice of reason
giving with intermittent, collectively constructed decisions based on mutually justifiable reasons
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(Gutmann & Thompson, 2004). As such, Gutmann and Thompson have concluded that
deliberative democracy differs from other theories “because it contains within itself the means
for its own revision” (2004, p. 138). The self-revising quality of deliberative democracy plays a
critical role in the process of working through (Yankelovich, 1991) tension and disagreement.
Based on Gutmann and Thompson’s work, civic engagement is the only form of public
engagement that allows or promotes this type of transformation.
Gunderson’s (2000) theory of democracy from the Socratic viewpoint represented an
attempt to reconcile reason and democracy by “combining a theory of rational political
process—dyadic deliberation—with a theory of rational political outcomes –substantive political
rationality” (p. 278). Gunderson’s (2000) The Socratic Citizen combined democratic rationality
or reason, and dyadic dialogue using a relational approach, defining deliberation as “a
combination of resolve and thoughtful consideration of alternatives; thought plus action, or more
precisely thought that goes into action” (p. 53). This form of deliberation originated from the
classic Socratic method of learning and exchange as a similarly constructed dyadic model of
deliberation of challenge and response. This model is particularly useful to deliberative
democracy in that it is not limited to a “set number of conversational partners” (Gunderson,
2000, p. 59). Reason giving is a way of maintaining balance and equity between dialogue
partners and participants, using the dyadic model of “challenge and response” (p. 63) to fuel
deliberation. Applying this model fostered a type of civic engagement that “asks not that
deliberation lead immediately to collective action, but that it takes collective action as its object”
(p. 67). Gunderson’s (2000) theory of the Socratic citizen carefully explored the intersections
and connections within foundational deliberative theories. Dryzek (2005) and Habermas (1989)
did not explore the gap between dyadic dialogue and group dialogue nor did they attempt to
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bridge the two. The relationship between dyadic and group dialogue is a particularly important
concept for this research, because it is likely that tensions and disagreements result in some
degree of emergence and resolution in dyadic expressions and interactions within the framework
of the deliberative setting.
Gunderson (2000) thus advanced an argument relative to the value of deliberative
process, similar to the viewpoint of Arendt (1977), namely, that the benefit of deliberation is not
the resulting action, but the act itself. Gunderson further emphasized that the common good is
more about the ability to participate in decision-making, rather than the decision alone, noting
that while participation is a critical aspect of establishing the common good, it is generally a
procedure carried out by a collective rather than an outcome. In addition to analyzing the
significance of the concept of the common good, Gunderson explored the dyadic model from a
normative perspective of rational democracy relative to egalitarianism, reason-based outcomes,
and fallible truths in which the relationship of individuals to learning is an open-ended process.
This process permits an on-going process of change and revision, the evolutionary nature of
deliberation, repeated critique, and self-awareness. Gunderson’s view of conflict is presented as
a companion to consensus, rather than a condition solved by consensus.
Offering another perspective on the common viewpoint that consensus “is at odds with
substantive political reality” (Gunderson, 2000, p. 88), Gunderson presented an interesting nexus
in dyadic theory by clarifying that his theory is the product of the interaction of the two. In his
elaboration of conflict and consensus, Gunderson (2000) drew on the research of Black (1992),
Dietz (2000), and McCarthy (1991), citing four observations about why consensus alone is an
unworthy goal of deliberative and civic engagement:
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•
•
•
•

As a self-limiting process, focused on action, deliberation may end before consensus
is achieved;
Political [or any kind] of discourse which is always open to dissent;
An objective of political compromise is to accommodate incompatibilities; and
Philosophy and conflict is a natural occurrence and the essence of Socratic process.
(p. 88)

By acknowledging that deliberation is “neither purely cooperative nor purely conflictual”
(Gunderson, 2000, p. 89) created a more realistic and real-world perspective about the
intersection of conflict within the context of deliberation. Dialogue and deliberation that fosters
discourse of consensus and dissensus produces new understandings, insights, and learning
(Gunderson, 2000).
The dyadic model of deliberation and its handling of conflict and consensus are
significant to this research proposal. As a theory, dyadic deliberation is based on utilization of
the Socratic Method to help dialogue participants determine what separates them, thereby
creating an empowered citizenry. Gunderson (2000) reflected on his assessment of conflict and
consensus in the context of the dyadic model and political learning as follows: “the more
individual citizens are capable of defining issues, the more they set the agenda, and the more the
public sector must respond to them, rather than vice versa” (p. 91).
It is also important to note for the purposes of my research specifically how Gunderson
(2000) diverged from rational models of deliberative democracy by acknowledging the
expression of emotion by participants in discourse and deliberation. He outlined a typology of
emotions with a view to identifying particular emotions that are useful in fostering deliberation.
Three primary emotions associated with deliberation in the Socratic model are fear, anger, and
hope (Gunderson, 2000). These emotions are in congruence with Socratic discourse in that they
evoke a “challenge to a citizen’s belief and an active response” (p. 176). Gunderson’s theory of
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deliberative democracy based on a Socratic model and dyadic method can thus be seen as
instructive to an exploration of tension and conflict, as experienced by members of dialogue
groups.
Conflict, Tension, and Power
The role of conflict, tension, and disagreement is inevitable in deliberative encounters.
Deliberative scholars discuss conflict from a variety of perspectives taking into account “the
interactive back and forth process of communication” that occurs in civic participatory processes
(Koch, 1996, p. 95). While Koch explored the existence of tension and disagreement in
homogeneous groups based on Dewey’s theory that conflict fosters more effective dialogue, the
work of Hall (2007), Locher (2004), and Mansbridge (1996) investigated disagreement and
tension by examining more explicitly the influencing forces of power and passion in deliberative
encounters.
Koch (1996) provided a useful analysis of Dewey’s account of conflict situations and the
significance of communication patterns consisting of a back and forth exchange. In the back and
forth of dialogue participants exchange information in a way that serves to inform and challenge
the rationale and reasons offered by those involved. Koch has noted that effective dialogue
results from effective inquiry, the basis of which rests upon the shared principles among those
who gather. Shared moral principles of dialogue consisting of respect, careful listening,
appreciation of suggestions from others in the group, and reasonable use of language (Koch,
1996) allows dialogue members the opportunity for inquiry that may lead to resolution and a
shared course of action. Koch further indicated that this model of dialogue holds up well only
when a high degree of homogeneity exists among participants. In an exploration of the
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instrumentalist approach to dialogue in contrast to traditional theory, Koch drew on approaches
to dealing with moral conflict from a mainstream and instrumentalist perspective.
Form this particular lens, Koch (1996) came to define the mainstream view as “an
approach to moral and political philosophy which attempts to give and defend an account of
moral goods, imperatives and ideals, without regard for the conditions of action needed to attain
them” (p. 96). As such, the response within a mainstream approach is to deal with conflict in a
way that ultimately lacks substantive meaning. Counter to this, the instrumentalist approach
encourages further inquiry into areas of conflict among dialogue participants. Koch provided
insight into conflict and its effect on dialogue and inquiry. Inquiry begins to break down when
participants behave in a way that impedes compliance with moral principles and the environment
is fixed or inflexible, thereby limiting the opportunity to explore or reduce the conflict (Koch,
1996). This awareness is useful to understanding the response to conflict within a group setting.
According to Koch, moral principles are shared and agreed upon by participants, yet the shared
method of interaction he notes can be breached by factors such as “self-interest, fear, and the
desire for power” (p. 97). The instrumentalist perspective has a goal “to do something about,
rather than be satisfied to make a choice between a limited range of options and then have to
defend it” (p. 99).
In an alternative approach, Mansbridge (1996) has argued for the inclusion of the term
coercion to describe power by one or a group of individuals to influence an outcome suggesting
that scholars must acknowledge the relevance of coercion in addition to deliberation in the
democratic polity. Mansbridge’s study thus sheds light on the fact that coercion, at times, is the
only course of action in moving democracies forward, because, deliberation, in every instance,
does not necessarily lead to agreement. By viewing the role of coercion as a mechanism for
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attaining outcomes in democracies through deliberation, she has managed to assess the idea of
coercion and power from the perspective of contemporary political theorists. As Mansbridge
(1996) asserted “Many of the best contemporary political theorists have not faced squarely the
role of conflicting interests, and consequently of coercion, in any democratic polity” (p. 48).
Mansbridge presented varying levels of disagreement with theorists Arendt (1977), Wolin
(1996), Walzer (2002), and Habermas (1989), each of whom disagreed that coercion or power
has a role in democracy. Nevertheless, issues of coercion and power within civic engagement
and deliberative dialogue processes cannot be ignored, nor can the potential for these elements to
contribute to conflict and tension among participants. In developing her position about coercion
and power, Mansbridge (1996) drew upon real world conditions, in contrast to the ideals of
normative democratic theory, a factor that strengthens her argument in the contemporary
literature.
Mansbridge’s (1996) work goes on to include a further exploration of coercion that
looked at consent as a means of legitimating the concept, noting that only under certain
conditions is coercion helpful and useful to deliberation, primarily in situations where equal
power among participants is sought. In this manner, Mansbridge covered key concerns of
deliberative democracy from the perspective of minorities and, disadvantaged and
underrepresented populations in her discussion of subaltern counter publics and enclave
deliberation. Subaltern counter publics (Fraser, 1990) is a term used to describe an alternative
public in which “parallel discursive arenas where members of subordinated social groups invent
and circulate counter discourses, which in turn permit them to formulate oppositional
interpretations of their identities, interests, and needs” (p. 67). Alternate forums for gathering, as
described by Mansbridge and Fraser, provide spaces and environments for participants who
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might otherwise have a limited voice, or no voice at all in deliberative discussion comprised of
individuals representing minority and majority populations.
Although Mansbridge (1996) offered a critical assessment that problematizes the concept
of subaltern counter publics and enclave gatherings, she nevertheless recognized that “spending
time in oppositional enclaves and outside of them promotes a weighing and reflective
consideration of the lessons of each venue against the other” (p. 58). With regard to coercion,
alternative forms of gathering offer members of disadvantaged and minority groups the
opportunity to develop and solidify positions that either resist or exert cohesive pressure, as
needed, rather than be subject to it. Coercive acts and forces are likely to factor into deliberative
and civic processes, and influence or contribute to group tensions and conflicts.
With respect to the significance of the composition of the group itself in processes of
deliberative democracy, Locher (2004) examined the exercise of power within the context of
disagreements and exchanges among large and small groups of people. The main premise of
Locher’s research was that the exercise of power has the potential to occur in any situation in
which there is interaction between two or more people. Using this premise, the researcher
explored “power and politeness in naturally occurring linguistic data” (p. 93). Locher’s research
thus examined the influence of disagreement and politeness on power relationships,
communication and relational work, using Kakava’s (1993) definition of disagreement, namely,
“an oppositional stance (verbal or non-verbal) to an antecedent verbal (or non-verbal) action”
(p. 95) in the context of interactions and previous actions among individuals in pairs and groups.
In particular, Locher (2004) introduced the concepts of symmetrical and asymmetrical
power, while investigating “the actual exercise of power occurring in disagreements” (p. 3). An
aim of participatory engagements and deliberative dialogue is to minimize power by allowing, in
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theory, equal voice among the individuals assembled, and equality in the consideration of ideas
and opinions shared. A focus on disagreements and challenges resulting from conflict inherent
in the exercise of power provided a container for Locher to study the “potential co-occurrence of
relational work and politeness” that can arise in human interactions and relationships. Locher’s
research on power relationships and disagreement investigated important concepts about power.
Her work explored the exercise of power in relation to freedom, and relational aspects of power
relative to resistance and negotiation. In developing an understanding of power, the dynamic in
human interaction, Locher (2004) produced the following concise summary for discerning and
understanding power, which is especially instructive to this study of disagreement and tension
within deliberative dialogue groups.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power is (often) expressed through language.
Power cannot be explained without conceptualization.
Power is relational, dynamic and contestable.
The interconnectedness of language and society can also be seen in the display of
power.
Freedom of action is needed to exercise power.
The restriction of an interactant’s action-environment often leads to the exercise
of power.
The exercise of power involves a latent conflict and clash of interests, which can
be obscured because of a society’s ideologies. (p. 39)

Locher (2004) clearly explained the concept of power and the resulting effects of this
phenomenon within the context of one-to-one and group discussions by skillfully citing the
linkages between power displays and language, and observing how each is exercised among
individuals experiencing disagreement or conflict. Locher’s research thus considered power as a
“social phenomenon that can occur in any kind of situation where two people interact” (p. 2).
Hall’s (2007) research raised the question of the significance of emotion and thought
through an insightful review of rational discourse from the perspective of passion and reason in
the course of deliberative democracy. Deliberative democracy theorists generally exclude
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passion from the discussion of rational discourse and communication, on the premise that
passionate displays of ideas and opinion are irrational. To the contrary, Hall has made the case
that “a [more] endemic problem for deliberative theory stems from the supreme value it places
on calm rational discussion, to the exclusion of emotionally laden speech and passionate protest”
(p. 81). Hall’s working definition of deliberation is derived from “the literature of deliberative
democracy boiled down to its basics of (1) discussions (2) about what to do (3) using reason(s)”
(p. 88).
Similarly, Young (1996) and Sanders (1997) contended that emphasis on the rational
aspects of communication in the process of public engagement and deliberative process
advocates a form of communication that, in addition to being formal, is orderly, contained, and
dispassionate. Relative to this debate, Hall (2007) argued that the valuing of dispassion in the
delivery of deliberative discourse, derived from theories of communicative discourse, intensifies
existing inequalities of gender, race, and class. The guiding premise of Hall’s work is an
acknowledgement that “deliberation is not and cannot be a purely rational enterprise, and argues
the importance of deliberation as a process involving passion and reason” (p. 82). By addressing
the need for the role of passionate rhetoric and reasoned communication in the context of
deliberation and the extent to which normative forms of communication are privileged, Hall
(2007) presented a critique that is contradictory to the ideals of dialogue and civic engagement.
Hall furthermore advanced the argument from a feminist perspective, and highlighted how
theories of deliberation based on a rational perspective align reason with “masculinity and
whiteness, and life of the mind; conversely, passion is associated with femininity, darkness, the
body and physical labor” (p. 85). Referencing the work of Young (1996), Hall noted that, to
privilege reason and disparage passion is to perpetuate a fundamentally masculine value system
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and a system of public engagement and discourse that valued the voices of white males over
minority and female participants.
Although Hall (2007) successfully made the case that passion is a legitimate and
important part of deliberation, defining passion as “strong enthusiasm and devotion” (p. 87) and
exploring and expanding upon passion in deliberative settings, she has neglected to explore what
occurs when passions collide or when rational and passionate forms of communication are
present in dialogue settings. Hall’s (2007) research concludes with the recognition that civic
dialogue and “deliberation requires both thinking carefully and caring thoughtfully” (p. 92).
Drawing from Hall, this dissertation acknowledges the significance of emotion in the dialogue
experience, while also identifying the exploration of passion in dialogue and deliberative
practices as an area for further study.
Race and Racism
At the start of the research on civic deliberative dialogue, the intent of the design for data
gathering and subsequent analysis was to focus solely on deliberative process, rather than the
topic and subject of the civic engagement sessions. During the early stages of my research, I
presumed that research into the experiences of deliberative dialogue attendees was primarily a
function of process rather than process and content combined. The selection of data gathering
focused on deliberative dialogues on race was unknown at the time the research design and
proposal was developed and approved. Data gathering from deliberative dialogues on race
necessitated the addition of this section to the literature review to address race and racism, and
structural issues of power and privilege.
The civic dialogues on race convened in a series of venues, over a period of months
generated rich data gathering and the examination of a range of perspectives and understanding
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about participant’s conversations on the topic of race and racism. The dialogues on race
provided a forum for participants to explore ideas and perspectives and expand their
understanding about race relations and discrimination from stories of personal experiences in
small group settings. Because the topic of the deliberative dialogues and the starter video, Race:
The power of an illusion, focused on race it became evident that a scholarly overview of key
theories and concepts pertaining to race and racism and discrimination would lend contextual
understanding on the topic and the ensuing analysis resulting from the civic dialogues on race.
Race and racism have been studied from many angles. While Anthias (2010) contended
there is no absolute definition of racism because of its many forms, she noted, “it is underpinned
by a notion of a natural relation between an essence attributed to a human population, whether
biological or of cultural and social outcomes” (p. 227). Other scholars have defined racism in
related, but different ways including the following:
•

A set of discourses and practices that imposes inferiority, subordinate positioning,
and exclusionary group boundaries and hierarchies (Anthias & Yuval Davis, 1992).

•

“Exclusion through devaluation, intrinsic or instrumental, timeless or time-bound”
(Goldberg, 2004, p. 214).

•

A denial of equal or full participation in economic, social and organizational,
political, and cultural life as an effect racist practices (Bonilla-Silva, 2013; Essed,
1991; Feagin, 1991).

•

“An organized system, rooted in an ideology of inferiority that categorizes, ranks,
and differentially allocates societal resources to human population groups’’
(Williams & Rucker, 2000, p. 76).
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•

“A system of structural inequalities and a historical process both created and
recreated through routine practices” (Essed, 1991, p. 39).

•

“The hostility that one group feels toward another on the basis of alleged biological
and/or cultural inferiority of that other” (Holt, 2002, p. 4).

Racism according to van Dijk is a complex societal system of ethnically or racially based
domination that results in unequal practices (1993, 2002), operating at macro and micro levels
such that power and influence spans a broad spectrum of institutions and organizations (van
Dijk, 2002).
Race applies to “groups of people who are naturally different from one another”
(Armstrong & Ng, 2005, p. 36) and is a socially constructed concept based on visible difference.
The concept of race has historic roots embedded in the use of science to justify and exacerbate
presumptions about differences of biology, intelligence, and cultural norms to “rationalize claims
of natural superiority and racist practices by Europeans” (Lee & Lutz, 2005, p. 5).
The development of a structure of systemic oppression pre-dates European colonizers
who invented a class system as a way to “indoctrinate a colonized people to accept, agree with
and give consent to subjugation” (Armstrong & Ng, 2005, p. 33) to people of color. Under this
social construction, one race of people proclaimed superiority and placed themselves in
dominant positions and roles apart from other racial classes. Biologists and anthropologists of
the time created race categories that were subsequently ordered to place one superordinate race
(Caucasian) over a number of subordinate races [Mongoloids and Negroids] (Essed, 1996; Holt,
2002).
The concept of race has and continues to subject African Americans and other racial
minorities to discriminatory treatment and behaviors based on social engineering consisting of
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scientific evidence (such as the eugenics movement) to justify the adoption of laws and practices
to enforce discriminatory treatment (Augoustinos & Reynolds, 2001). Racism, in addition to
being a system of discrimination based on biological differences, “is also about wealth and
privilege” (Armstrong & Ng, 2005, p.33); whereby wealth and privilege is extended
systematically to Whites and Europeans. Science was used to rationalize racism and privilege
through the development of eugenics and other social Darwinist beliefs that dominated scientific
inquiry between 1850 and 1910 (Augoustinos & Reynolds, 2001), and contributed to
expansionist European colonial rule. The practice of eugenics proliferated and continued in the
United States, particularly in Southern states, until the 1960s (Larson, 1996).
From a historical perspective, racism as an exclusionary practice, has taken multiple
forms throughout the history of the United States. After the formal abolition of slavery, the rise
of Jim Crow separate but equal practices and procedures (1877 to the mid-1960s) served to limit
severely the freedoms of African Americans with systematic disadvantage. With the dismantling
of Jim Crow structural barriers were erected to prevent African Americans fair and equal access
to housing, education, economic, business, and political advancements. This period heralded a
shift towards racism in the form of tight social controls designed to keep minorities in their
place, sanctioned not by private individuals and institutions, but by the states (Bonilla-Silva,
2013).
Traditional forms of racism and discrimination were blatant and explicit, yet
contemporary forms tend to be subtle, less obvious, and harder to prove. The complexities of
race and ethnicity affects the development of relationships between people based on the historic
vestiges of slavery and lingering systems of structural oppression. While the explicit acts of
racism and discrimination occur with less frequency, the institutional structures remain a part of
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many major segments of society, including neighborhoods, educational institutions, and in the
public and private sector job market. Coates (2004) summed up contemporary views of race
and racism on the part of majority culture in the following statement.
Even when it is not taken for granted, race is rarely challenged as many have now come
to believe that it is a mere relic of our past that lingers in the minds of those consumed
with racial identity politics, archaic social and literary studies or those who refuse to give
up the racist ghost. Still others, tired of what they perceive to be endless conversations
into the racial void, would rather not talk about “it” ever again. (p. 1)
The difference in contemporary or new versus old racism is the justification and legitimatization
of inequity not on the basis of biology features such as skin color, but on claims that certain
groups transgress fundamental social values, including work ethic, self-reliance, self-discipline,
and individual achievement (Augoustinos & Reynolds, 2001). Barker (1981) noted another
contemporary variant of racism, referred to as the “new racism” that rejected the notion of a
cultural hierarchy altogether, instead emphasizing the desirability of the separation of cultural
groups.
Walker (2001) looked at old and new forms of racism. Old racism pre-dates the Civil
Rights era, which began in the early to mid-1950s, reflecting blunt and overtly hostile,
segregationist, and supremacist views. The new racism, as described by Walker has two
distinctive features: outright rejection of the principles of old-fashioned racism and rejection of
segregationist behaviors and supremacy, and endorsement of egalitarianism. “Secondarily and
somewhat paradoxically, new racism also rejects African Americans (and other out groups)”
(Walker, 2001, p. 26).
While racism is a phenomenon that disproportionately affects African Americans from
lower socio-economic groups, Feagin (1991) explored modern day racism and discrimination as
experienced by middle class African Americans and found blatant discrimination occurring in
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the public sphere, such as workplaces and other public locations. He described discrminiation
as “actions and practices carried out by members of dominant racial ethnic groups that have a
differential and/or negative impact on members of subordinate reacial ethnic groups (Feagin &
Eckberg, 1980). He observed discrimination against African Americans who had achieved some
level of economic success as having one of five characteristics
1) Avoidance actions; 2) rejection actions; 3) verbal attacks; 4) physical threat and
harassment by law enforcement; and 5) physical threat and harassment by non-law
enforcement whites. The discrimination, occurs in way that are blatant and reminiscent
of old styles and behaviors to “more subtle forms and in areas where blacks were
formerly excluded.” (Feagin, 1991, p. 102)
Feagin’s research underscores that the common denominator for discrimination across socioeconomic classes continues to occur in the public sphere and most often when AfricanAmericans attempt to frequent public venues. Even as some proclaim that society in now color
blind, his research remains relevant about the forms of discrimination that persist for African
Americans who appear to have made some gains in (U.S.) society. His interviews indicate that
contrary to the guarantees of the 1964 Civil Rights Act “deprivation of full enjoyment of public
facilities is not a relic of the past and that deprivation and discrimination in public
accommodations persist” (Feagin, 1991, p. 114). This type of racism and discrimination remains
representative, in many ways, of what is experienced in the 21st century, given for instance the
huge outcry in response to the Travon Martin case in which a jury acquitted a killer of an
unarmed African American teen who was shot by a White Hispanic man who used Stand Your
Ground gun laws as a defense. Moreover, controversies surrounding zero tolerance policies
targeting African Americans for bodily search on city streets (stop and frisk laws and ordinances)
by local law enforcement officers provides evidence of existing discriminatory policies,
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procedures and behaviors that are codified into law and have a negative impact on people of
color.
In the advent of a new century, many Whites deny the existence of racism and
discrimination, preferring instead to claim progression to a new era and society of
colorblindness, and non-racism. Those who are truly allied with African Americans, people of
color and activists opt to practice anti-racism. Bonilla-Silva (2013) questioned the implications
of the color-blindness claim, which allows perpetrators to ascribe racism through justification
and rationalization whereby contemporary racial inequality is an outcome of non-racial dynamics
arising from market forces and innate cultural limitations of African Americans and other racial
minorities. He pointed to racism as undetectable and thereby exhibiting “now you see it, now
you don’t manifestations of inequality” (Bonilla-Silva, 2013, p. 3). Non-racism suggests an
irrelevance of racism based on the presumption that all people are equal and therefore treated
equally. This perspective focuses on individuals rather than systems of racism and oppression
(Armstrong & Ng, 2005). Contrary to color-blind and non-racist perspectives, theories of antiracism advocate individual and institutional practices and cultural expressions that promote
inclusiveness, and interdependence, while respecting and acknowledging diversity (Griffith et
al., 2007).
Structural Inequalities, Privilege, Civic Dialogue, and the Case of Race
In light of structural inequality and privilege the following offers a view on civic
deliberative dialogue as a way of creating inclusive and equally respectful spaces for thoughtful
sharing.
Civic dialogue in many ways is a dynamic action carried out through the sharing of
thoughts and opinions on issues of common concern. The literature details civic and deliberative
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processes, which includes all or parts of the following steps: issue framing, goals and intent, the
invitation, setting and context (the dialogue environment and gathering space), the dialogue and,
the resulting outcome and/or action. Of prominent focus in the practice of deliberative dialogue
and discourse is on what is said, the words that are shared, and the interactions between
participants and facilitators. The process of sharing and the practice of deliberative dialogue also
involves hearing all voices and divergent perspectives through the act of listening.
The literature of sociology, communications and media, and international cultural studies
provided insight into the act and role of listening in democratic processes. References to
courageous listening (Husband, 2000, 2009), listening in silence (Fiumara, 1990), and path
building (Bickford, 1996) are distinct aspects of the civic and deliberative dialogue interactions
that affect the experience and flow of interaction. Listening precedes understanding, whereby
listening “is an act of attention, a willingness to focus on the other, to heed both their presence
and their communication and understanding, an act of empathetic comprehension and will to
search for the other’s intention and meaning” (Husband, 2009, p. 441). Fiumara’s concept
(1990) of listening in silence promoted a non-Western view of communication and expression
using a “logocentric culture in which the bearers of the word are predominately involved in
speaking, molding and framing” (p. 23) in a space which advanced understanding in the absence
of words.
Courageous listening (Husband, 2000, 2009) is a concept that extends mere listening in a
way that makes it, in the context of public communication and democratic discourse, a public
obligation for promoting discourse or dialogue across difference. As such, courageous or intersubjective listening (Bickford, 1996) addressed the interactions and positioning of privilege in
diverse groups. Bickford’s framework attempted to reduce positions of privilege using a
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“backgrounding of self and a foregrounding of the other, to create a space in which the other has
voice and is heard” (Thill, 2009, p. 539).
Listening as path building (Bickford, 1996) represented what can happen when
courageous listening and listening in silence take on a prominent role in democratic
conversations and civic dialogue when there is a true and authentic interplay between speaking
and listening. Path building occurs when groups of participants are able to speak and listen even
when disagreement exists, in hopes of reaching new levels of understanding. Listening in a
different, perhaps more profound manner, “opens the way for relinquishing our positions as
principal [privileged] knowers in search of better explanations, in order to attend fully and
critically to the accounts of the Indigenous knowers [the other]” (O’Donnell, Lloyd, & Dreher,
2009, p. 430). The path building process established a framework for listening and
understanding across human difference (Husband, 2000). Similar to path building, Nelson
(2008) advanced a nuanced concept of hearing and understanding termed “design listening,”
which involved the ability to hear what is and is not being said; “what is pressing for expression
as much as being expressed” (p. 44). Design listening was observed as a facilitator’s tool during
the deliberative dialogues on race and served to bridge gaps in understanding.
Dignity and Dialogue
The role of dignity in civic engagement and deliberative dialogue processes can influence
levels of sharing and understanding among participants, as the honoring of another’s dignity is a
fundamental building block in cultivating and maintaining relationships. Hicks (2011) identified
honoring the dignity of another human being as a fundamental act in resolving conflict. Noting
that the exercise of honoring another’s dignity is a primary aspect of relationship building as
explained by examining dignity using 10 elements. Hicks’ 10 elements of dignity include
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acceptance of identity, inclusion, safety, acknowledgement, recognition, fairness, benefit of the
doubt, understanding, independence, and accountability. These 10 elements help with
understanding how groups in conflict can attain breakthroughs and levels of agreement.
Examining the role of dignity within civic deliberative dialogues using the 10 elements offers an
approach for assessing the dialogue environment through informal observations and data
obtained from participant and facilitator interviews.
Conclusion
The literature on dialogue and deliberative democracy illuminates a process in which
individuals gather publically and express opinions and share information through discourse and
deliberative dialogue. The literature offers a dual perspective of deliberative democracy that
contrasts the normative with real world experiences of dialogue and engagement in the public
sphere. The research indicates that the ideal of deliberative dialogue, while noble, often suffers
from the model. Practical application often varies from the normative conditions and
characteristics of dialogue as ascribed by Habermas (1989), Rawls (1997), and Dahl (1989).
Deliberative dialogue has the potential to yield outcomes that result from exchanges
characterized as magical in quality. As described by Yankelovich (1991), the magical quality
results from the transformative aspects of the deliberativec process in which the synergy of
human interaction in a deliberative environment encourages “the discovery of common ground,
gaining of new insights and strengthened community bonds” (p. 16). The magic refers also to
the transformation that can occur during the exchange of perspectives and points of view by
people engaged in deliberative dialogue and results from an imperfect array of interactions that
generates divergent perspectives along with conflict and tension. For this to happen deliberative
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dialogue must be facilitated in way that is inclusive and cognizant of the structural inequalities in
society.
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Chapter III: Methodology
Introduction
The purpose of this exploratory research is to identify how deliberative dialogue groups
process conflict and tension, whether overtly or covertly shaping the experience of the dialogue
situation, and what can be learned from the collaborative interactions of participants and
facilitators during the process of engagement. Grounded theory is a method which includes a
variety of tools to ensure a constructivist approach and “persistent interaction with the data and
emerging analyses” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p.1). Grounded theory method is an effective tool
for understanding the unseen and discovering theory emerging from the data produced by
individuals interacting with one another (Charmaz, 2001; Clarke, 2005; Glaser & Strauss, 1967;
Hood, 2010; Star, 2008; Strauss & Corbin, 1997). Charmaz (2008) noted grounded theory’s
usefulness in supporting the connection between data and theory: “Grounded theory method
consists of systematic, yet flexible guidelines for collecting and analyzing qualitative data to
construct theories ‘grounded in the data themselves’ ” (p. 2).
Attributes of grounded theory espoused by scholars of this research method include:
•

An inductive approach, grounded theory allows the researcher to develop a theoretical
account of the general features of a topic while simultaneously grounding the account
in empirical observations or data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

•

A method for generating new knowledge (D. A. Wilcox, personal communication,
October, 11, 2011).

•

“A method stressing discovery and theory development” (Strauss & Corbin, 1997,
p. 152).

•

“An excellent tool for understanding invisible things” (Star, 2008, p. 79).
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•

“A powerful tool for discovering theory in inductive qualitative studies” (Hood,
2010, p. 164).

•

“Lends systematic, yet flexible guidelines for collecting and analyzing qualitative
data” (Charmaz, 2008, p. 2).

•

“A constructivist approach that reaffirms studying people in their natural settings and
redirects qualitative research away from positivism” (Charmaz, 2003, p. 251).

Star (2008) linked action and grounded theory in an interesting way, and in many
respects made the argument that the action of grounded theory is in fact a unit of analysis that
originates “not from individuals, but as a result of relations; a ‘between-ness’ of the world”
(p. 90). In Star’s conclusion, she beautifully revealed the philosophy of pragmatism as espoused
by Mead, “Grounded theory permeates my way of seeing the world, in connection with
pragmatism” (p. 90). Methods for grounding theory allow for the embedding of ordinary actions
through a process of inquiry.
Most importantly, Bryant and Charmaz (2010) effectively argued for grounded theory as
a useful and important method that “builds on the fluid interactive and emergent research process
of its originators while seeking to recognize partial knowledge, multiple perspectives, diverse
positions, uncertainties, and variation in both empirical experience and theoretical rendering”
(p. 51). Strauss and Corbin (1997) were particularly useful in bringing the theoretical practice of
grounded theory with guidance that is instructive to a broad audience of social science
professions. Because grounded theory method is largely an emergent process, allowing for
ample reflection while data gathering, coding and category development, it was well suited to
researching the interactions and multiple levels of conversations that occur in civic dialogue
groups of practitioners and facilitators. “The beauty and strength of the approach is its non-
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linearity. The approach allows for the emergence of concepts out of the data—in a schema that
allows for introspection, intuition, ruminating as well as analysis in the traditional mode”
(Orona, 1997, p. 179).
Grounded Theory Background and Process
Grounded theory originated at the Chicago School of Sociology and the development of
symbolic interactionism between 1920 and 1950 (Kendall, 1999). As an outgrowth of symbolic
interactionism (Blumer, 1969), it espouses an alternative account of social life viewed as a fluid
and dynamic process of ongoing activity and varied and reciprocating interactions (Kendall,
1999). Blumer’s symbolic interactionism rested on three premises: 1) human beings act toward
things based on the meanings attached to them; 2) meaning is derived or arises from social
interaction, and 3) meaning is made through interpretive process. Meaning making is a
formative process that occurs principally through communication and in formulating action.
Glaser and Strauss’(1967) rationale and motive for developing grounded theory method
developed as an “alternative to the hypothetical-deductive approach in sociology which
demands the development of precise hypotheses developed before data are collected in which
theory evolves from codes and categories grounded in data” (Kelle, 2010, p. 192).
The genesis of grounded theory method is concentrated on understanding the experiences
of medical professionals, their “research and analysis of procedures and practices in hospitals
dealing with terminally ill patients” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 32). Glaser and Strauss
pioneered a qualitative method and approach for producing theory in a way not solely dependent
on quantitative methods, yet producing outcomes of equal significance (Bryant & Charmaz,
2010).
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The literature further indicates that grounded theory method, since early development to
more recent years, has emphasized a rigorous process of interviewing, watching, and listening
(Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). Recent advances in the method “advocate passive observation in
grounded theory process” (Glaser, 2001, p. 35). Observations of social interaction supports data
collection and supplements information obtained from interviews by allowing the researcher to
observe the dynamics of environment, setting, and interface between people. Observations of
social interaction supports data collection and supplements information obtained from interviews
by allowing the researcher to observe the dynamics of environment, setting, and interface
between people. Direct observation can serve to confirm, further understanding or illuminate
areas for confirmation or additional analysis.
As the method evolved, grounded theory advanced by Strauss and Corbin (1997) became
known as “doing interpretive work” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 36). Grounded theory
acknowledges the voices and perspectives of those whose interactions the researcher studies.
Charmaz (2003) maintained that grounded theory is applicable to researchers from diverse
theoretical disciplines and perspectives, both objectivist and constructivist. The rigor of
grounded theory allows a clear set of guidelines for the development of qualitative researchers
using explanatory frameworks (Charmaz, 2003).
Clarke sought to push the framework of grounded theory in a different direction.
Clarke’s (2005) situational analysis is based on Strauss’s framework for understanding and
mapping social worlds/arenas/negotiations from the perspective of the individual in relation to a
complex arena of sub-worlds representing all or parts of related interactions and discourses in
highly fluid world of production, communities, or social movements. Clarke (2005) sought to
expand grounded theory with situational analysis through mapping of “nonhuman elements in
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situations in addition to human elements and shifted the analysis from social worlds to
situations” (pp. 78-79). As an alternative to traditional grounded theory analysis, situational
analysis incorporates “extant narrative, visual and historical discourse materials” (Clarke, 2005,
p. xxiii) into the inquiry process.
The objective of the researcher, applying grounded theory method, is not to simply hear
about the experiences of those interviewed, but to observe participants in social environments
and interaction to understand fully ideas and perceptions within a social context. Research from
an interpretive perspective promotes an “honoring of participants’ stories about the world in
which they live” (Mills, Bonner, & Francis, 2006, p. 28). As a method, grounded theory, is a
good fit for developing further insight into a process of human interaction and social engagement
that supports discovery, reflection, and new knowledge creation from the awkwardness of taxing
communication that requires relational work (Locher, 2004) and working through (Yankelovich,
1991). While grounded theory research practices do not require direct observation, field notes
documenting the civic dialogue spaces and group interactions that occurred in various gathering
spaces assisted with understanding how the physical space contributed to the overall experience.
Relational Research Perspective
Ways of knowing or the epistemology associated with this research is relational and
conducted from a perspective that knowledge is not created individually, but rather is the product
of the many and derived through an approach that is shared by many (Wilson, 2008). A
relational axiology (finding out what is important to dialogue participants; their personal
perspective of a shared experience) accompanies a relational epistemology. Relational axiology
calls for shared accountability, whereby the researcher and research participants are linked in the
quest for knowledge construction and understanding based on four key principles; relational
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accountability, respectful representation, reciprocal appropriation, and rights and regulations
(Louis, 2007). Developing a shared understanding of the dialogue process and participant
experiences was implicitly based on the acknowledgement that understanding and insight is coconstructed and relational, reflecting a bias toward an indigenous paradigm of knowledge
acquisition (Chilisa, 2012). Using shared ways of knowing allows people to add to the
knowledge passed to them in relationship with others, enlarges their perspective, and creates new
meanings (Thayer-Bacon, 2003).
The responsibility and approach fostered through a relational approach to data gathering
and understanding the process of tension and disagreement within a civic deliberative dialogue
setting reflects a relational framework and responsibility to the work. A relational perspective, is
appropriately aligned with civic and deliberative dialogue processes and a focus on the work and
relationships of the collective. Emphasis on the collective and recognition of the whole as a
collection of individuals, rather than the individual in isolation, is embedded in the grounded
theory methodology and perspective from which the research was conducted.
Approach to Data Collection
In grounded theory the importance of data is guided by the perspective that all is data,
meaning that data and information are derived from interviews and from observations.
Combining the two is often necessary to construct a balanced perspective about the phenomenon
being studied. Charmaz (2008) noted that data collection will vary in quality, relevance, and
usefulness based to some extent on factors that are beyond the control of the researcher. In these
instances, the objective of the researcher should, to the extent possible, remain free of bias (an
optimal condition) and open to understanding the experience and information shared by the
participant. Recognizing that it is impossible to exist in a bias-free state, the focus during data
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collection is in recognizing and minimizing personal bias in order to understand fully the
perspective of the participant.
Before the work of Glaser and Strauss (1967), the deductive method of analysis was the
standard by which research was linked to “grand theories and grand theorists” (Bryant &
Charmaz, 2010, p. 46). Bryant and Charmaz asserted that abductive reasoning, studying
individual cases inductively, is at the heart of grounded theory. Abductive reasoning, which
“entails considering all theoretical explanations for the data, hypotheses development, and
examination of data in search of the most plausible explanation,” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010,
p. 16), links empirical observation with imaginative interpretation, and seeks theoretical
accountability by returning to the empirical world (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010).
A key strength of grounded theory method is that “it offers a foundation for rendering the
processes and procedures of qualitative investigation visible, comprehensible and replicable”
(Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 33). Since the early development of grounded theory method to
more recent years, emphasis has been on data collection by interviewing, watching, and listening
(Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). Glaser (1978) has long advocated a process that relies on an
approach that borrows from a positivistic approach using “repeated scrutiny of data, subsequent
emerging codes and categories derived through constant comparative analysis” (p. 35). Covan
(2008) suggested that research should begin inductively by collecting and simultaneously
analyzing the data, rather than deductively, with a hypothesis generated from existing literature.
Doing grounded theory requires a set of flexible strategies, not rigid prescriptions
(Charmaz, 2003). Although grounded theory method is not a formulaic activity, there are a
number of generally accepted processes applied by researchers using this research approach.
Grounded theory is in the doing and discovering, a method of discovery that moves you forward
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in a non-scripted manner. While Glaser taught students to “read data aloud, he also encourages
the discovery of patterns in the data” (Covan, 2008, p. 67). Glaser and Strauss’ (1967) seven key
elements of grounded theory guided the research design. These steps included:
1. Data collection cycles of coding, memoing or memo development, and theoretical
categorization, and data collection;
2. Constant comparative analysis of cases with each other and to theoretical categories
throughout each cycle;
3. Theoretical sampling process based upon categories developed from ongoing data
analysis;
4. Theoretical saturation of categories rather than by the need for demographic
representativeness, or simply lack of additional information from new cases;
5. Theory is developed inductively from data rather than tested by data, and the
developing theory is continually refined and checked against the data;
6. Codes emerge from data and are not imposed a priori upon it;
7. Substantive and/or formal theory outlined in the final report takes into account all the
variations in the data and conditions associated with these variations. The report is
analytical rather than purely descriptive. Theory development is the goal. (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967, p. 154)
Locational Overview and Impetus for Convening
Data gathering for exploring tension and disagreement in deliberative groups consisted of
interviewing deliberative dialogue participants who attended community-based dialogues in a
small semi-rural community in the Midwest. In order to preserve the anonymity of the dialogue
participants, identifying details about the exact location of the city and obvious identifying
events and landmarks were altered or replaced with fictitious accounts. These changes serve to
protect the identities of the participants and the conveners. Attention and sensitivity to changes
in locations, names, and identifying details does not compromise the overall outcomes of the
analysis.
The community has a U.S. 2010 population of 25,000 and is located mid-distance
between two major metropolitan areas. As a Midwestern city, the area has important historical
linkages to the Underground Railroad and the institution of slavery. When the great recession of
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2008 hit the area had a nearly 9.0% unemployment rate and only 18% of all persons over 18
years of age had an associate’s degree or higher. The vestiges of racism are still present in the
community, as indicated by land use disputes between African American and White members of
the community, which eventually ended in a lawsuit that was awarded in favor of a small group
of African American landowners. Native to the area is a group of mixed race individuals
referred to as Melungeon or tri-racial. Kessler and Ball (2001) described people of Melungeon
ancestry as a group of Native American heritage, Shawnee and Cherokee who mixed with people
of both Negro and White races. Some Melungeons purport to be “of partial Portuguese ancestry
and descendants of Spanish explorers, Turkish and other groups” (Kessler & Ball, 2001, p. 41).
The appearance of a modern day Melungeon is an individual who may appear as a very fairskinned African American or a person of White or Caucasian ancestry. Despite their appearance,
two dialogue participants who provided data for this research effort identified strongly with their
African American heritage, each referring to themselves also as tri-racial, describing their
heritage as a blend of African American, Native American, and White ancestry.
An established local non-profit organization, dedicated to educating members of the
community and preserving local African American history, convened the dialogues. Board
members of the non-profit worked with employees of a state-funded program to design a series
of dialogues. A total of seven dialogues were convened in two sessions. The first three dialogue
groups were held in the fall of 2012 (session one) and four remaining dialogue groups gathered
in the spring of 2013 (session two). Using a three-part video series, members of the two nonprofit organizations hosted three dialogues, allowing community members to view the video and
then discuss the video and any personal insights and comments evoked from watching the video.
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Board members of the non-profit group had multiple objectives for hosting the dialogues,
ranging from the promotion of community healing and wellness to relationship building and
improved understanding of the impacts of racism in the local community. Concern about
community wellness and healing was in reference to an occurrence of modern-day racism that
continues to divide the community. Some board members believed that the dialogues could
assist in getting members of the community ready to discuss a land use case and larger concerns
about racial discrimination that have never been publically discussed in the community.
The contentious land use case ultimately resulted in a lawsuit and settlement to African
American landowners involved in the form of financial restitution improvements to property.
The local Planning Commission rezoned a number of properties owned by African American
residents to a zoning classification that resulted in a devaluing of the property, because it was
part of a larger redevelopment area. The deliberate rezoning and the devaluing of property that
resulted was a taking of property, and the owners did not receive fair market value for their land.
The property owners challenged the taking in court and the landowners were awarded a
settlement, however, hard feelings still exist in the community and cut across racial and political
lines. In 2009, the landowners received a settlement commensurate with the true value of their
land.
Researcher’s Role in the Dialogue Sessions and Informal Observation
In preparation for data gathering, it was important for me as the researcher to have a good
working understanding of the deliberative dialogue sessions to maximize my understanding
about various elements of the dialogues on race and the data gathering and analysis phases of the
research. Attendance, either in person or via telephone, allowed for the development of insight
and understanding by the researcher about the dialogue attendees, the dialogue agenda and
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process details, the dialogue venues, including location, size, and accessibility to the general
public, and group dynamics. The first three dialogue gatherings convened at three different
locations.
In my role as researcher, I attended two of the three dialogues in the first dialogue series
and three of the four dialogues convened as part of the second dialogues on race series. The
primary purpose for attending the dialogues was to gain a deeper understanding of the
interactions that occurred during the dialogue process and to experience first-hand the locational
arrangements of the dialogue locations, where people sat, the order of the agenda, facilitator
roles, and the tenor of the dialogue discussions, from session to session. My observations were
informal, such that field notes were used to document seating arrangements, logistics, and
participant interactions. As an attendee and dialogue participant, I had the opportunity to
observe one-on-one and group interactions, reactions and discussions. The ability to observe the
interactions between participants, and other forms of non-verbal communication enhanced my
understanding of the group dynamics and individual personalities of those in attendance.
It is important to mention that the presentation of the findings in Chapter IV does not
include notes or details of specific participant interactions resulting from my observations during
any of the dialogues. Formal observation was not a part of the data gathering process for two
reasons, it was felt that it would be very difficult to obtain permission from 100% of the
participants, and, most importantly, it likely would have hindered the level of sharing by
participants. Due to concerns about disrupting the dialogue process to secure the permissions
required for formal observations, the decision was made to forgo this approach to data gathering.
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Role of Dialogue Facilitators
The actions of individuals who gathered for participatory engagement and public
deliberative dialogue offered a rich and vibrant container for studying tension and disagreement.
Using grounded theory, my research consisted of data gathered from interviews with participants
after public dialogue sessions. While some dialogue and engagement groups are comprised of
participants who are assisted by facilitators, other public engagement sessions involve
participants working together in a self-directed manner, without the aid of a facilitator. The role
of the facilitator, although widely debated in the literature, generally consists of one or more
people skilled in managing the deliberation process impartially, acting as neither expert nor
teacher (Scully & McCoy, 2005). Aside from managing the process of interaction and
discussion, the role of the facilitator may be limited or a variety of roles, including process guide,
teacher, as modeler of participant behavior and skills for more effective group interaction, or as
intervener (Cayer, 2008).
During civic dialogues it is customary for participants to share and interact with one or
more members of a group, however, facilitators of civic and deliberative dialogue have a broader
role. Facilitators assisted participants by guiding the discussion, as needed, listening for
emerging themes or areas requiring elucidation, and reflecting back to the group in the course of
their collective journey (Bohm, 2004; Clark & Teachout, 2012; Isaacs, 1999). Dialogue group
facilitators assure that all members of the group have a voice in the dialogue, and help guide
discourse within an agreed upon or prescribed time constraints. Dialogue group facilitators also
play a critical role in helping groups in the process of navigating disagreements and tension by
ensuring that issues important to advancing the discussion are examined (Clark & Teachout,
2012; Walsh, 2007).
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During each of the dialogues on race, one or more facilitators supported the participants
in the process. The dialogue facilitator had a dual role to be a part of the group, while assisting
as a guide of a format that was inclusive and equal with respect to the voices of the attendees.
As noted by Cayer (2008), facilitators have multiple roles ranging from proceduralist, to teacher,
to role model (in terms of the display of appropriate behavior, to interventionist). Isaacs (1999)
recommended that after dialogue facilitators get the process underway they should fade from
formal to informal positioning by relinquishing control of the process so that ownership of the
process is shared among all participants.
The National Issues Forum (NIF) (2013) advised that some roles of dialogue moderator
or facilitator include providing overview of the deliberation process, asking probing questions
about what is at stake in each issue and each option, encouraging participants to direct their
questions and responses to one another, and remaining neutral. The issue of neutrality by
facilitators or moderators evokes differing opinions from scholars and experts in the practice of
civic and deliberative dialogue.
Scully and McCoy (2005) viewed the role of the facilitator as impartial rather than
neutral. As such, the facilitator is similar to a manager who is responsible for ensuring an
impartial process, without taking on the role of expert or teacher. Isaacs’ (1999) position on the
role of the dialogue facilitator is primarily to get things started. He noted “while a facilitator can
get things moving, he or she must move out of a position of control so that the awareness of
process is shared by everyone” (p. 332). Facilitators for the dialogues on race had multiple roles
that ranged from serving as a guide to those who were new to the process, injecting thoughtful
questions into the dialogue and sharing their own personal experiences with race and racism.
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Civic Dialogues on Race and the National Issues Forum Model
As described in Chapters I and II, civic deliberative dialogue is a public endeavor on
topics of concern to communities. As such, deliberative dialogue can result in many benefits to
civic life as an orientation toward constructive communication, dispel stereotypes, provide a
venue for new ideas, and invoke deep listening and understanding of the other (Yankelovich,
2001), while traditional deliberative dialogue is based on the use of collective critical thinking
and reasoned argument that allows participants to make decisions on community issues and
public policy (McCoy & Skully, 2005). The civic engagement sessions that were the subject of
data gathering for this research had a long-term goal of community-based issue identification and
action, however, the immediate objective was simply introducing the concept of deliberative
dialogue to foster healing and improved relationships among residents of the community. The
design for locally-based deliberative dialogues used in this research was based on the NIF model,
however, not all aspects of the model were used.
In the fall of 2012, three deliberative dialogues on race occurred at three different
locations in the city. The intent of having each of the three dialogues at different locations was
to attract different people from different parts of the city, thereby increasing the amount of
diversity in the dialogue discussion. Due to local demand, the conveners hosted a second series
of four deliberative dialogues were convened using a slightly different format. Table 3.1
includes the logistical and content differences between the two dialogue sessions.
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Table 3.1
Logistical Summary for Dialogue Sessions One and Two
Dialogue Session One
(Three Meetings)
Various venues around
Dialogue Location/Venue
the City for three
dialogue sessions
Use of Starter Video (Race:
Yes
The power of an illusion)
Use of Experiential Exercise

No

Dialogue Session Two
(Four Meetings)
One location for four
dialogues
No
Yes

NIF is a non-profit, nationwide network dedicated to promoting public deliberation and
the consideration of public policy issues. While NIF does not advocate specific solutions or
points of view, it advances a process for citizens to consider a broad range of choices, weigh the
pros and cons of those choices, and meet with each other in a public dialogue to identify
concerns they hold in common. Since 1981, NIF in conjunction with the Kettering Foundation, a
nonprofit foundation with a mission of cooperative research on making democracy work
effectively, has advanced a process for locally based public dialogues designed to be
deliberative. The format leads participants to common ground and action through purposeful
discussions led by trained moderators. Nonpartisan issue books, with accompanying
moderator’s guides, assist participants in weighing the possible ways to address communitybased issues and problems. Over 50 issue books are available through NIF for a broad array of
topic areas including, but not limited to children and families, civil rights, energy and the
environment, and government and politics.
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The suggested format for convening a deliberative dialogue, based on the NIF approach,
begins by laying out the purpose and objectives of the gathering and then proceeds following a
recommended agenda that includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Developing ground rules for dialogue and deliberation
Sharing personal stake
Deliberating on at least three choices laid out in the issue book
Reflecting about dialogue outcomes and conclusions
Distributing a post-dialogue survey (National Issues Forum, 2013)

Background information and issues for deliberative discussion is detailed in each issue book,
along with options and questions to promote detailed dialogue and choice work that may lead to
individual or group action. A Moderator’s Guide also outlines the role of the moderator, tips for
first-time moderators, and a moderator’s survey for documenting information pertaining to the
dialogue forum, including elements of the discussion that were difficult for participants,
participant trade-offs, common concerns, and trade-offs. The suggested dialogue length is two
and a half hours.
In addition to the NIF issues book, a post-dialogue survey, moderator’s guide, a nineminute starter video, and/or PowerPoint slides accompanies the materials for deliberative
dialogue. The video, geared toward visual leaners, contained much of the same information
found in the issues book. A starter video is instrumental for beginning a deliberative
conversation. The NIF model attempts to elicit a balanced discussion by purposefully presenting
a topic from three perspectives, a neutral opinion, coupled with a conservative and a more radical
opinion of the issue or topic for discussion.
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Civic Dialogues on Race—Process and Agenda
In using the NIF process as the model, the agenda and structure used by the local
community non-profit consisted of many of the same components outlined in the model program.
The deliberative dialogue agenda consisted of introductions and sharing of personal stake, an
overview of the elements of deliberative dialogue and the ways in which it differs from
discussion and debate, an activity to reinforce the importance of the co-construction of safety
among members of the group, the collective viewing of a starter video or participation in an
experiential exercise, and engaging the participants in deliberative dialogue. P. Levine, Fung,
and Gastil (2005) provided a clear and concise explanation of public deliberation and dialogue:
Public deliberation can be defined as a problem solving form of discourse that involves
weighing alternative solutions. Dialogue is a form of speech not as concerned with
solving a problem as with bridging linguistic, social, and epistemological chasms
between different groups and subgroups. (p. 282)
While the NIF format for deliberative dialogue includes three options or perspectives for
participant dialogue and discussion, the conveners did not feel a need to define the topics for
discussion in this manner. Rather, the conveners of the dialogues on race opted to forego
developing three options, and instead allowed the attendees to discuss their thoughts, feelings,
and impressions relative to the video series used to as a starter for discussion, Race: The power
of an illusion, or similarly from the experiential exercise.
Through introductions and sharing about why it was important to attend the deliberative
dialogue, individuals had an opportunity to become acquainted with other members of the group.
Statements of personal stake allowed those in attendance to provide some insights about why it
was important to them to attend a deliberative dialogue session pertaining to race. Statements of
personal stake conveyed commitment about the degree to which members of the group value[d]
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the dialogue process and the context in which they gather[ed] (Jenlink, 2008). In addition to
statements of personal stake, the dialogue facilitators engaged the attendees in an exercise that
allowed for the co-construction of safety among group members. Co-construction of safety
differs from ground rules, such that each dialogue attendee was asked to identify what they
needed in order to create and maintain safety within the group. While not all participants
contributed to the co-construction of safety, each member had the opportunity to contribute to a
shared environment for disclosing through stories, personal experiences and other forms of
conveying personal perspectives about race and racism.
After statements of personal stake and the co-construction of a safe environment for
dialogue, a video was shown. The video was selected by the conveners because of its factual and
historical content about structural systems of oppression that exist in the United States and their
legal underpinnings. Race: The power of an illusion (2003) consists of three separate videos,
which explore the meaning of race and genetics (video one), how 19th-century science was used
to develop and support the concept of race and rationalize social inequities based on race (video
two), and expose how racism is perpetuated systematically through politics, economics, and
culture, rather than biological difference (video three). After viewing the video, deliberative
dialogue participants gathered in brief 10-minute dyads to unpack their feelings and emotions
with one other person before moving to the collective dialogue with the other participants in a
large group setting.
In the large group, dialogue participants, with the aid of at least one facilitator, explored
their reactions, feelings, and emotions triggered by one or more aspects of the environment in
which the resulting deliberative dialogue conversation occurred. Due to the local context and
environment in which the deliberative dialogues on race were convened and recent acts of racial
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discrimination, the facilitators agreed it would be more useful to allow for wide ranging
dialogue. Presenting three options for discussion could limit a broad discussion about issues of
race and perhaps artificially steer the group to options and issues developed without participant
buy-in.
The deliberative dialogues took place on weekday evenings, generally starting at 6:00
p.m. and ending 9:00 p.m. In my role as researcher I attended five of the seven deliberative
dialogue sessions. While the total attendance at any one of the seven dialogues on race never
exceeded 22 individuals, the research data did not indicate definitive reasons for the attendance
level, however, several interviewees expressed concern that the dialogue attendance levels were
not higher. The resulting interview data identified time as a constraint and possible rationale that
could explain why more people did not attend. One participant said:
I was always late because of my elderly mother so I never got my meal, but it was
through there, but I had to fix meals for someone else before I could leave. Therefore, it
may be that people’s families could not come or would just pass it over because of the
timing of it. “I thought that it [the meeting] was at a very difficult time; it was at
suppertime on a Thursday.
Another major reason for the small groups of individuals in attendance was the topic of
race. Taking part in voluntary interracial discussions about race is not typical behavior for most
Americans (Walsh, 2007). Walsh further noted that pursuing public talks about race is not easy;
in fact, she declared that it is “notoriously difficult” (p. 73).
Data Collection Interviews
Using semi-structured interviews, I collected information from deliberative dialogue
attendees and facilitators about their experiences during the civic engagement sessions. Because
data collection was designed for the convenience of the interviewee, I offered various methods
for collections, including meeting in-person, phone interviews, or Internet based communication
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methods, such as Skype, Google chat or Google talk, or other similar method. Potential
interview participants were identified using the snowball method. I used information from the
deliberative dialogue sign-in sheets to make contact with prospective interview volunteers.
Prior to identifying the civic dialogues on race as the source for data gathering, contact
and outreach was made with organizers of deliberative and civic engagement sessions to inform
them of my research and solicit permission to attend the respective gatherings for the purpose of
making informal observation and then canvassing participant volunteers for data gathering. My
intent was to gather data from public dialogues and civic events that I could attend and
informally observe participant interactions during the dialogue process. Doing so allowed
exposure to a broader audience of perspective participants for interviews and contributed to data
acquisition in a succinct amount of time.
Some of the initial participant volunteers had attended deliberative dialogues on race that
were convened prior to approval by the Antioch University Institutional Review Board (IRB) to
begin my research. To account for this I imposed a limit of six months between the actual event
and the date of the data gathering interview to assure that participants retained a high degree of
recall about their dialogue experiences and resulting reflections pertaining to deliberative
dialogue discussion, participant interactions among group members, and lessons learned.
One goal of the data gathering process was to include a broadly diverse group of
participants, to the extent allowed through participant self-selection. Initially, any individual
participating in the civic deliberative dialogue on race had an opportunity to contribute data
through the interview process. Tracking the demographics of participants completing the
interviews, combined with the technique of snowballing aided in reaching a more diverse pool of
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interviewees, which of course was limited to the universe of individuals who attended one or
more of the deliberative dialogues on race.
During the interview process, the concept of and ability to remain open was paramount to
my role as researcher. Openness, as described in the scholarly literature, involved the ability of
me as the researcher to remain unbiased and possess awareness of biases in others. As described,
“neither the observer nor the observed come to the scene [in this case the civic deliberative
dialogues on race] untouched by the world, however, researchers are obliged to be reflective
about what we bring to the scene, what we see, and how we see it” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 15). Selfpreparation, technically and emotionally, as recommended was practiced throughout the research
along with memoing about the research process and interactions with participant volunteers.
In preparation for each interview, I reviewed my notes from the deliberative dialogue
session associated with the attendance date for the interview volunteer and reflected on
significant observations, including participant interactions, tensions or disagreements the
surfaced that warranted discussion with the interviewee. During the interviews with participants
and facilitators, I endeavored to exhibit openness and respect for the interviewees’ time and
participation by arriving (whether in person or by way of the telephone) in a manner that was not
hurried and affording ample transition time between any prior engagements or activities and the
interview.
This type of preparation permitted a high level of care, and full attention to the
interviewee and permitted engaged listening and careful attention to verbal cues and pauses
during the conversation.
Through interviews with dialogue group members, I endeavored to discern how the
interviewee experienced tension and disagreement from their perspective as participant or
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facilitator, as a first time or repeat attendee. A list of proposed questions served as an interview
guide. However, additional questions, as needed and based on the interviewee response were
added to clarify, probe and expand statements and details during the course of the conversation.
While I did not conduct formal observations of the dialogue venues, I documented what I
observed about the dialogue settings and venues using field notes. The field notes were used to
inform the data gathered from the participant interviews. Field notes are commonly defined as
written records of observational data based on fieldwork (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007;
Jackson, 1990) used to document social interactions and the context in which they occur. In
instances where I was not in attendance for the deliberative dialogue engagement, the participant
was asked to describe the dialogue venue and details about the setting during the interview
process.
Descriptions by the interviewees of the setting for the various civic dialogue engagements
were used to situate the physical environment and spaces where the dialogues were convened.
Asking the participant or facilitator to describe the setting was a good way to begin the
conversation and situate them within the deliberative dialogue group. All interviews were
recorded using a digital audio tape recorder or hand written notes based on the preference and
prior consent of the participant. Before coding, the transcribed interview notes were sent to the
appropriate interviewee for review, revision, and correction.
As defined by Glaser and Strauss (1967), theoretical sampling is a process of data
collection for generating theory in which the emergent data is used to direct and decide what
additional data is needed and where, from a research perspective, to find the missing data.
Theoretical sampling guided the further development of emerging categories, to make them more
definitive and useful by refining ideas as they developed in process (Charmaz, 2003). As the
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data from each interview was collected, coded, and analyzed it was added to the insights and
lived experience from each successive interviewee using a constant comparative method.
Constant comparison consisted of data coding and comparison after an initial round of
interviews.
Similarly, theoretical sampling was used to identify concepts, ideas, and perspectives that
were not represented in the initial process of data gathering. Theoretical sampling helped to
focus and direct a series of follow-up interviews required for data saturation. The constant
comparison method guided the direction of theoretical sampling in an iterative process of theory
creation (Holton, 2010) that began with coding.
Data collection for the research phase consisted of identifying volunteer participants who
attended one or more of the dialogues on race for two rounds of interviews; first interviews and
follow-up interviews. First interviews included participants from the first series of deliberative
dialogues. During the first dialogue series, which involved three sessions, volunteers were
identified using a sign-up sheet and through email and telephone outreach. Outreach
accomplished through email and telephone contact was similar in content to announcements
made in-person during the dialogue sessions I attended.
The introduction to the dialogue attendees and prospective interview volunteers consisted
of a short written description about me and my dissertation research. The description also
included the promise of confidentiality and a request that individuals contact me, using email and
phone contact information, to find out more about the research interviews and how they could
participate in the data-gathering phase of the research. Prior to each interview, the volunteer
received a written copy of the approved IRB disclosures, which they signed and returned for
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scanning and electronic storage. Dialogue participants volunteered from each of the seven
dialogues for individual one-hour to 90-minute interviews.
Table 3.2 provides a profile of the participants and facilitators who volunteered to discuss
their dialogue experience.
Table 3.2
Interviewee Profile—First Interviews

Gender

First
Interviews

Male
Female
Interviews

4
9
13

Race/Ethnicity of First
Interviewees
African
Tri-Racial/
White
American
Melungeon
1
2
1
4
4
1
5
6
2

After a first round of coding, it was necessary to go back into the field to obtain answers
to questions generated during the analysis and conceptualization process in order to round out
initial observations or gather additional information about categories that emerged.
A second set of dialogue interviewees was identified using theoretical sampling. The
second group of interviews focused on obtaining the perspectives of the following participants: a
new attendee, a white attendee, along with one attendee and one facilitator who participated in at
least one of the first three dialogues. These perspectives supported the development of a refined
understanding about the dialogue experiences in two slightly different settings. Table 3.3
provides a profile of the participants and facilitators who completed follow-up interviews.
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Table 3.3
Interviewee Profile: Follow-Up Interviews

Gender

FollowUp
Interviews

Male
Female
Interviews

1
4
5

Race/Ethnicity of FollowUp Interviewees
African
White
American
0
1
3
1
3
2

The dissertation research and data gathering questions began by asking each participant
volunteer about their experience as member of the dialogue group and about particular aspects of
the dialogue experience, specifically group process, interactions between members of the group,
and statements and topics that caused tension and disagreement. Telephone interviews were used
for all but one interview.
Coding
Coding was the basis for identifying categories and themes for analysis and was essential
in transforming raw data into theoretical constructions of social processes (Glaser, 1978, 2001;
Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Coding begins the process of inductively connecting the meaning
derived from the interview transcript as represented in sentences, phrases, and word groupings of
the interviewees’ experiences. The coding from each transcript and the comparison of codes
between transcripts leads to abstracting, or “the dropping away of properties from the original
object” (Star, 2008, p. 80) to allow for broader and more generalized concepts to come forth.
Star (2008) further explained the function and process of codes and their role in grounded theory:
1. A code is both a matter of separation and attachment; a transitional object that allows
us to know more about the field we study, while carrying the abstraction of the new.
2. The process of coding and comparing across spaces and across data is known as
theoretical sampling.
3. Codes are also part of the “holding space” of the experience. (p.84)
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Open coding procedure was applied to the empirical data using line-by-line analyses to
create conceptual labels. The conceptual labels were then compared and subsequently used to
develop a list of conceptual categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Star (2008) informed, “a code
sets up a relationship with your data and with respondents” (p. 80). The relationship or pattern
of relationships established during the coding process resulted in categories and a further
abstracted groupings of similar thoughts and meanings derived from the interviews. Line by
line, or open coding analysis of the interview transcripts and notes allowed “conceptualization of
the data—coding each line is the guts of the [grounded theory] approach” (Orona, 1997, p. 179).
The act of coding is tedious, yet it is critical. Orona (1997) described a two stage coding
process based on a quick first take at line-by-line coding, and a second, slower and more
deliberate reading and coding of the data, to see if the initial code fits. Individual and team
coding was applied in tandem to analyze the interview data. Covan (2008) suggested that
students and novices to grounded theory collaborate with others, because “multiple researchers
culminate more experience than one does alone” (p. 69). Therefore, a team four Leadership and
Change colleagues were recruited to help with coding. Coding teams are useful in offering
different interpretations of the data and in supporting the development of descriptive labels or
nodes for each line or group of lines included in the interview transcript. Coding teams also
supported the data interpretation phase, as the research moved from the specific to conceptual
levels of understanding through data aggregation. One or more members of the team supported
the coding process for 14 of the 18 interview transcripts.
After conducting the initial phases of open coding, axial coding of the emergent
categories was performed to achieve yet a higher level of theoretical abstraction of the coded
data. Axial coding is defined by Strauss and Corbin (1990) as a set of procedures whereby data
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is put back together in new ways after open coding, by using the emergent properties of the
codes to make connections between categories. Oktay (2012) provided a clear and succinct
understanding about the way in which coding evolves during the course of a grounded theory
study, indicating that coding at the onset of the research is a process of discovery in which the
focus of the study is still unknown. The process of early coding narrows the scope of the data,
while the application of axial coding in later phases helps with “(1) identifying conditions,
actions/interactions, and consequences associated with a category; (2) relating categories to its
subcategories; and (3) looking for clues in the data about how major categories might relate to
each other” (Oktay, 2012, p. 74). Open and axial coding and the subsequent analysis of
interview transcripts was supported by NVivo software, version 10.
Line-by-line coding of the interview transcripts, using NVivo 10 software, produced 884
nodes. Through consolidation and elimination the nodes were reduced to 44 categories
representing emergent themes using the method of constant comparison of the data, beginning
with the first four and subsequent interview transcripts. A summary of the categories resulting
from the interview coding process is listed in Appendix B.
With the completion of additional interviews and subsequent coding, additional
categories emerged. After coding the seventh interview, four additional categories were added to
the original 44. In the process of adding categories, a process of combining and aggregating
them to higher levels of abstraction. Ultimately, the process of coding and constant comparison
of the raw data derived from interviews resulted in the identification of dimensions.
Dimensionality, a key aspect used in sorting and making sense of the data collected from
deliberative dialogue participants and facilitators, is a method that allows the researcher to
discern the complexity of an issue and to discriminate and compare among and between the
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multiple facets of an issue (Bowers & Schatzman, 2009). Dimensions represent elements of the
social experience or phenomena under study (Kools, McCarthy, Durham, & Robrecht, 1996)
that conceptually describe Schatzman’s (1991) guiding question of dimensional analysis, “What
all is involved here?” (p. 310).
To aid in the coding process and the analysis preceding dimensional analysis, Strauss and
Corbin (1997) suggested creating theoretical memos and comparing data. The use of theoretical
memos provided an approach to documenting detailed descriptions of important categories of
generated theory “including properties, dimensions, relations between categories and conditions”
(Strauss & Corbin, 1997, p. 144).
Memoing
The literature recommended memo writing at any in point in the process of grounded
theory research to assist with sorting, linking, clarifying, and unpacking ideas and feelings, from
conceptualization to coding and category development. While the “how of doing this is left to
the imagination of the researcher” (Orona, 1997, p. 180), the purpose of memos in grounded
theory method is clear. Orona recommended memos to free associate—and capture whatever
thoughts surfaced while reading interviews or working in general, to aid in unblocking during the
process of constant comparison and for gaining clarity or the formation of questions. Stern
(2010) called memos the “mortar for developing theory,” (p. 119) because they help the
researcher make sense of the data by exposing bias or areas of potential bias. Lempert (2010)
advised, “a memo need only be the account of a researcher talking to her/himself; that clarity and
integration comes with the expanding analysis” (p. 249).
During the process of data gathering, memorandums were useful tools for uncovering,
bridging and discovery. Memorandums were developed in the form of notes following each
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interview, they were used to document participant configurations and seating locations during
breakout sessions and around the dialogue circle, and they were used to link thoughts and
concepts during interviewing and coding. The only rule for use of memoing was adherence to
Orona’s prescribed approach:
In memoing, the researcher writes the thoughts as they came, with no need for orderly or
linear process. The only mandate is to write what is emerging from the data. “Do not try
to make sense of anything yet. Instead, I let the data talk to me.” (Orona, 1997, p. 178)
Memos developed during data gathering and analyses are most beneficial when used
continuously to develop and arrive at progressive abstraction and theorizing (Lempert, 2010).
The technique of bracketing, or “setting aside or suspending common sense assumptions about
social reality in order to understand how it is that actors experience their world as real, concrete,
factual and objective” (Schwandt, 2007, p. 26) assisted in capturing thoughts and concerns that
might have constrained or limited the collection of data.
Comparative Analysis and Category Development
After coding a group of initial interviews, a comparative approach allowed for data
abstraction and the creation of categories. This method of data analysis aided in objective
analysis (Bryant & Charmaz, 2010). Category building came after coding and constant data
comparisons. “Creating abstract categories moves the analysis to a general conceptual and more
theoretical level, and increases its parsimony by covering a wide range of empirical indicators”
(Bryant & Charmaz, 2010, p. 36). Categories are the conceptual elements upon which theory is
made (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Categories “form the theoretical bones of the analysis that are
later fleshed out by identifying and analyzing in detail, their various properties and relations”
(Hood, 2010, p. 168). Using a process advocated by Glaser (1978), I scrutinized the raw data to
discern emerging codes and categories using the constant comparative approach.
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Conclusion
Grounded theory methodology made it possible through the research to analyze the issues
of tension and disagreement in a manner that resulted in further clarity and expanded the
literature by bringing new understanding to civic deliberative dialogue experiences in which
participants gathered to share thoughts and opinions about the important social and cultural
issues of race and racism. Grounded theory method was well suited to examining the dynamic
interactions and processes that distinguish civic and deliberative dialogue from other forms of
public engagement. Use of grounded theory allowed for emergence and discovery in the study
of the human interactions and experiences among community members who gathered in earnest
for civic deliberative dialogue with people who typically would not speak with one another. The
participants risked to explore issues of race and racism and its effects on individuals, families,
and the larger community. A series of seven gatherings of face-to-face dialogue conversations
with participant volunteers yielded rich data, stories, and reflections about the interactions and
discussions among members of the dialogue groups. Comments exchanged during the dialogues
reflected a depth of feelings and emotions, insight and introspection about the sensitive and
difficult topic race. Many of the participants commented that the dialogues, although rare, were
necessary to the process for healing and bridging a local community of citizen and neighbors
who had an interest in mending the racial divide, but lacking an awareness of how to begin. The
dialogues on race provided small gatherings of participants an opportunity to enter into
conversations that would begin the process of working through and the beginning of collective
judgment resulting from confronting tension and disagreements experienced during a group
process that fostered equality of voice and authenticity.
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Chapter IV: Presentation of Findings
Introduction
This chapter details the findings that resulted from the data collection, interviews, coding
and category development described in Chapter III. Using dimensional analysis, the categories
were ordered with an explanatory matrix (Schatzman, 1991). The explanatory matrix is an
analytical tool used to understand what happened when participants and facilitators attending the
deliberative dialogues on race experienced tension and disagreement. Dimensional analysis was
used to move from data gathering, coding and category development to a theoretical framework
for addressing the research question: What is the lived experience of participants and facilitators
of civic and deliberative dialogues and how do members collectively move beyond tensions and
disagreements that surface during dialogue processes? Inquiry and meaning making using the
data codes derived from telephone and in-person interviews was achieved using grounded theory
and dimensional analysis.
Dimensional analysis was introduced by Schatzman (1991) to lend structure to grounded
theory analysis by highlighting and ordering data categories in such a way that it becomes the
forefront and substance of the analysis. Dimensional analysis also allows the researcher to form
an “articulation of an explicit analytic process” (Kools et al., 1996, p. 313) which previously did
not exist. Dimensional analysis is useful in illuminating the process of discovery in grounded
theory through inquiry into the interconnected properties of complex social phenomena through
naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and interpretation of the component parts of the
phenomena (Kools et al., 1996). Using dimensional analysis afforded the researcher a method
by which to interpret and develop meaning from observing situational interactions (Schatzman,
1991). Schatzman’s process of dimentionalizing the coded data further triggered an unraveling
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and uncovering of “all that is involved in the phenomenon to examine discreet aspects of
relationships and interactions” (Kools et al., 1996, pp. 316-317).
The following sections detail three points of view or perspectives that emerged from the
interview data, coding, and category development. Key to the process of dimensional analysis is
understanding the dynamics of the multiple and complex social relationships and interactions
that existed (Kools et al., 1996), as detailed in the following analysis of the deliberative
dialogues on race.
Civic Dialogue Dimensions: Three Perspectives
The dimensions emerging from the research and analysis derived from the seven
deliberative dialogues on the topic of race describe three perspectives: a) the participant’s, b) the
facilitator’s, and c) the dialogue group as a single entity. The dimensions describe the social and
personal interactions that transpired between and among participants and facilitators as the
process unfolded, from introductions and the creation of safety to the deliberative dialogue
conversations and stories that emerged. Each primary dimension recounts the collective
experience from each of the three perspectives. The language of the interviewees brought to life
the feelings of deliberative dialogue attendees from many individual points of view and captured
the emotions arising from the exchanges among them. These perspectives built upon one another
to provide a framework of understanding which was used to “discover the meanings of
interactions observed in [one or more deliberative dialogue] situations” (Kools et al., 1996). The
following narrative details the dimensions for the two parties that comprised the deliberative
dialogue groups (participant and facilitator) and from the collective voices of the participants and
facilitators together in deliberative dialogue groups. Using Schatzman’s (1991) explanatory
matrix, the dimensions and associated properties are presented as three separate explanatory
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matrix tables. Schatzman’s explanatory matrix uses five organizing elements to push the
analysis from thick description to conceptual explanations of what took place during the civic
deliberative dialogue experience as participants discussed the difficult topic of race and to
“discover the meaning of the interactions observed” (Kools et al., 1996, p. 316).
The five conceptual components are perspective, context, conditions, processes, and
consequences or impacts. The primary conceptual component, perspective, represents the
vantage point from which groups of data, in the form of dimensions and properties, are ordered.
At the heart of the analysis process are dimensions and properties. Dimensions represent an
abstract concept for understanding the civic deliberative dialogues on race and, more generally,
social situations and associated conceptual quantitative or qualitative parameters (Schatzman,
1991) as defined by the researcher or a research team.
The explanatory matrix created for each of the three perspectives can be envisioned like a
conceptual hub and spoke configuration, with the hub representing the perspective or focal point
and the spokes representing the associated dimensions and properties. For each of the three
perspectives, an explanatory matrix was developed and used to identify and explain the emergent
dimensions and properties.
Subsequently, the dimensions, by perspective, are elaborated upon using supporting
quotes (later in the chapter) from the transcripts of participant and facilitators volunteers. Quotes
from the interviewees are organized using an alphanumeric code based on the following
sequence: identification letter (P for participants, F for facilitators), random two-digit
identification number, and a two- to four-letter code identifying gender and race. The
gender/race code uses the following designations: F- female; M- male; AA-African-American;
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TRM-tri-racial, Melungeon and; W-White. For example, the code P38FAA identifies a quote
from a participant who is coded number 38, and is a female who identifies as African American.
Participant Dimensions and Properties
The following narrative explains the emergent dimensions and associated properties that
describe the experiences of participants during the civic deliberative dialogues on race.
In reading the explanatory matrix labeled Table 4.1, the “I” or vantage point represents
civic dialogue attendees. The context or boundaries represent the environment in which the civic
deliberative dialogues are held and included the dimensions convening for healing, sharing local
history, and promoting health and wellness. The conditions relate to the guiding processes of the
deliberative dialogues, as articulated by participant interviewees, including meeting face-to-face,
co-constructing safety, and validating our stories. The process represents and explains the
actions and practices that characterized the dialogues from the participant perspective. These
actions included forming a dialogue circle, illustrating disparity, experiencing tension,
disagreement, and discomfort, and engaging facilitator(s). Lastly, the dimensions that describe
the consequences or impacts of the deliberative dialogues include listening leads to learning and
shifting perspective. The accompanying properties lend further meaning to the dimensions. Both
the dimensions and the properties emerged from the line-by-line coding of transcripts from
participant interviews. The explanatory matrix, Table 4.1, includes a representative property,
although there were many identified during the analysis.
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Table 4.1
Participant Perspective Explanatory Matrix of Dimensions and Properties
Perspective
Dimension
Property
Participant
Context
Convening for healing
Disclosing incidents of racism
and discrimination
Sharing local history
Verified African American
Experience in the US (video)
Viewing video or participating
in group exercises
Conditions
Meeting face to face
Talking directly to others
Co-constructing safety

Defining personal safety
Honoring the agreement

Process

Validating our stories

A little bit of free therapy

Forming a circle for dialogue

Feeling of comfort

Illustrating disparity

A place to express feelings;
Sharing personal stories
Level Playing Field
experiential exercise
Stories I have never heard

Experiencing tension, disagreement,
discomfort

Engaging Facilitator(s)

Consequences/
Impact

Listening Leads to Learning
Shifting Perspective

Sharing was uncomfortable but
it felt good
A time to hear about peoples’
sore spots and pain
Setting the tone without
interfering
Getting the group to talk and
open up
Difficult listening to someone
you disagree with
Personal stories caused a shift
Reflecting caused some walls
to come down
Dialogue gave me a bit more
understanding
It forced me to look inward
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A graphic of the explanatory matrix representing the perspective of participants is
included as Figure 4.1. The figure is a visual representation of the explanatory matrix. Each
shape represents a dimension and corresponds with the explanatory matrix (Table 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Explanatory matrix graphic—participant perspective. Note: The light gray shape
shown as a context dimension represents the facilitator’s perspective. It is included on the
participant matrix because it is a primary driver for the dialogues and therefore part of the
context. The dimension titled “promoting health and wellness” is discussed in the section
devoted to the facilitator’s perspective.
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Context
During the first three dialogue sessions, participants viewed one video in a three-part
Public Broadcasting Service documentary each week. The series focused on the issues of race
and racism from a historical and scientific context and was titled Race: The power of an illusion.
Each video segment explored a different aspect of the dynamics of race and race relations in the
United States. In addition to providing a factual depiction of the systemic underpinnings of race
and racial discrimination, the videos presented information about common assumptions,
stereotypes, myths, and truths corroborated by qualitative and quantitative research data. The
video series detailed the ways in which race is socially constructed as a means to discriminate
against African Americans and other minorities based on skin color and other physical
differences to justify social inequities and supporting legal structures as natural (California
Newsreel, 2003). The three video segments described how structures and institutions of power
emerged through the systematic enactment of laws and policies designed to privilege Whites
over African Americans and other minorities in the United States. The video series provided
attendees with a common base of information and the videos served as a starter for the
deliberative dialogue conversations.
Convening for Healing
Dialogue participants acknowledged, in reflection, that the civic gatherings on race had a
healing affects for some of the attendees.
I think that is probably very health and healing and it is very interesting that this is a part
of a wellness initiative, not part of some other political kind of thing. (P04FW)
People wanted to have more, more of these types of conversations, and how it would be
beneficial for themselves personally as well as for the community. (P06FAA)
They are healthy and encouraging and certain people wanted more. (P03FTRM)
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It (the dialogue) was very healing. (P12FW)
Sharing Local History
Before and after viewing the starter videos participants attending the dialogues on race
discussed the local impacts of racism and discrimination from historical and local perspectives
and the need for more discussion and action.
The discussion focused more on the history of race, rather than solving problems.
(P10MTRM)
We still have the pain from those historical events. (P05MW)
We need help them understand the history of race … it seems like as generations pass
there is less interest and less concern about how it affects their life. (P10MTRM)
More young people should be here, but they are not because we are discussing race. The
majority of students here are White and race isn’t something that they want to talk about
because they covered that in high school history. (P06FAA)
Conditions
Meeting face-to-face. The primary dimension of the face-to-face deliberative dialogue
gatherings, as experienced by participants, was connectedness. Connectedness is described as a
feeling experienced individually and shared with others in attendance. Unlike the recent trend
toward virtual discussion and dialogue, face-to-face (in person) encounters afforded participants
the opportunity to witness the experiences of others in a way not achieved in similar processes
using the Internet or other forms of electronic connectivity as a platform for civic engagement
and dialogue.
I liked that we all sat in a circle and so we were looking at each other. (P06FAA)
Another participant expressed feelings about the connectedness shared by members of the
dialogue group this way:
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I felt a sense of community there. I felt, I knew everybody but it was the first time I had
met you and the first time I had met the gentleman, but everybody else I had met at least
once before. (P15FW)
Another element of feeling connected resulted from personal stories shared by the attendees
during the dialogue. The stories were moving and conveyed a sense of unresolved pain that at
times was expressed as anger or resentment.
By gathering in-person deliberative dialogue participants had an opportunity to see, hear,
and feel the human dimension and emotions as members of the group shared their personal
encounters stemming from and attributed to the racial history of the community. The dialogue
respondents reflected their feelings about the experience of face-to-face dialogue as follows:
[Although] people were sharing things that were uncomfortable, it felt appropriate, it felt
intimate, it felt good. It felt like you were with a group of friends, it was good. (P04FW)
I saw a look on the white gentleman’s face when I said what I said. (P10MTRM)
I just saw looks on people’s faces. You know like “here he goes” that kind of look. But
they also recognized where he was coming from and where he couldn’t go. (P03FTRM)
I think that the compassion that everyone had in hearing other’s individual stories and
listening to the shared experience was wonderful. There was a room full of people who
wanted to learn, cared about your story, and how it affected you. I felt, there was a great
deal of sincerity and heartfelt compassion and everybody was able to be genuine.
(P03FTRM)
For some participants, meeting face-to-to-face and personal sharing proved to be therapeutic.
One respondent recalled:
Yeah, at least for me it was totally effective. One of the reasons why I wanted to go was
to express; to have a venue to talk about the things that I face and I did that. So, I think
that one of the things, being one of the only African American people who works at my
job I don’t have anybody to go and talk to at work about these issues that face me every
day. I have to put on the face at work of you need to keep your job and you need to keep
it together. So, it was really effective for me just to be able to let it out. It helped me and
was a little bit of free therapy. (P06FAA)
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While the dialogue group offered a forum for attendees to express and share personal stories and
develop awareness of racism, at times the interactions produced tensions. Tension and
disagreement among the deliberative dialogue participants emerged and was experienced within
the context of a safe environment.
Co-constructing safety. Two respondents noted that guidance from the facilitators
contributed to a sense comfort and security among dialogue group members. Part of the
facilitator’s role was to inform participants about the order of the process and agenda for the
evening, as retold by a respondent.
Well it started first with sharing, and the fact that we needed to be respectful, we needed
to understand that my experience is not your experience. It went from there into an
overview of some things that we might be experiencing after looking at the video. We
saw the video and disseminated into small groups for two-way conversation. After that,
we went back into the framework of the large group to share feelings, stories and
perspectives. (P03FTRM)
I think it was reiterated that we all needed to be able to feel comfortable with our own
stories, our own ideologies, regardless of the topic so that we can come to a better
understanding of each other. (P10MTRM)
The conditions established by the video, experiential exercises, and forming a dialogue
circle are dimensions that set the atmosphere for meaningful dialogue to occur among the
attendees. Another respondent explained the sense of comfort she had in the group.
Even though people were sharing things that were uncomfortable, it felt appropriate, it
felt intimate, it felt good. It felt like you were with a group of friends, it was good.
(P04FW)
Validating our stories. None of the participant respondents had seen the video series.
Respondents commented about how they enjoyed watching the video because they gained new
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information and, more importantly, the video validated the African American experience in ways
some of them might not have had experienced before—with facts and data.
I enjoyed watching it. I enjoyed hearing the stories and was like “oh okay.” Because you
have your own experiences, then you see your experience re-lived through someone else
it’s like, “okay, I’m not crazy.” You know this really does happen and it’s not just me.
The video help me realize that I am not just perceiving this from a negative perspective,
because it’s true, it’s real, it happens. The video validated my feelings about prior
experiences I’ve had as an African American. (P03FTRM)
The first video in the three-part series, titled The difference between us, presented a wealth of
scientific data to support the concept that race is socially constructed, rather than genetic.
Learning that race is a socially constructed concept and not genetic established the premise that
differences are cultural, more so than biological. For some participants, finding out that DNA
tests concluded that a genetic match is most likely found in individuals of different, rather than
similar ethnic groups, was a comforting revelation.
In the video there were two students who were African American and they said they
thought they would have the most in common. And there were two who were AsianAmerican and they said something similar and the Caucasian students said something
similar. But I think when it came down to it, they didn’t actually have that much in
common with the person of their same race, they had more in common with people of
different races. (P05MW)
Another participant was less moved by the insight contained in the video and had a simpler, less
enthusiastic reply to the finding from the research on genetic linkages among and between racial
groups.
I thought so what, racism still exists. (P14FAA)
Overall, the series of videos viewed by participants and facilitators prior to the beginning
of the dialogue discussion provided evidence, support, and validation about the painful and
discriminatory impacts of systemic racism and its many manifestations. In many ways, the
videos affirmed the experiences of race and racism encountered by African Americans and other
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minorities which is often discounted by the White community. Many participants commented
how the videos confirmed some of the truths they suspected, but could not prove.
I think it was because of the tone that had already been set by the video. That their
[African Americans’] reasons for their feelings were valid. It wasn’t their imagination
that they had been left out of things, that it wasn’t them that had been singled out as a bad
credit risk and were not able to borrow money for a business or to buy a house. Those
things might be embarrassing to share and you wouldn’t share it. But after the video and
you realize that it wasn’t your fault, then I think that people felt more willing to share
because of that. I think that it set up a sympathetic climate. (P04FW)
European cultures denoted “what’s white” and what’s Black.” Also then, you can see
how racism kind of developed because it was, racism was really kind of about being
dominant or holding power against another group who doesn’t hold power and then you
see that broken down into every aspect of life. (P06FAA)
It [the video] wasn’t eye opening, but it was refreshing to see that there was something
available to see how minorities were treated when it comes to housing and jobs and so
forth during those years, so that was encouraging. That kind of made my evening.
(P10MTRM)
As a tool for starting conversation among deliberative dialogue group participants, the videos
were effective at bringing to the surface feelings of pain, hurt, anger, sadness, and other
emotional reactions the participants felt. It was my observation that in some ways viewing Race:
The power of an illusion had an affirming and empowering effect for African-American
participants in attendance that allowed for an outpouring of real life encounters.
Process
The process elements of the deliberative dialogue were critical in fostering an
environment for candid and honest conversation and discussion about race relations, local
history, racism and personal stories.
Forming a dialogue circle. The circle formation for promoting group interaction has
long been a technique used to support the act of gathering and collaborative interaction. Block
(2008) explained that
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community is built when we sit in circles, where there are windows, and the walls have signs of
life, when every voice can be equally heard and amplified, when we all are on one level-and the
chairs have wheels and swivel (p. 151). With the exception of swiveling seats, and windows,
Block’s (2008) depiction of the elements of a dialogue circle were present in each of the
locations used for hosting the deliberative dialogues on race.
For each deliberative dialogue, attendees were welcomed into a space with a circular
seating arrangement. Circular seating arrangements promote a level of engagement and
connection that implies flow, interaction, transparency, and openness (Garant, 2000). Isaacs
(1999) observed that the circle has many symbolic roles in fostering dialogue, which includes
functioning as a leveler, allowing everyone to see and hear one another; and acting as a lens and
a focusing device —“things intensify in the circle, and one cannot predict what will happen
within it” (p. 249).
With respect to the use of a circular seating arrangement for the deliberative dialogues on
race, interview respondents commented:
I liked that we all sat in a circle and so we were looking at each other … When we are all
in a circle looking at each other you can talk directly to each other … It gives people that
kind of openness but also I think that sometimes, people don’t want to say what they are
really thinking when they are looking at you. (P06FAA)
Unlike Internet based virtual dialogues, face-to-face encounters provided participants with an
opportunity to see more fully how the exchange of words and feelings affected members of the
group. Through reactions that were spoken and unspoken, controlled and at times uncontrolled,
the dynamics of face-to-face interaction provided a grounding in reality that is not always present
or achievable in virtual exchanges. One participant noted:
I do think that how the room was setup, helped in that you know, it was in a circle where
everyone could kind of see everyone else’s face. (P12FW)
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The dynamics of individuals sitting in circle simultaneously works to connect and
expose. The circular formation also acts as a container in which members of the dialogue group
develop a sense of shared environment. When properly constructed, the container formed by the
dialogue group can hold the intensity of human interaction (Isaacs, 1999). One practice used
successfully the by facilitators was closing the circle. Closing the circle is a symbolic gesture
that allows group members to tighten the circumference of the circle to eliminate gaps created by
empty seats. Closing the circle created a physical nearness between members of the group and
seriousness to the sharing taking place within the dialogue group. The circular formation of the
group was also an element of the gathering that created comfort for some participants.
Illustrating disparity (through experiential exercise). During the second set of
dialogues rather than have participants view the video, they were engaged in one of two
experiential exercises. The experiential exercises were added due to feedback from participants
that the videos were too long (each aired for 60 minutes), coupled with the desire on the part of
the organizers to devote more time to actual engagement through dialogue. One dialogue
organizer reported that several members of the organizing committee received feedback that the
videos, while extremely informative, were too long and that participants wanted more time for
engagement and dialogue. One interview participant commented on the length of the video,
stating:
I think that the video was really long. So, I think that it was okay that there was no video
during the second set of dialogues. (P06FAA)
The experimental exercises allowed participants the opportunity to heighten their
awareness about the ways in which the life conditions of minority and poor people can affect a
person’s position in life. The exercise, titled The Level Playing Field, began with all dialogue
attendees standing next to one another in a straight line. The facilitator asks a series of questions
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related to family of origin, home environment, education, economic status, and possessions.
With each statement, participants were instructed to take one-step forward or backward if the
statement applies to them. For instance, the facilitator might ask:
•
•
•

If you were raised in a community where the vast majority of police, politicians and
government workers were not of your racial group, move one space back.
If your fitness as a parent has never been questioned because of your income, education,
work or welfare status, move forward one space.
If you were ever denied a job or promotion because of your race, gender, sexual
orientation, or ethnicity, move one space back one space. (Cultural Bridge to Justice,
2013, numbers 3, 4, & 29)
At the end of the exercise attendees were asked to notice their position in the room in

relations to others. Although dialogue participants began the exercise from the same place, the
ending arrangement of attendees after responding to the questions was such that the two White
individuals in attendance were the closest to the front of the room. The White female, a middleaged, stay at home wife, was ahead of the working class White male and was at the head of the
room. In between them was a middle-aged African American woman with a career in the private
sector. Everyone else in the room stood positioned behind these three individuals. The
positioning of everyone in the room was based on a combination of life circumstances, family
background, and a host of other conditions that were either largely inherited or out of a person’s
control.
Of particular note, were the participants standing along the back wall of the meeting
room. The dialogue participants along the back wall were there because the “step back” rule had
applied to their situation more often than the “step forward” rule. A few participants indicated in
jest that if the back wall were not there, they would be out in the parking lot, because the wall
kept them from moving back further. The dialogue attendees that had taken more steps
backward than forward represented those who had suffered more race-based injustice and
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oppression than others in the group gathered for dialogue. Those standing along the back of the
wall were the oldest participants in attendance and well into their senior years. Due to advances
in U.S. race relations over the past 50 years, the positioning of the elders at the rear of the room,
along the back wall unfortunately was not a surprise to anyone, although it was not a good
feeling as people looked back after the exercise ended, only to see the faces of the elders in the
group.
One unexpected member of the group also ended along the back wall, unable to move
back further. She was the youngest member of the dialogue group and a college graduate. The
youngest African American woman in the group ended up along the back wall with the oldest
African American members of the group. I presume that her positioning in the room at the end
of the exercise was disturbing to everyone who was there that night. How could the youngest
member of the group, a bright, young, educated adult find herself in this position? This, among
other questions served as topics for the dialogue discussion that evening.
The Level Playing Field exercise illustrated the present-day realities of just how level the
playing is between Whites and African Americans in the local community where the dialogue
was held. Across the age spectrum of participants (late 20s to over 70 years of age), the “playing
field” in the community where the dialogues took place still is not level. One participant noted
how the exercise allowed her to reflect about members of her family and where they might have
been at the end of the exercise. She explained:
I actually kind of just mentally put other people in there with us. You know, I wondered
if my mom had been there that night where would she have been standing. If my
grandmother had been here, where would she have been? I imagined my husband in
there and other people that I know and love. (P14FAA)
A White participant talked about the guilt she felt and the hesitance of turning around after the
Level Playing Field exercise, because she knew everyone was behind her.
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Well, I knew nobody was in my peripheral vision, so I was kind of mortified, like, “Oh
no, this is not gonna look good.” When I say that, it is because that maybe it does look
good. Maybe it is a perfect exercise because I have had more advantages than a lot of
people. When I did turn around though, I didn’t expect to see such an age difference; that
it was a generational thing. Honestly, even now, I don’t remember where the [White]
gentleman was because, again, he was somebody I didn’t know so I wasn’t as focused on
him. I was surprised though about Lynne (African American). I thought she would have
been further up. I hate to say “further up”, I mean, a little closer to the front of the room.
(P15FW)
The Level Playing Field helped participants get in touch with the hard reality of how
racism in relation to other factors affects not just “those” people, but also friends and family and
some who had become acquaintances during the dialogue. The exercise allowed those of us in
the room to see and understand that the systemic oppressions that kept the oldest members of the
community from advancing also affected the youngest member of the group in a similar way,
signaling that the same or analogous conditions remain.
Experiencing tension, disagreement, and discomfort. The guiding questions of the
research sought to explore the dialogue experience from the perspective of participants and
facilitators and the ways in which the phenomena of civic dialogue and social interactions that
produce tension, disagreement, and discomfort is experienced and processed by the group.
When discussing topics of race and racial discrimination, tension and disagreement is inevitable.
The tension and disagreement generated during dialogues focusing on race is a necessary
element and an unavoidable aspect of bridging the racial divide. Tension and challenges
stemming from disagreement and statements that produce discomfort can lead to greater depth,
probing, disclosure, and unpacking of belief systems, feelings, stereotypes, and
misunderstandings (Koch, 1996; Van Til, 2011). Civic dialogue fosters conversations that
interrogate long held beliefs through respectful confrontation. The findings are consistent with
Walsh (2007), who noted that by letting conflict and disagreement into the dialogue participants
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had the opportunity to undergo intense exchanges that went beyond superficial talk resulting in
new awareness. Deliberative dialogue is also effective in promoting discussions that correct
stereotypes and labeling of African-American woman [and men] with assertive verbal styles as
sassy or militant; or the use of a voice that is not quiet or wisper-like in tone and infused with
authority as being bossy or brash; or voicing valid complaints or concerns labeled as having an
"attitude problem” (Wilcox & McCray, 2005).
Through the process of coding and the emerging dimensions, I identified and explored
two types of tension, explicit and implicit. Further, I found that tensions during deliberative
dialogue, and between members of the group, generally resulted from expressions of
disagreement or discomfort.
Explicit tensions emerged when participants verbalized feelings and opinions during the
dialogue in the form of a declaration, as a question or in response to something said by another
participant. One or more members of the group frequently offset explicit tensions with
challenging requests for clarification or with disagreement. There were three primary explicit
tensions over the course of the seven dialogue sessions on race. These tensions resulted from
statements made by White men who attended the dialogues on race on separate evenings.
Participant respondents recalled:
He kept talking about that it would be good when finally everyone was interbred because
nature smiles on the hybrid. And he was talking about children of interracial marriage
always have great teeth and they look better than their parents, and I kept thinking,
“Where are you going with this?” It did make me uncomfortable (chuckles), and he
brought it up each time that he was there. (P04FW)
The white guy wanted to make himself feel like he was aware of and knowledgeable
about race and racism. He also spent about five to ten minutes talking about himself. As
opposed to the real concept of what we were talking about. So I didn’t get angry, I just
disagreed … I just wanted him to shut up. (P10MTRM)
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He made me really uncomfortable with some of his comments. And I mean I really
understood that it was because there was a difference in generation and with age. He
grew up in a different time with different socialization than I had. (P12FW)
I was trying really hard to focus on the fact that his views were just as valid and just as
pertinent to the discussion as anyone else’s in the room. But I had to keep coming back
to that. I had to keep reminding myself of that because it just was not sitting well with
me. I mean I even, I remember turning to you and saying this is making me really
uncomfortable. (P12FW)
And then, of course, when that man said “Don’t come at white people with such a…
whatever his comment was; now I can’t even think of it. But I just remember his face,
and I just was so mad about it. (P14FAA)
When we confronted him his attitude was very dismissive. (P14FAA)
There were three comments, each made by White participants, all men and each at
different dialogue sessions that evoked strong disagreement and emotions from other group
members. Although none of the interviewees repeated the full story during the interviews the
significance of the event necessitate that I tap from my memory having observed what happened
so that the reader has a sense of how distinct tensions were introduced, on separate occasions,
into the dialogue group.
•

•

•

During the very first dialogue session a White man, in his senior years commented:
“Nature smiles on the hybrid.” During the course of the dialogue, he elaborated that
bi-racial children are smarter, prettier and have “better” hair than Black children.
The second comment occurred during the third dialogue session. A middle-aged
White man equated his experience as the only White player on his high school
basketball team as a strategy that African Americans should use; “don’t give up, just
suck it up and try harder” to achieve success.
The last comment occurred during the fourth dialogue gathering. As with the prior
two instances, the individual was attending his first dialogue with the group and
excerpt for the facilitator and his sister, he knew none of the other attendees. His
comment came in response to a story told by a man about the difficult time his
nephew was having at a summer job. His nephew was a lifeguard in an area of town
in which few, if any African Americans lived. He described how his nephew was
ridiculed daily and frequently called the N-word. As the man told the dialogue group
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about his attempts to work with the pool supervisor and others to stop the harassment,
his pain and anger was obvious. The White man spoke up and offered the African
American man what he termed advice about how to deal with the White people at the
pool to get some results. As everyone leaned in around the circle to hear his advice,
his first sentence included the words “you people.” His words created a tension that
was visible and felt, however, members of the group continued to give him their full
attention.
To paraphrase, his advice was: When “you people” get angry it makes White people put
up walls of resistance. So, instead of getting angry, you need to kill them with kindness. People
need to understand this.
The comments produced tensions that rippled throughout the air, affecting individuals
and members of the group. Interview respondents expressed a range of reactions to the
statements that reflected empathy for the feelings of people who had been targets of racism and
family members and others who tried to support them, and ambivalence and anger toward the
men making the dissenting comments.
I was uncomfortable when the guy kept talking about hybrids (chuckles). He kept talking
about that it would be good when finally everyone was interbred because nature smiles
on the hybrid. And he was talking about children of interracial marriage always have
great teeth and they look better than their parents, and I kept thinking, “Where are you
going with this? I couldn’t tell if it was positive or negative.” (P04FW)
He was just so … it’s just like that face that you see. I don’t know, I feel like I see it all
the time; it’s so, just, nonchalant … just brush it off, like, don’t come at White people
like that. It just was so invalidating. It was so dismissive; that’s what it was. It was so
dismissive. (P14FAA)
I don’t think that he got what she was saying. I thought it was so great that he was there
and that he was the only man. I would never have said to him, “Oh gosh, you don’t get
it.” I think that his participation is very wonderful, but he had the looseness that I see in a
lot of men. I hate to say it like that. (P15FW)
Like my grandma; oh my god. I could tell you stories about her. She was, I mean, major
bigot. And I heard that all growing up. But I didn’t hear it like … and this is going to
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sound really weird, “the nice side” of bigotry. I think a whole slew of people were
uncomfortable with what he was saying. (P12FW)
Implicit tensions describe the disagreements about the process or internal issues the
respondent identifies, rather than something stemming from participant interaction. For
example, the participant identified as P10, a male who identifies as tri-racial or Melungeon,
expressed feelings of frustration during the first series of dialogues resulting from his perceived
lack of movement by the group toward action. His bias toward identification of a project and
tangible results stemming from the dialogue discussion represented implicit tension. A leading
implicit tension from the first dialogue series pertained to the issue of the intent and outcome of
the dialogues on race. Initially, the issue was difficult for some participants to reconcile.
Dialogue participants indicated that some of the tension they experienced was frustration about
the lack of tangible outcomes and lack of clarity about the overall purpose of the dialogue
gathering.
Well, you know, we were just talking. We ought to be doing more than talking. What are
we trying to accomplish? (P10MTRM)
I am more interested in solving problems as opposed to discussing them. Although I
enjoyed the discussion, we were coming from different points of view probably because
of different backgrounds that didn’t seem to me to end in a conclusion; which is what I
look for. (P10MTRM)
But through all the discussion, which in my mind focused more on the history of race,
rather than solving problems it seems like we, there was nothing that was bringing us
together, which I regretted. I hoped that after three sessions, that’s why I came to the
third dialogue, I was hoping that we had gotten to a point where we could discuss
something in the modern time and focus on solutions. (P10MTRM)
I think that we talked in the first session about possible economic possibilities and ways
that we could work together. I don’t think that there were any people interested in that,
which was interesting. You know, ways to generate money for down payments, ways to
generate some kind of political force by joining with someone who had some ability. I
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made a couple of offers that there were properties that could be bought, or things that we
could do, or people that could join us in what we were trying to do. So it didn’t seem that
we wanted to accomplish one specific thing. (P04FW)
Well, you know, we were just talking. We ought to be doing more than talking. What are
we trying to accomplish? (P06FAA)
Engaging facilitator. One or more facilitators assisted each dialogue group. The
facilitators were tasked with guiding the participants through a prescribed process for civic
dialogue, as previously explained. The participant’s perspective about facilitators, and how they
interacted with those in attendance, lends understanding about how the two interacted in the
dialogue setting.
Initially it [the role of the facilitators] was formal and it walked right into informal
facilitation, which is what it would have to be to encourage the dialogue that we wanted
to have. They allowed you to know that they were there and the reason that they were
there, but after that it was a lot like a security system, you ignore it until you need it,
which is a good thing. (P03FTRM)
It [the facilitation] was fairly open and kind of let the group go where it wanted to go. I
thought it was fine. I thought it did what it was supposed to do. (P04FW)
[The role of the facilitator was] to get us to talk, to get us to share based on our own
experiences and background; to get us to open up, so that everybody participated and
nobody felt left out. (P10MTRM)
The facilitators, to me, have done a good job of stepping in if gets a little quiet and
bringing out a statement or two and then stepping back when the flow of the conversation
picks up again. (P13FAA)
The facilitation style used for this series of engagement reflected a gentle movement in approach
that put participants at ease about the dialogue, and how they were there to support the dialogue
and participants in process.
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Consequences and Impacts
Listening leads to learning. The dialogue process prompted personal stories and elicited
a range of emotions. The exchanges were sometimes private and heartfelt and invited both
validation and confrontation among members seated around the circle. The stories shared by
dialogue participants were filled with emotion that resonated in the voice, on the face, and in the
body language of the storyteller and permitted attendees to hear about incidents of racism and
discrimination that happened within their community and in their lifetime. The dialogue venues
created a safe environment and allowed participants to recall events of racism and discriminatory
practices and actions in ways that were authentic and spiked with emotion. Emotions can be the
vehicle that promote movement, connect individuals, or hold us in place; emotions are vehicles
for transformation (Ahmed, 2004).
For some, the outcome of attending one or more dialogue sessions had a healing affect
that lasted beyond the dialogue sessions. Respondents reported reflecting on the personal stories
in the days and weeks following the gatherings and as a result forming new insights or
experiencing shifts in previously held perspective. Comments related to their reflections, shifts,
and changes regarding what they heard at the dialogue included:
I never heard those stories. For several years, my husband had an African American
nurse in his office. She was wonderful and she would tell him things [that were
happening in the African American part of town]. He would come home and say, “Did
you know this was going on?” He was learning from her, it is almost like we needed
mentors to help us see these things. (P15FW)
First of all it takes very good communication, to understand somebody else’s perspective,
or you don’t even know their perspective exists. I just think that maybe there is still some
hard feelings put away, harbored somewhere. I don’t think that really comes down to the
color of skin, I think that comes down to one person knows right from wrong and another
person doesn’t and because the other person doesn’t know right from wrong, he offends
everybody else, or maybe there are some unspoken rules of a certain group of people that
you don’t belong to and you don’t know those rules. (P16MW)
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When she responded to him, I noticed he colored up. I definitely knew he was getting his
answer, just not the way he expected it. He went away, I am quite sure, with a few new
thoughts in his own mind. But, this is what I am saying… the actual white person does
not know from where we stand, or what we think. They have their own thoughts about
us. (P13FAA)
I think [hearing her story and her experiences] that that kind of a shifted him a little bit. I
know that he felt really horrible about some of the things that Jane experienced. (P12FW)
I think that it [the dialogue] was great and if it touched the life of one person you have
created change, have you not? (P03FTRM)
I think that the reflections are that I have to be more willing for a conversation and not
like, “Oh I know what you are going to say as the white person on the other side so let me
prepare my reaction and my response.” I need to be more open to that thought myself.
(P14FAA)
The face-to-face nature of the dialogue allowed participants to hear information that challenged
longstanding beliefs and confront deep-seated issues and emotions in a supportive environment
of people who were interested in hearing the stories of fellow community members. The stories
and experiences shared among participants were revealing and seemed to have a cathartic quality
for some. Participant exchanges ranged from supportive to challenging, as attentive listening
supported painful encounters and confrontation of disdainful attitudes.
Shifting perspectives. A shift in an individual’s perspective can result from personal
reflection about a statement or statements made, exchanged or heard that challenge individual
beliefs. While it takes probably more than dialogues to sway participants to the extent that they
change many of their long held perspectives, a shift may be the product of personal reflection or
an influencer that causes contemplation or further consideration. Reflections allowed dialogue
attendees to re-play the exchange of opinions and the emotions felt and witnessed. The action of
personal reflection challenged participants of civic and deliberative dialogue to consider
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seriously how their own views and beliefs align with or differ from the perspectives of those who
have a different race and ethnicity (Schoem et al., 2001). A change or shift in perspective is
what is important, no matter the depth or extent. Participants shared with me:
I think that the reflections are that I have to be more willing for a conversation and not
like, “Oh I know what you are going to say, is the white person on the other side so let
me prepare my reaction and my response.” I need to be more open to that thought
myself. (P14FAA)
I pretty much thought racism was a thing of the past, but it kind of made me understand,
maybe not, but I don’t know the details of everything. (P16WM)
I think that the reflections are that I have is to be more willing for a conversation and not
like, “Oh I know what you are going to say as the white person on the other side so let me
prepare my reaction and my response.” I need to be more open to that thought myself. I
think that sometimes, as an African American, we think that well, we were treated the
worst, everybody knows it, we are still treated the worst so you can’t tell us anything
different. Or, I am not going to feel sorry for you because you were raised to be mean.
You don’t necessarily have to do either of those things, but you have to be willing to
listen and understand in order to have other people listen and gain an understanding from
you. (P14FAA)
Facilitator’s Perspective
The second section of the analysis presents impressions about the dialogue series from
the facilitator’s perspective. Facilitators interviewed during the data-gathering phase discussed
the degree of care and responsibility they had for their role in creating a caring container (Isaacs,
1999) for healing, and bridging the racial divide. The explanatory matrix (Schatzman, 1991),
Table 4.2, details the dimensions that emerged from facilitator interviews, including: promoting
health and wellness; assuming a dual role (formal and informal); co-constructing safety;
processing tension, disagreement and discomfort; listening deeply; honoring the experience of
others; and letting the dialogue go its own way.
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Table 4.2
Facilitator Explanatory Matrix of Dimensions and Properties
Perspective
Facilitator
Context

Dimension

Property

Promoting health and wellness

A venue to talk about issues of
race
Disclosing incidents of racism
and discrimination
Validated African American
Experience in the US (video)
Viewing video or participating
in group exercises
Discussion about how
attendees wanted to interact
together
Exercising formal and informal
facilitation
Encouraged talk and broad
participation about comments
conveyed explicitly and
implicitly
Setting the tone for interaction

Convening for healing
Sharing local history

Conditions

Co-constructing safety

Assuming a dual role
Process

Listening deeply

Processing tension, discomfort, and
disagreement

Giving voice and attention to
discomfort
Impact/Consequences
Honoring the experiences of others
Letting dialogue go its own way

Giving voice to personal
stories
Validating perspectives

Figure 4.2 includes the explanatory matrix diagram representing dimensions shared by
facilitators and those that overlap with participants.
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Figure 4.2. Explanatory matrix graphic—facilitator perspective. The two light gray shapes
represent context dimensions depicting the participant’s perspective.
Context
The contextual dimensions of the dialogue process related to the overriding goal of
promoting community health and wellness and conducting dialogue conversations, which were
guided by skilled facilitators.
Promoting health and wellness. A primary intent and outcome from the community
dialogues was the opportunity to promote a healthier community through the act of face-to-face
interaction achieved through dialogue.
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I think for me the outcome was getting the community engaged in a dialogue process,
which I think happened. I think that the other outcome was to maybe initiate some new
initiatives around community health and wellbeing and coming together across
differences and kind of examining where things were in the community in terms of
maybe some of the educational experiences; the differences that come along with those
experiences and kind of talking about how that had impacted the community. (F02FW)
There was a broad sweeping “yes, let’s have more of these.” They are healthy and
encouraging and certain people wanted more. (F05FAA)
I certainly believe that civic engagement and dialogue is the most important business of
the day. So that’s where I am at. I believe that it has everything to do with good
community mental health. (F05FAA)
Bridging the racial divide is a health and wellness issue for African Americans and Whites.
Civic and deliberative dialogue creates safe spaces where healing can take place through honest
and open exchanges.
Conditions
Co-constructing safety. An essential aspect of the dialogues was creating an
environment in which participants not only understood the qualities of civic and deliberative
dialogue, but also were free enough to engage in open, candid conversation. The facilitators
described the importance of safety:
We began with the introduction. There was discussion around safety and, uh, how the
group wanted to be together. There was some discussion around dialogue and its
distinctive characteristics. As a facilitator, I tried to reinforce some of the ideas that were
brought up around deliberative dialogue and safety. (F01MAA)
The group members got to participate in co-constructing the safety among the group.
(F02FW)
I think the exercise about safety and how we were there for one another and to provide
for one another helped to establish that this was a collective process. (F02FW)
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Before we begin dialogue and before we begin interacting, we discussed how we wanted
to interact. We also talked about the importance of having a constructive environment
for conversation and interaction. (F01MAA)
The great thing about the dialogue was that everyone really paid attention to what we set
up as a group in terms of caring for each other, keeping the dialogue open where we all
have an opportunity to speak and be heard. (F02FW)
Creating safety allowed participants the opportunity to speak about deeply held, hurtful issues
and occurrences. The concept of safe space also fostered an environment for processing tensions
that surfaced.
Assuming a dual role. The dialogue facilitators described their role as having a dual
purpose. They assumed a formal role carried out, in part, through orienting participants to the
style of deliberative dialogue and by setting the environment for the interaction to occur.
Facilitator respondents described their role this way:
I think my role kind of fluctuated. I think that the first week was definitely a blending,
but I think that because folks didn’t know us and we were coming from Columbus and
introduced that way my role was probably viewed more as a facilitator. And I think as
the group (the conveners from the Gant House) moved forward and they felt more
confident in their ability to lead the facilitation, I think that I became more of an active
participant. (F02FW)
Well I look at my particular roles on a couple of levels; first of all and foremost I was an
everyday citizen participating in the dialogue, learning and growing and meeting people
and listening to the issues and contributing to the conversation. That is one role that I
played. The second role that I played was as part of a team that helped to open the space
to plan the dialogue. That was really rewarding to do this kind of work and particularly
to see it come to fruition, full circle. (F05FAA)
As the group (the conveners from the nonprofit) moved forward and they felt more
confident in their ability to lead the facilitation, I became more of an active participant.
(F02FW)
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Process
The process dimensions, or the actions of the phenomena of the deliberative dialogues on
race included listening deeply, processing tension, disagreement and discomfort, and honoring
the experience of others.
Listening deeply. Facilitators described the way in which they listened and how listening
helped participants understand differently.
I think because I had been engaged in the dyad with him I had brought him back to our
conversation. At one point I said, “Remember talking about this and what we said,” and I
think that this helped him kind of stop where he was in his process and maybe listen a
little better. (F02FW)
He was kind of leaning in more and listening to people and their personal stories about
how they have experienced being treated differently based on the color of their skin, in
his community that he has lived in all of his life. (F02FW)
Listening deeply allowed participants to connect with participants in an authentic way, as stories
were told in the vernacular of the storyteller, with references to places and incidents that in some
cases were unknown to white participants due to their unfamiliarity with places and events
unique to the African American community. The act of listening served as a vehicle for
transformation; connecting real events to real people.
I really appreciated listening to her experience. She was a light-skinned woman and she
identified as African American. And she was really blunt with me … saying she didn’t
know she was African American until she I think she said the second or third grade. I
think she was trying to play at someone’s house, one of her friends, or was it at church. I
don’t know, she wasn’t allowed to go someplace because someone said, “we aren’t going
to have any colored around here.” She had to go back to her family and ask about that,
because she didn’t understand that. I was like wow, that story really stuck with me and
how she really processed that and made meaning of it. I mean that’s just a really
powerful story to tell. (P12FW)
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Processing tension, disagreement, and discomfort. The facilitators spoke of the
techniques they used to manage the tensions, disagreement and comfort that surfaced over the
course of the dialogue sessions.
I think people came forth with being more personal with their stories than they would
have been otherwise, because I really think that they were trying to support each other
because they could feel the tension in the room. So yeah, I do think that it was interesting
to watch how the group managed the tension because I think it was done in a very caring
and healthy way. (F02FW)
I think because I had been engaged in a dyad with him, what I said brought him back to
our conversation. He got feedback from multiple people in the room that allowed him to
hear the experiences of others. So, I think there were a lot of people supporting that
process to try to work through the tension. (F02FW)
The tension that was created…this was not new information for the African American
participants in the room. It was new information for the folks who identified as White in
the room. So I think what happened was it generated more questions and more dialogue
about what could be different in the community and how, if I recall correctly, it took the
discussion to a shared responsibility in the group about what is happening. Because folks
were saying, “If this is happening what are we doing about contacting business owners
and other people in our community”. (F02FW)
Everybody has a different lens with which they are looking at the current issue. I think
that there were a lot of “Ah hah” moments for people, especially for White folks that
attended in terms of looking at some of the current realities in listening to some of the
Black citizens of their community. (F05FAA)
I think that the dialogues and the film series allowed people to dig in and feel
uncomfortable. But it is positive, because we can’t dismantle structures of oppression if
we don’t know how they were structured, how they were mantled. (F05FAA)
In the very first session I thought there was some tension. I thought some of the African
Americans in the room were really kind of uptight with the fact that the one White person
that was in the room, didn’t quite get it. From the comments, I would say it seemed like
they felt like he didn’t quite get why they were upset and yet I don’t know if that changed
anything for him. (F07FAA)
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I think the one that was really upsetting was the one about “White people see Black
people as complaining and as victims, rather than looking at the fact that, just work hard
and do it, rather than seeing themselves as victims and always complaining.” Some of
the African Americans kind of indicated that they appreciated that comment, because it
helped them to see what White people really feel and what they are thinking, whereas
others wanted to jump right on that person and explain the reason for the complaints.
(F07FAA)
I think, we, I tended to attend to folks, in terms of body language and conversation to
see if they were, showing [signs of] discomfort and [we were careful to] give voice, or
give attention to folks who were voicing and expressing signs of discomfort. (F01MAA)
As described by the facilitators, the various tensions and disagreements arising from the dialogue
and participant interactions allowed confrontation, challenging, and questioning in a way that
permitted an authentic delving into some of the issues that keeps structures of racial
discrimination and stereotypes alive.
Consequences/Impact
Two important dimensions emerged from the facilitator’s perspective, which aided in the
outcomes of the dialogue and discourse among participants: letting the dialogue go its own way
and honoring the experiences of others. Letting the dialogue go its own way is a technique also
discussed by an experienced facilitator interviewed in the pilot study leading up to the
dissertation research. The concept of letting the dialogue go its own way is a group process
strategy used by the facilitator used to focus the energy of the group away from the structure of a
set agenda process and inward to the issues that are at work in the group. Letting the dialogue go
its own way.
I don’t think I needed to take a particular, uh, role with respect to that [next steps by the
group]. I thought that the group was confronting its evolution as a group. (F01)
The facilitation was fairly open and allowed the [dialogue] conversation to go where it
needed to go. (P05MW)
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Honoring the experience of others. The dialogue experience was a blend of facilitation
that created and held space open for hearing all perspectives, negative and positive. The
personal stories were explored in dialogue sessions that at times were free flowing and at other
times challenging and contentious for both participants and facilitators. Comments voiced in the
dialogue space were heard and subject to varying levels of response and examination.
When someone is engaged in a dialogue group…some of those people were engaging and
talking to each other, and some of those people did not talk to one another. When you
hear a fellow citizen that you wouldn’t normally talk to, when you hear their stories about
the place that you live in and you hear a different story and people have a real challenge
they say, “Wow I didn’t know that you looked at our community from that perspective.”
So I think that is an “ah hah” for folks because it challenges the way that they look at the
community and the way that they look and experience the community, it gives them a
diverse perspective. And then you know dialoguing…the dialogues were long enough to
create what I would call the “ah hah.” You have to have direct exchange long enough for
people to have that moment, like a drilled down experience. And I think that people
started to shift like, “Wow I really need to pay attention,” or “I really need to do some
things differently.” And so it gave them more insight into their own perspective but it
also gave them more insight into the perspective of others. And I think that is the healthy
part because there are some decisions and choices that are made in that process.
(F05FAA)
The community is very clear that they don’t want African American adolescents in the
public eye at these jobs. So that was something that really stood out for me and it really
caught my attention. That was during the second dialogue and we kind of talked about
that and what that impact was for the community. Many of the White participants in the
room had no idea, didn’t really think about it until it was brought to their awareness to
think about “oh yes when I think about this, then yes that makes sense when I think about
the businesses that I go into. (F02FW)
A third perspective representing the shared dialogue experience of participants and facilitators
lends further depth of understanding to the interactions and insights resulting from the series of
civic gatherings focused on race. The dimensions that described a perspective inclusive of the
participants and facilitators include promoting candid conversation (conditions), fostering
inclusive interaction (process), and experiencing healing (consequence).
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Participant–Facilitator Perspective
The last perspective includes dimensions and properties from the shared vantage point of
both members of the dialogue group, participants and facilitators. The section includes
dimensions that emerged from shared viewpoints between participants and facilitators when
comparing the two parties together in community-based dialogue. The shared dimensions were
promoting candid conversation, fostering inclusive interaction, and experiencing healing. Table
4.3 lists the dimensions and properties that describe the synergy of the civic dialogue group
interaction as described by participants and facilitators.
Table 4.3
Explanatory Matrix of Dimensions and Properties—Dialogue Participants and Facilitators
Perspective Dialogue Dimension
Property
Group
(Participants
and Facilitators)
Core Dimension
Co-creating Safety
Context
Promoting health and wellness
A venue to talk about issues of
race
Convening for healing
Disclosing incidents of racism
and discrimination
Sharing local history
Validated African American
experience in the US (video)
Viewing video or participating
in group exercises
Conditions
Promoting candid conversation
Talking across differences
Process
Fostering inclusive interaction
Promoting broad participation
Consequence/Impact Experiencing healing
Dialogue, a healing action
Figure 4.3 includes the explanatory matrix diagram representing the joint participant and
facilitator perspective. The shapes denote the emergent dimensions shared by facilitators and
participants interacting with each other.
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Figure 4.3. Explanatory matrix graphic – dialogue group (participants and facilitators)
perspective. The three light gray shapes represent context dimensions of the participant
(convening for healing, sharing local history) and facilitator (promoting health and wellness)
perspectives.
Context
The context dimensions were considered in the prior sections discussing the participant
and facilitator perspectives.
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Conditions
Additionally, the core dimension of safety emerged as a major contributor to the overall
success of the dialogue group process when linked with the two previously discussed and
complementary conditions of the dialogue circle and the video or experiential exercise.
Promoting candid conversation. Essential to any dialogue and particularly dialogues on
a topic as important as race relations is the ability to establish an environment in which
participants can speak frankly and openly to members of the group about current or past
experiences. Candid dialogue is the product of participants who are willing to share openly their
experiences and facilitators who carefully hold the space such that voices are heard and concerns
attended in a way the supports the individual and collective needs of participants.
It was the only time where I have had transparent conversations with any other people of
color in this City. Because in the workplace there is a guardedness and carefulness about
how people interact and what they say. (P04MW)
The conversation may end up starting off on one thing and before you know it, it is on
another, but it is all connected. To me it has been interesting. (P13FAA)
As a therapist, the only way you can get to a new understanding and therefore begin to
create a new experience or build a new pathway for yourself is to discuss it, to analyze it,
to break it down into its multiple parts. To see which parts are making you successful, or
not successful, and to determine if you want to keep them anyway or do you want to
throw them away and recreate something new. (P03FTRM)
Process
Fostering inclusive interaction. Inclusivity within the dialogue group was in many
respects a partnership built on trust that formed during each dialogue session as participants and
facilitators interacted in ways that nurtured a trusting relationship. Bridging the racial divide
begins with groups of willing participants who assemble and share with sincerity.
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Participants had an opportunity to talk across differences, and to speak in a very diverse
group and to cross differences in a very safe way. (F01MAA)
So, it was a really nice cross section of people; Black, White, young, older people, all
coming from various perspectives; a very nice diverse group of people. (F05FAA)
Consequence/Impact
Experiencing healing. An impact of the race dialogue series was a beginning mending of
individuals and the greater community in incremental and subtle ways. As the dialogues
continued, the realization among participants that the act of dialogue is as much action as it is
process became more evident.
They at least got to share and they [Black participants] realized that they were not singled
out in certain situations, that this is a universal experience for other people as well, and
think that is probably very healthy and healing. (P04FW)
The outcome was getting the community engaged in a dialogue process, which I think
happened. I think that the other outcome was to maybe initiate some new initiatives
around community health and wellbeing and coming together across differences and kind
of examining where things were in the community in terms of maybe some of the
educational experiences. (F02FW)
To some extent I think that the action is that we are becoming more aware of each other’s
perspectives. The action is that we are challenging our own biases and assumptions.
(F06FAA)
You have to be willing to listen and understand in order to have other people listen and
gain an understanding from you. (P14FAA)
Core dimension: Co-creating safety. Safety was central to achieving the depth of
interaction and disclosure that took place around the deliberative dialogue circle and between the
individuals that gathered on seven evenings to examine local issues of race and racism. Safety
was identified by participants and facilitators as the primary aspect of the deliberative dialogue
process and therefore the core dimension. The co-construction of safetyemerged as the
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overriding dimension upon which other dimensions took shape and were formed. The cocreation of safety served as a key process element, which helped establish an environment of
mutual respect. A majority of the interview respondents mentioned safety and the process for
establishing a safe environment as a primary driver for the depth of disclosure and the degree of
willingness to disclose sensitive and personal topics and occurrences resulting from perceived
racism or discrimination.
Without safety, the degree of success, as evidenced by new and repeat participants each
session, is unlikely. An environment of safety offered participants and facilitators the
opportunity to risk, share, and expose vulnerabilities that permitted the relaxing of defenses and
long held beliefs that keep people from seeing the true humanness of others (Saunders, 1999).
Cultivating an atmosphere of safety in the group and among members of the dialogue was
critical to creating an experience viewed by participants as informative and productive.
Setting the stage for safe space was a deliberate process that occurred at the beginning of
each of the seven dialogue gathering. The act of creating safety by explicitly posing of the
question, “What do you need to feel safe?” before beginning the dialogue had an implicit that
was equalizing in its affect. Setting an environment in which attendees pledged to honor group
members’ requests for safety created a high level of commitment to authentic conversation, as
well as good listening and attention between participants.
Similarly, during the first dialogue, one of several co-facilitators present requested at the
conclusion of the safety exercise that participants try to care for one another throughout the
course of the discussion. This request set the tone for the dialogue that occurred that evening, as
reported by one respondent: “I like that everybody got to say what made them feel safe. It
wasn’t like a workshop, like where people just throw things out and then you write them down
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and then you say, “Okay, this is what would make this person feel safe.” It seemed more
personal, like, “I’m expressing what would make me feel safe, so you know, and now we are all
aware.” So, if somebody doesn’t do that and somebody violates my safety, then you can’t say
that you didn’t know; you can’t say “Oh, well why do you feel uncomfortable?” It’s like “Hello,
we went over that” (P14FAA).
One respondent reported there were varying levels of safety felt by participants during
the first dialogue. In particular, one of the youngest respondents reported a feeling of hesitance
and some fear at the start of the session, which lessoned after the dialogue began. For White
dialogue participants, creating a safe environment for engaging had a reassuring affect about the
intent of the gathering. Establishing safety also helped participants understand that each member
of the group could speak candidly and without fear.
At first people were kind of leery about it [the act of dialogue]. Like they didn’t know,
“are we going to tell them the truth or are we going to be nice?” You know what I mean?
They were kind of like “How are we going to play this?” And there was an apprehension.
And I was sitting there and I was like I am one of the three white people in the room and
I know the truth but I don’t really want to say it because I am one of three white people in
the room. And after everyone started talking, I began to feel a little more comfortable
like nobody is going to slash my tires, we are good to go. (P05MW)
I think that everyone was able to express themselves in their way without fear of
reproach. (P03FTRM)
In the beginning, the facilitators explained that this wasn’t a debate, it was a dialogue and
we were all to speak and share our experiences in an equal manner and that we were to
create a safe place so people could share. (P04FW)
The element of safety emerged as the core dimension. Without an environment of safety,
the success of the dialogues on race, as defined as a group of committed individuals who thought
the meetings were important to the health of the community, would have been limited. Of all the
dimensions identified, safety most appropriately captures the phenomena of the research topic
(Kools et al., 1996)—dialogues on race. The condition of safety among dialogue participants, as
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supported by the facilitators, was a key basic social process underlying the success of the
dialogue sessions (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
The absence of safety may have been further reduced attendance by African Americans
and Whites, resulting from feelings of fear and discomfort associated with attending and the
possible consequences. Further discussion of the dimension titled consequence, is included in
the discussion of theoretical propositions, Chapter V.
Conclusion
As Block (2008) noted, the small group is the unit of transformation. Small groups
produce an environment for transformation by giving space to diversity of thinking and dissent
space, allowing the formation of commitments without the need to barter, and by acknowledging
and valuing the gifts of people from the community (Block, 2008). Certainly, part of the power
generated by the community dialogues on race was the opportunity for members of the
community to gather during two separate occasions in 2012 and 2013 to confront issues of race
with groups of people who previously were strangers to one another. The gathering provided a
forum for friends and strangers to unload the burdens of living in a racist community and
ultimately begin to consider actions to support unemployment among African American youth.
Opportunities to dialogue about issues and experiences of race and racism among friends,
associates, and strangers are rare. For African Americans and other racial minorities, recounting
past injustices is painful and for Whites, hearing about discrimination can evoke feelings ranging
from guilt to indifference. The path to healing and reconciliation requires work and
understanding on both sides and a willingness to engage one another in honest dialogue. Civic
and deliberative dialogue is an appropriate vehicle for exploring deeply held perspectives that are
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vastly different, because the practice presumes that people come with different points of view
and fosters trust, which is essential to leading through conflict (Gerzon, 2006).
This chapter described the community-based deliberative dialogue design and process,
data gathering and dimensional analysis (Schatzman, 1991). The interview data nodes and
emerging dimensions illustrates a dialogue process that sustained the interest of participants over
time by creating an environment of safety that promoted spaces for candid conversation about
race in a community where issues of race typically are not discussed openly and in racially
mixed groups. Using the data, node categories and dimensions that emerged from interviews
with 17 race dialogue participants and facilitators, the next chapter is devoted to analysis of the
dimensions, development of theoretical propositions and identification of implications for
leadership and change.
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Chapter V: Theoretical Propositions and Interpretation
In dialogue, for instance, identity can be explored and a person can be humanized or seen
in a different light as stereotypes give way to face-to-face pictures.
(Saunders, 2011, p. 25)
Introduction
The information detailed in Chapter V presents findings from interview data resulting
from a seven- session dialogue series. The dialogues focused on the topic of race and racism in a
small, rural Midwestern community and took place the fall of 2012 and the spring of 2013. In
total, 18 attendees (dialogue participants and facilitators) volunteered for interviews to discuss
their experiences and impressions. Some of the interview volunteers attended two or more
dialogues, while others participated in only one dialogue session. Additional details pertaining
to the composition of the dialogue groups is included in Chapter IV. The data derived from the
interviews was coded, using grounded theory methodology, into nodes representing data
categories derived from line-by-line coding.
Grouping the data associated with analysis and conversion of the data into high level or
conceptual dimensions representing an aggregation of codes, nodes, node categories and
dimensions. Figure 4 is a graphic representation of the grounded theory process of analysis,
which began with line-by-line coding and culminated in the development of nodes, categories,
dimensions, and theoretical propositions.
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Figure 5.1. Data analysis process.
By aggregating or combining up, from the specific to the general, the codes were
abstracted into a set of dimensions that conceptually represented the most important aspects of
the dialogues on race as experienced by participants and facilitators. The emergent dimensions
represent the key experiences collected from participant and facilitator volunteers. Dimensional
analysis and a supporting explanatory matrix provided a framework for conceptualizing raw
interview data in the form of transcripts from codes to dimensions. The dimensions resulting
from the interview data were used to form theoretical propositions.
In this chapter, the dimensions that comprise the explanatory matrix are further
conceptualized through the development of theoretical propositions. Theoretical propositions
represent high-level conceptualizations that emerged in the process of analyzing the initial raw
data derived from 17 completed interviews (10 participants and 7 facilitators). Each interview
volunteer provided insight into their thoughts, feelings, and tensions and “the complexity of
social life” (Bowers & Schatzman, 2009, p. 103) as experienced through civic dialogue and the
resulting group interactions and discussions as shared through experiences and stories based on
lived experiences and perspectives on race and racism. A saturation point was reached after the
first 12 interviews, however theoretical sampling, indicated a need to seek out additional
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perspectives. Five additional participant volunteers representing a White male, a White female, a
participant who attended both the first and second dialogue series, a first-time participant from
the second set of dialogues, and a facilitator from the second dialogue series were invited to
complete a research interview. The addition of the five perspectives strengthened the base of
information and data obtained from participant volunteers who were not sought out to round out
the data collection by seeking views that were either missing or minimally represented.
The original question guiding the dissertation research addressed the following question.
What is the experience of participants of dialogue and civic engagement groups when tension or
a disagreement emerges? This question is important when considering civic and deliberative
dialogue as a tool for helping communities of people discuss and heal racial and ethnic tensions.
Grounded theory method was used to sort and analyze the data in an approach to analysis that
moves from the specific to the conceptual, through a process of emergence and discovery based
on layers of understanding as additional interviews were completed and data was collected. The
interview data and resulting dimensions reflect the interactions and encounters among group
members within the dialogue space created by small gatherings of curious and committed
individuals who joined with skilled facilitators to engage in delicate, and at times, tenuous
exchanges about race, racism and discrimination. Supplementing the data gathering with
dimensional analysis created in-depth understanding about the human interactions and the
interplay between participants and facilitators during periods of tension and conflict and
understanding about exchanges among members of the group. While the quotes from the
participant transcripts were used to inform the analysis of tension and conflict in the context of
the dialogue group, the role of facilitator requires further analysis and understanding.
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Facilitator’s Role in Addressing Tension and Conflict and Promoting New Insights
The facilitators of the deliberative dialogues on race were experienced. Having years of
experience as in the fileds of counseling and education, they were a skilled team of mature
individuals with well developed sensitivities and understanding about issues of structural
priviledge, oppression, and institutional racism. The team of facilitators consisted of a mixed
group of individuals who were young and mature adults, skilled and lay professionals, AfricanAmerican, Applachian and White.
The role of the deliberative dialogue facilitators was instrumental in preparing and
assisting participants in sharing their stories, allowing equal voice among dialogue attendees, and
modeling civility while confronting periods of tension and disagreement during the deliberative
process. Observing the various facilitators work with each of the deliberative dialogue groups
over the course of the five weeks I attended in person offered insights and aided in my
understanding of their multiple roles. The faciltators used their skills in a nuanced manner to
assure that certain deliberative dialogue processes were carried consistently for each session (the
co-creation of safety), while applying other skills (listening, attentiveness to body language,
keeping the dialogue focused on tension producing issues and topics) as needed to keep the
group dynamics balanced while net letting personal bias negatively impact the flow of
participant exchanges. A refined understanding of the variouos ways that the facilitators guided
the group was acquired through multiple informal observations, combined with facilitator
interviews and the information obtained from interviews with deliberative dialogue participants.
The information and insight was instrumental in discerning emergent dimensions and their
supporting properties relative to the facilitator and group perspectives.
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In this chapter, theoretical propositions and supporting properties is explained and made
clear. The propositions in conjunction with existing literature are used to illustrate patterns
derived from the dimensions that explain new insights and understandings about how civic and
deliberative dialogue promotes healing and new understanding across privileged and racialized
perspectives. Discussion of the three propositions within the context of the literature of civic and
deliberative dialogue is presented below.
Theoretical Propositions
Three theoretical propositions emerged based on dimensional analysis of an estimated
880 nodes that were reduced to 48 node categories. The node categories were further analyzed
using dimensional analysis (Schatzman, 1991). Using the perspectives of the dialogue
participant, dialogue facilitator and dialogue group (participants and facilitators) dimensions
from the node categories representing context, condition, and process and consequence/impact
dimensions were identified. The resulting theoretical propositions are an extension of the
matrices developed in Chapter IV and abstract representations of the individual and collective
experiences of the dialogue participants. Matrices for the dimensions and properties for each of
three perspectives of dialogue attendees (participants, facilitators and the dialogue group)
permitted conceptualizing about the fundamental benefits of the public sphere and the dialogue
group as a vehicle for addressing complex social issues such as race relations. The composition
of the dialogue group structure lends itself to three distinct perspectives and three interrelated
propositions convey that when strangers engage in face-to-face dialogue interactions they can
confront the difficult issue of race and understand each other in authentic and more meaningful
ways through experiences that are constructivist in nature. The emergent theoretical propositions
were developed in an atmosphere crafted and sustained through the co-creation of safety by
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deliberative dialogue participants and facilitators; the resulting core dimension from the
dimensional analysis.
Each proposition is representative of the synergy created within the dialogue group with
the help of experienced and trusted facilitators, in an environment where participants felt safe
enough to risk, share, confront and reflect in a way that prompted varying degrees of reflection,
shifts and transformation. The propositions that emerged from the data and subsequent analysis
include creating space to move from tension to healing; heart stories, hurt stories (hearing and
understanding differently), and sustaining the conversation, bridging the divide. Each
proposition describes the lived experiences and contributing conditions of the civic and
deliberative dialogue process for exploring the difficult and controversial topics of race and
racism. Together, the three theoretical propositions knit a symbolic interactionist view of the
power of civic and deliberative dialogue and the value of the practice in bridging the racial
divide.
The ordering of the propositions is important to the discussion and relates to a process of
progression that allows for the occurrence of movement by dialogue participants. Below, each
proposition is discussed in relation to the literature, how the three are interconnected, and why
civic and deliberative dialogues that foster these three connections contributes to individual and
collective leaderfulness, and opportunities for change.
Creating space to move from tension to healing. Civic dialogue and public
deliberation were convened in places and space where politeness can give way to conversations
that challenge and confront the ideas of individuals who gather to explore issues from a range of
perspectives. Such is the purpose Habermas’ public sphere:
The public sphere is best described as a network for communicating information and
points of view…; the streams of communication are, in the process, filtered and
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synthesized in such a way that they coalesce into bundles of topically specified public
opinions. (Habermas, 1996, p. 330)
A primary intent of the civic and deliberative dialogues focused on race was to bring
people of diverse opinions and perspectives together to discuss, share, frame new
understandings, and challenge stereotypes and misperceptions. The conveners understood that
the dialogue space was an important aspect of the dialogue setting as it offered members of the
group a hold environment and place for confronting the tension and disagreement likely to arise.
Spaces for dialogue about issues of race and racism are uncommon and often occur in reaction
to, rather than a proactive practice. As such, an inviting environment is essential to conveying to
participants a warmth and sense of commitment to exploring the topic with fairness and safety.
The dialogue conveners, with assistance from a state agency of professionals with proficiency in
effectively creating and employing the practice of civic and deliberative dialogue practice, were
keenly aware of the importance of space creation. Ultimately, the space created should foster a
level of comfort among participants.
The literature references two activities that lead to effective environments and public
places conducive to convening civic and deliberative dialogue groups. Forming a supportive
environment for dialogues about race, aided members of the dialogue groups in quickly moving
the discourse and exchange of stories and experiences in a place of intimacy that supported
personal risk taking and vulnerability; described as norming and storming (Tuckman, 1965).
During the dialogues on race, participants and facilitators used to form techniques create a space
where participants were comfortable exchanging ideas and points of view and reacting candidly
about how and what they were feeling and experiencing with regard to comments made during
the dialogue. At times there was considerable tension and disagreement among and between
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participants which could be described a strong, emotional, argumentative and passionate, or
storming.
In this regard, the space for dialogue consisted of the physical qualities of the meeting
place, and the non-physical aspects of comfort and safety felt by participants in the dialogue
meeting rooms. The physical qualities of public space and ones felt sense of comfort contributed
greatly to the level of participation by attendees and their willingness to remain engaged and
return for future dialogue sessions. Young’s (2011) characterization of public space is apropos
to the public race dialogues: “by definition a public space is a place accessible to anyone, where
anyone can participate and witness, in entering the public one always risks encounters with those
who are different, those who identify with different groups and have different opinions or
different forms of life” (p. 240). For the deliberative dialogues on race, certain public venues
produced tension for two White, female participants. For one White female participant the
thought of being seen entering or leaving certain dialogue venues was a concern, but not enough
of a concern to keep her from attending several dialogues. A second White female participant
expressed apprehension about attending her first dialogue. Her concern was that she would not
know any of the other attendees and perhaps be the only White person in the group. Both
examples describe feelings of apprehension and tension felt prior to the dialogue sessions. Note
that the conveners considered several venues for the dialogues on race and chose centrally
located sites to allow for a high degree of accessibility by individuals using multiple modes of
transportation. One White respondent indicated one particular venue, the local health center,
stood out as a safe place that one could enter without concern that someone would question why
she was there. While interview volunteers noted visibility of entry and access points as a
concern, it did not prevent her from attending three dialogue sessions.
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Overall, the composition of the dialogue groups was predominantly African-American
and predominantly female. The dialogues were small intimate settings in which women
comprised the participant majority, although men and whites were also in attendance for each
dialogue. Table 5.1 includes the total number of women (participants and facilitators) for the
two dialogue series.
Table 5.1
Profile of Dialogue Attendees
Session (S)
Dialogue
(D)
S1 D1
S1 D2
S1 D3
S2 D1
S2 D2
S2 D3
S2 D4

Number African
of
American
Attendees
14
22
12
7
10
9
8

6
10
8
4
5
5
3

Race/Ethnicity
TriRacial/Melungeon
White
6
9
2
1
2
2
2

2
3
2
2
3
2
3

Male

Female

4
8
5
2
4
3
3

10
14
7
5
6
6
5

As shown in Table 5.1, in each dialogue session, the number of women exceeded the number of
men and similarly, the number of minorities, specifically African Americans, equaled or
outnumbered White participants. The literature on intergroup contact is instructive about issues
of safety and types of people, by race, exhibiting safety with respect to participating in civic
dialogues on the topic of race ( Allport, 1954; Amir, 1969).
Concern about feelings and perceptions of safety for the potential attendees by conveners
is crucial to selecting a space for discussing sensitive topics. While Saunders (1999) advocates
the use of neutral places that are far away, yet known to a potential audience of participants,
proximity and ease of access was a prime consideration in convening the dialogues on race.
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Ideally, both parties (participants and conveners) to the dialogue should agree on the meeting
location (Block, 2008; Neal & Neal, 2011; Saunders, 1999). In practice, it is not always possible
for the conveners to select venues that will assure a high degree of comfort level for every
attendee. Therefore, the dialogue space may unintentionally contribute to feelings of unease for
one or more likely participant groups. For some attendees safety within the dialogue group
outweighed concerns about being seen while arriving or departing; thus, they attended even with
the concerns of retaliation caused from being seen arriving or leaving. In addition to the
dialogue space itself, creating space to move from tension to healing addresses how the dialogue
practice aided movement and shifts in perception and understanding of some participants. The
movement was fostered by the interactions among dialogue group members that occur in the
physical setting of the dialogue circle.
Wheatley (2007) commented that circles “create a soothing space where even reticent
people can realize that their voice is welcome” (p. 186). The dialogue space and circular seating
arrangement used for gathering acted as a holding space. A circular seating arrangement was
essential to achieve authenticity and equality of voice and expressions and the first step on a path
from tension to healing. Member authenticity was achieved as indicated by the comments of
each volunteer respondent to voice opinions and thoughts during the dialogue sessions.
Participants’ ability to achieve authenticity was aided by their sense of equality within the group
regardless of their gender, ethnicity, or social standing. The facilitators were particularly
sensitive to making sure that no one person dominated the dialogue and that the opportunities for
all members of the group to interject their voice and opinions into the dialogue conversation.
Participant respondents commented:
Everybody is allowed to have their opinion there, that’s for sure. (P16MW)
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It was the only time where I have had transparent conversations with any other people of
color in this city. This was a time to hear people with their sore spots and the things that
have caused them pain. (P04FW)
The main value was being able to hear some of the stories that were transparently
relayed. I felt that those personal things were valuable to me. (P04FW)
I remember telling Jessica, I think later that week or early the next week that the dialogue
gave me a little bit more understanding about different things that she has said to me over
the years that I didn’t understand before. (P05MW)
One of the reasons why I wanted to go was to express, to have a venue to talk about the
things that I face and I did that. (P06FAA)
My impression was that the purpose of the dialogues was to get us to talk; to get us to
share based on our own experiences and background. To get us to open up, so that
everybody participated and nobody felt left out and that was accomplished. (P10MTRM)
During the dialogues on race, the circle in which participants and facilitators gathered
became a space where emotions surfaced and tensions simmered as individuals shared accounts
of incidents and encounters that were racially motivated through impactful stories for all to hear.
As a grandmother told members of the group about how her granddaughter faced discrimination
at school and her frustration caused by an inability to elicit school administrators to assist her to
identify and punish the culprits there were expressions of empathy on the faces of participants
around the circle. Some of the expressions revealed hurt and others looked angry and puzzled
about what the grandmother described as a lack of responsive to harassment and bullying
towards her granddaughter. In addition to the facial expressions of displeasure, one member of
the group shook the head, as if gesturing no or as in disbelief that the school administration
would display such a lack of support. Another member folded her arms across her chest and
closed her eyes, as she tilted her head toward the ceiling. Each of these reactions and
expressions to the story represents a simmering of emotions that was subsequently shared and
discussed after the grandmother completed her story. Another display of emotion and tension
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occurred in response to a White male participant who seemed to scold the grandmother for
letting her frustration show. His advice to “kill them (the school administrators) with kindness”
rather than display genuine feelings and emotions of concern created tension between him and
other members of the dialogue group who supported her attempts to stop the abusive treatment of
her granddaughter who is a student at the school. The environment created and preserved within
the dialogue group, by members and facilitators, supported the tension and confrontation that
developed between the storyteller and the dissenting respondent.
The dialogue circle became a starting point in the development of shared understanding
“born of a messy, nonlinear process” (Wheatley, 2007, p. 153) fueled by the desire of friends and
strangers from various segments of the same community to invest the time needed for the
process to unfold. Lastly, the circle formation created by physical and psychological safety for
dialogue group members. Although not unique to the practice of dialogue, the circle is used in
civic and deliberative dialogue because of its benefits as a catalyst for group process. The
circular form of gathering is often used in civic gathering processes. Circles aid in creating a
peaceful environment in which participants can be seen and heard by everyone around the circle
(Isaacs, 1999; Wheatley, 2007). Dialogue respondents’ commented that sitting in in a circular
formation promoted transparent conversation because everyone’s face was visible around the
circle and the circular formation helped with adding a feeling of community among people who
knew only some or none of the other dialogue attendees.
Conversely, when people use circles for gathering, there a sense of transparency that
pervades the space. When people sit in circles, there is no hiding place. The circular form
allows for the observance of verbal and non-verbal gestures and supports inclusivity, active
listening and the ability to experience reactions and expressions of participants in the group. The
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closeness of proximity afforded to those seated in a circular arrangement affords intimate
exposure to people with differing views and perspectives within an environment that offers
security even as tensions and disagreements arise. The elements of the dialogue space, along
with skilled process facilitators fashioned an environment in safety prevailed. In each of the
dialogues on race, safe spaces were essential to the gathering and the willingness of members of
the groups to trust the process and remain engaged during periods of tension, uncertainty and
emotional stress. As indicated by several participants, the emphasis of the process on safety
helped them to open up and achieve greater levels of sharing and disclosure, as indicated in the
following comments from respondents:
Creating safety allowed everyone to express themselves in their way without fear.
(P03FTRM)
Safety gave me an opportunity to say what I really feel and have it received and not
looked upon in a negative way or as criticism.” (P14FAA)
The aspect of safety gave people the chance to take their time and really articulate what
they were trying to say without being worried about how it sounded coming out.
(P15FW)
Several dialogue participants commented that during or after the dialogue, they
experienced a better understanding about issues or comments related to race. Certainly not all
participant volunteers expressed greater understanding resulting from the dialogues on race.
Levels of understanding ranged from acknowledgement that listening must occur by the one who
inflicted the pain and the one feeling the pain, the role of post-dialogue reflections to the painful
awareness of the remaining vestiges of dual systems of treatment that still exist.
There was a desire to be heard and be understood and to listen to others in order to gain
new insights. You have to be willing to listen and understand in order to have other
people listen and gain an understanding from you. (P14FAA)
I think later that week or early the next week that the dialogue gave me a little bit more
understanding about different things that she has said to me over the years. After having
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conversations and after being at this talk and hearing people say how racism has affected
them, I now have a better understanding. (P05MW)
I don’t know why we don’t hear about it, why we haven’t heard more about those very
concrete examples of disadvantage. I now know there was this double system. (P04FW)
Evidence of shared understanding illuminates how dialogue participants experienced
varying degrees of acceptance of other members in the group and perhaps the experiences of
others in the local community. Shared understanding in part comes through listening and then
being able to identify with what is being shared based issues that are important to the listener.
Wheatley (2007) explained that in spaces of public listening we do not need to interpret events or
issues the same, rather we have to “share a sense of what is significant” (p. 53).
Dialogue space that is welcoming and safe is fundamental to sincere and productive
exchanges. The first three dialogues hosted by the nonprofit were convened at different
locations. Their intent in hosting dialogues at multiple locations was to attract a widely diverse
group of attendees. The dialogue space represents a place of public and personal interactions and
expressions. The space occupied by the individuals who join in dialogue represented a
mini-public of the local community joining in the public sphere to embark upon a type of
discussion rarely encountered. A mini-public is a gathering of representatives of the local area
that are modest in scale and modest in their aims (Fung, 2007). As such, the creation of civic
dialogue space in the small Midwest community that was the subject of my research, included
the physical environment and the experiences of participants; both in and away from the dialogue
meeting space.
As Fung (2007) informed, the public sphere is a place where “individuals can reach their
own considered views and gain confidence in their own perspectives” (p. 163). While
participants in deliberative and civic dialogue can find space for equal expression and voice, it is
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achieved only through partnerships created among the participants and facilitators. The manner
in which space is formed lays the foundation for how participants respond to tensions,
disagreements and discomfort. The same space where tension grows can support healing
resulting from transformation that can occur during or at a point after the dialogue ends. Part
process and part respect for those who join together in process, the dialogue space is dynamic
and constantly evolving as the conversation ensues.
I observed during the first set of dialogues that tension producing comments and
disagreements among dialogue participants were addressed only indirectly or not at all.
Comments made by White male participants about “nature favoring the hybrid (people of biracial or multi-racial heritage) race” or instructions to African-American participants to “try
harder to find ways to succeed like he did when he played high school sports” were not directly
challenged and the facilitators did little to probe these comments in order achieve greater
understanding. However, implicit tensions felt by dialogue group members pertaining to the
value of civic dialogue only as talk with no resulting action or outcome was a topic of discussion
for at least two sessions.
In instances where White men interjected tension producing comments into the dialogue
the group displayed a forming mode (Tuckman, 1965) of development and showed reluctance to
enter the storming phase. The presence of perceived or real asymmetrical power (Locher, 2004)
differences between the White males and other members of the dialogue group also had a
limiting influence on group interactions. The newness of the dialogue group experience for
many participants during the first session left them ill-prepared to confront statements of
privilege that lacked understanding of how their comments might be received. Clearly during
the first dialogue it took time for African-American participants, even in an environment hosted
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by African Americans, to -find their voice and speak truth [to White participants in the room and
each other] about their experiences with racism (Pease, 2010). During the second session when
the comment was made about “trying harder to succeed” a vocal and strong response from those
in attendance, African American and White participant compelled the White male to listen to the
responses that emerged from those sitting around the circle. The participant from the dominant
group was presented with a challenge to listen (Pease, 2010) or take another action. Because this
particular White male did not attend additional dialogue sessions and declined the invitation to
participate in this research, further insight into his experience and understanding of the events
that transpired that evening is limited to comments made by others and my direct observations.
Conversely, there was no hesitance among an African American man to voice his desire
to rush to scale by identifying a project that could begin to address the ills of the racial divide
present in the community, rather than letting the deliberative dialogue process dictate the
outcome. His approach to addressing issues of race and discrimination acknowledged the need
to partner with members of the privileged sector of the community, but did not include, nor value
the dialogue approach. His initial criticism of the dialogue process ranged from “I am more
interested in solving problems as opposed to discussing them” to “Through all the discussion,
which in my mind focused more on the history of race, rather than solving problems. It seems
like we, there was nothing at that point that was bringing us together, which I regretted”. By the
second series of dialogues this man indicated his understanding of the value of dialogue by
commenting that “we talked about how we experienced that [type of racism] in our day is
valuable in building authentic coalitions because both parties has expressed his or feelings about
race and racism openly (P10MTRM). As the dialogues progressed and more stories were shared
the act of listening allowed privileged members of the group to hear and get in touch with the
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perspectives of those less privileged and temporarily relinquish the role of knower for that of
listener (Pease, 2010).
The evolving character of the space within dialogues devoted to the topic of race lends
particular insight into the possibility of mending the racial divide that exists and furthering
theories of civic and deliberative dialogue as an approach that can have lasting and positive
outcomes. The conversations during dialogue sessions one and two were different from the
conversations that occurred during the local dialogues on race during the six and seventh
dialogues. Over the seven week dialogue period the topics of conversation moved from stories
and experiences of racial injustice and community practices that perpetuated racism to a focus on
next steps and action. During later dialogues participants focused on the questions of how to get
at issues that affected local unemployment among African American youth in the community
and ways to extend the dialogue conversations. Discussion during the last two dialogues on race
focused more on resources available and needed to help African American youth in the
community obtain jobs and job skills. The progression of the dialogue from a focus on issues of
race and racism represented an evolution that was the result of dialogue group attendees having
many opportunities to air their issues and personal concerns about race and racism. The
progression from dialogue focused on personal stories to dialogue about ways to benefit local
youth represented an unpacking of issues that allowed the focus of the dialogue topic to change.
Within the context of civic dialogue about race relations and discrimination, composition
and management of the group will contribute to perceptions of safety. The skills and sensitivity
of the facilitator are an important part of the interchange that occurs in the dialogue process. In
particular, “the degree to which race and gender differences are validated within the dialogue
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may be dependent on the depth of the facilitator’s exploration and comfort with these issues”
(Groth, 2004, p. 205).
The success of the dialogue series was attributed to the participants engaging sincerely
whom skilled facilitators supported. At the start of the dialogue, the focus of participants and
facilitator was primarily on process and operating procedures as a way or orienting dialogue
attendees to the civic dialogue processes and one another. Focusing on process was a necessary
part of orienting attendees to a new way of building relationships while discussing the painful
topics of race and racial discrimination in a public setting. Many individuals arrive at civic and
deliberative dialogue sessions prepared to approach the work of the public as they would a
traditional public hearing, or forum intent on advancing their point of view. Because of a general
bias toward traditional forms of gathering and interacting, the conveners and dialogue facilitators
were careful to educate participants about the differences and distinctions between civic
dialogue, debate and discussion. Grounding the practice of civic dialogue in a way that educated
participants about the differences in civic dialogue, deliberative dialogue and debate served to
position the sessions in the context of research (Gerzon, 2006; Mansbridge, 1999; Walsh, 2007)
while lending credibility to the method.
While deliberative theorists assert the need for reciprocity and mutual respect to counter
disagreement in deliberative settings (Gutmann & Thompson, 2004), neither are antidotes to the
emergence of tension, discomfort or disagreement in the course of civic and deliberative
dialogue. While the civic dialogue groups that gathered to discuss race agreed with the ideals of
reciprocity and mutual respect from a procedural perspective, invariably, differences of opinion
created tension. There were tense moments that emerged from comments made, stories told, in
addition to the imagery and commentary displayed in scenes from the video Race: The power of
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an illusion. Outward displays of tension was observed through body language of participants in
response to the stories shared. During two separate dialogue sessions, an older participant told a
story about the local skating rink setting aside a certain day of the week for a Black skate. The
designated Black skate night was the only time people of color could enter the rink. They also
added that after the skating rink designed Black skate a near-by ice cream shop often frequented
by patrons of the skating rink decided it would close on the evening of the Black skate. Her
admission reflected a real life affirmation of past racism that had occurred in the community.
In fostering commitment at the outset of the dialogue by creating a supportive
atmosphere, an environment conducive to confronting tensions in an honest and open way was
set. Isaacs (1999) refers to this setting as a container. The dialogue container is symbolic of a
space created in the dialogue circle that can “evolve and deepen over time; as they become more
conscious, they can hold more pressure” (p. 244). As the members of the dialogue space became
more at ease with the process and each other, the group conscious allows sensitivity in the
handling of divergent comments and responses among dialogue group members. During the
initial dialogue sessions establishing a safe and trusting dialogue environment was important
because to stress the importance of the practice and to put participants at ease in dialogue
locations that were different for each of three dialogues during the first session. I observed that
convening the second set of dialogues at the same location afforded dialogue participants a sense
of ease and comfort with the space. A comfort level with the physical dialogue setting
eliminated a barrier and allowed to focusing participants on the topic of the dialogue by
removing the sorting and framing process of associated with locating oneself and others in an
unfamiliar space.
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Within a dialogue container or holding environment, when tension is processed healing
can begin. In addition to the holding environment, the physical configuration of the dialogue
space promoted a feeling of safety as well. Interview respondents discussed two types of tension
felt during the dialogue sessions. One type of tension was internal and emanated from the
respondent. The internal tension was expressed as guilt and became apparent to an astute
participant after watching the video (aired during the first dialogue session), participating in dyad
conversation and listening to the experiences of persons of minority status around the dialogue
circle. The guilt was felt even as the participant’s dyad partner tried to console her and reassure
her that the guilt she felt was not hers to own. A sample of the comments of two respondents
pertaining to this issue of guilt and healing follows below.
I think the tension that I was feeling was higher than the rest of the group. And I don’t
know why that is. He made me really uncomfortable with some of his comments. And, I
mean I really understood that it was because there was a difference in generation and
with age and so he grew up in a different time with different socialization than I had. Just
his whole take on race in general ... I was like “wow.” I know that I shared with her that
um, I carried around a lot of white guilt just because … just because. It’s something that
I’m working through. I did like that people were really honest with their thoughts. You
know, I think part of that honestly really came from, taking the time to get into dyads and
then bring it to the big group after getting having the dyad discussions. I think that might
have put people at ease a little more than jumping straight from the film to a large group
discussion. (P12FW)
She felt guilty in learning about all of the mistreatment that had been perpetrated by
majority culture; lynching and misrepresentations, the KKK and hiring practices and all
of the things that dehumanized and oppressed any culture. In the one-on-one dialogue
piece, the young lady that I was speaking to, it was wonderful. She was probably fifteen
or sixteen years younger than me. I am a child of the fifties. I have been through that,
and I just allowed her to talk and when she was done I put a couple of questions to her.
To see the light bulb go off for her was great. I said to her “you know sweetie, what
makes you think you are so important that you have to carry the weight of an entire race.”
And then when she turned that around and realized neither should I have to carry that
weight. It was a revelation for her and I was glad because now taking away that burden
that she doesn’t have to bear, the misdeeds of the majority culture she can just bear her
own and re work that. I think that it gives her the freedom to grow more.” (P03FTRM)
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A second form of tension observed during the dialogue resulted from comments made and
exchanged between dialogue group members. As with any civic dialogue, the comments made
around the dialogue circle reflected the degree of candor that the speaker felt comfortable with,
and unless comments probed or contested, take on meanings that are filtered through the
perceptions of the listener.
He really liked talking about the science of race I guess. He was really convinced that
you know, race is this genetic disposition we all have. He, he ah. It was my perception
and I may be completely making this up in my head because I didn’t ask him directly.
But it kind of seemed to me that he kept talking about how he thought that “mixed people
were beautiful”. And I kept wondering to myself that was like a veil to kind of a make …
well from what my perception was, his racism, to make it be Okay. I was trying really
hard to focus on the fact that his views were just as valid and just as pertinent to the
discussion as anyone else in the room. But I had to keep coming back to that. I had to
keep reminding myself of that because it just was not sitting well with me. And, I mean I
even remember turning to you and saying this is making me really uncomfortable.
(P12FW)
People need to understand this. You can kill somebody with kindness. Not really kill
them, but kill the meanness in them. You have to be kind if you want someone to feel
what you are feeling. That is not going to happen with that big brick wall built between
the two. You have to be kind and show them that there is nothing to be defensive about.
Then they will feel it. (P16MW)
He kept talking about that it would be good when finally everyone was interbred because
nature smiles on the hybrid. And he was talking about children of interracial marriage
always have great teeth and they look better than their parents, and I kept thinking,
“where are you going with this?" I was never quite sure what his credentials were and
why he was asserting this. I finally thought that it was just somehow due to his age. I
was reluctant to take him on because of his age. I thought it was better to let it go. In the
very first session I thought there was some tension. (P04FW)
I thought some of the African Americans in the room were really kind of uptight with the
fact that the one white person that was in the room didn’t quite get it. From the
comments, I would say it seemed like they felt like he didn’t quite get why they were
upset and yet I don’t know if that changed anything for him. (F07FAA)
Heart stories, hurt stories (hearing and understanding differently). The second
theoretical proposition speaks to the depth of emotion and the level of personal disclosure
displayed by participants and facilitators during the dialogue sessions. This proposition is
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comprised of three interrelated parts, which describe the quality of sharing that occurred when
people dialogued authentically about issues of race. “Heart stories, hurt stories” convey the
depth of feelings and emotions shared by dialogue group members. These stories help
participants understand race and racism from the perspective of the storyteller. During the
dialogues on race, stories of authenticity that were personal in nature and recounted about
individual and family encounters and acts or systems of oppression was disclosed.
Many of the stories shared were heart stories. The heart stories were earnest portrayals
and accounts that reflected a depth of emotion and allowed the listener the opportunity to hear
the account firsthand from the perspective of the storyteller while witnessing their associated
expressions.
After hearing some of the “heart stories, hurt stories” a White respondent (P04FW)
indicated her surprise and sadness when she was made aware of information presented in the
video and from personal accounts about inequities experienced by African Americans obtaining
bank loans to purchase housing. She remarked that the stories were very disturbing and pointed
to a double system that she did not know existed. Another participant explained that some
[White] people in attendance were surprised to learn that racism still existed and offered her own
incredulous reply, “Where did she think it had gone?”(P06FAA) The dialogue experience
underscored the lack of awareness and the degree of disconnect between the races.
The stories revealed snapshots of present and past prejudices against minorities (African
Americans and Melungeons) who lived in the community. An African American woman told of
living with her in-laws, because she and her husband had a hard time finding someone who
would rent housing to them. She indicated that they eventually purchased a property on the
outskirts of town. Her moving account of she and her husband finding a place to call home had a
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sad and horrific ending as she told of returning home after moving in to find that her pets had
been killed. Another woman told of retaliatory actions against her for hiring African American
skilled laborer rather than White men, and another woman relayed an incident from childhood in
which she and a playmate were told to leave the dining room and go to the kitchen when her
mother discovered her playmate was Black. The heart stories, hurt stories represented
“transparent conversations outside of the standard yes ma’am, no ma’am relationships”
(P04FW).
“Heart stories, hurt stories” were carefully unpacked by members of the dialogue group at
junctures interpreted as safe places and processed in various levels of depth. From my
observation during the dialogue series, many of the impactful stories were revealed after safety
was established between members of the dialogue group. From a logistical perspective, the heart
stories, hurt stories emerged a point in the dialogue where participants felt a degree of comfort
with one another and after being exposed to the realities of racism and oppression through the
video or through an experiential exercise. The intimate accounts reflected authentically laden
with emotion and pain, in a space that was open and accepting by patiently staying with the
individual and dialogue group members as they risked and revealed together.
The element of risk and conflict is central to the heart stories, hurt stories proposition and
inevitable. Without risking, the stories would not have emerged and without a space to hold the
conflict as it emerged, the dialogues may have been labeled artificial and lacking substance
(Walsh, 2007). Some participants noted that their mere presence and attendance at the dialogue
represented a risk. One participant, during her interview about her race dialogue experiences
wondered aloud if attendance by White members of the community would have been greater
without fears of retribution from other members in the community. The same participant also
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indicated that an elected official who attended one of the first dialogue sessions seemed reluctant
to make any comments. This statement is unconfirmed because, the elected official declined to
participant in a research interview.
“Heart stories, hurt stories” represent the vehicle that supported new levels of
understanding about the realities of race and oppression and the actions of Whites taken against
African Americans in the host community. Stories relayed by dialogue participants and a
facilitator helped participants listen deeply, hear and feel the hurt and pain of the storyteller.
When a facilitator told of a painful experience with racism when she and her husband were first
married, the depth of her emotion and pain was felt as her eyes filled with tears. The attention of
everyone in the room was fixed on her and a sense of sadness entered the room for a period of
time as the impact of her alarming experience was exposed.
“Heart stories, hurt stories” generated different levels of understanding and responses
around and within the dialogue circle. There is no greater way to challenge deeply held points of
view than through witnessing the emotion of one or more group members relayed through
storytelling or recounting of an experience that evokes and forces new insights perspectives on
the part of the listener/receiver. Some of the responses were empathetic, others comments came
across in ways that suggested a disconnect in feeling and understanding, and yet others seemed
to discount the stories as irrelevant or lacking justification. In particular, two White males, after
hearing stories of racial discrimination by African Americans in the group offered comments and
stories of their own that reflected a privileged position and seemed to discount or totally ignore
the preceding heartfelt accounts from others in the group. The comments of these two men came
across (as described by interview respondents) as boastful and dismissive.
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Those appearing disconnected from the heart stories and the perspectives the stories
conveyed were White males displaying and perpetuating “everyday racism” (Essed, 1991). The
dialogues on race cultivated an environment of safety that allowed attendees and facilitators to
risk, display a range of emotions, engage in storytelling and practice active and attentive
listening to members of the dialogue group as they shared experiences, thoughts and perspectives
based on their lived experiences and position in the community and larger society. The elements
of the “heart stories, hurt stories” proposition that emerged most prominently from the research
include risk, emotion, storytelling and listening. Each explains a particular significant aspect of
the theoretical proposition.
It takes various levels of risking to engage in public dialogue and deliberation. In
Habermas’ view of the public sphere risk is minimized by the presumption of communicative
reasoning in which an ideal condition of freedom and equality exists (Thomassen, 2010).
Specifically, risk of perceived threats of harm, personal or otherwise, may have had an influence
on the composition of participants attending the dialogue. Risk was an issue articulated by some
respondents in making the decision to attend, and similarly speculated as a reason why more
White members of the community did not attend and why some community leaders, elected and
non-elected, were absent from the dialogue gathering. A threat is a direct display of power to
influence interaction and access to resources (Folger, Poole, & Stutman, 2013). Risk was also a
factor in the level of sharing among attendees of the dialogues on race.
Risk felt by dialogue group members for any reason, implies an imbalance in power
relationships (Folger et al., 2013) by those who felt that participation in the dialogues on race put
them at risk with some members of the local community. One dialogue respondent mentioned
her concerns about the possibility of retribution by members of the White community if it was
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known that she attended the dialogues on race; she also indicated that African American
participants were probably unaware that sympathetic Whites were also subject to forms of
discriminatory treatment. Although she indicated an awareness of the threat of some level of
retribution, it was not enough to keep her from participating. Other White would-be participants
may have had an interest in participating, however were unable or unwilling to risk potential acts
of retribution that may have resulted if there was widespread knowledge of the identities of race
dialogue attendees. None of the African American participants indicated feelings of fear or risk
associated with their participation in the dialogues on race. Nor did the interview questions with
participant volunteers address the issue of feelings of fear or risk.
The element of risk was minimized within the dialogues race by creating an atmosphere
in which “voice” among all participants was valued through the process of creating safety within
the group, and skilled facilitation, even in instances of high emotion and disagreement. Dialogue
conveners and facilitators were purposeful in the design of the dialogue group setting, such that
power relationships also were minimized to the extent possible. The facilitators discouraged
power relationships among attendees in their introductory comments and prior to beginning the
dialogue sessions. The facilitators emphasized, as a way of introducing the characteristics of
dialogue, a de-emphasis on expertness from the perspective of a single person. Rather, attendees
of the civic dialogue learned that a unique quality of civic dialogue is its reliance on input from
all participants and the unique perspectives and life experiences they bring to the discussion.
Attendees of the civic dialogues on race were urged to not attribute or ascribe undue influence to
other participants based on titles, standing in the community, race or gender and that all
attendees regardless of community standing or socio-economic status, are equal. The dialogue
facilitators stressed during the opening minutes of each session that each participant was an
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expert about their own life experiences, thereby eliminating the expectation that one person,
designated the expert would guide the group.
Even with structuring, to intentionally create an atmosphere free of hierarchy and
division based socioeconomic conditions, dialogue group participants made comments that
caused tension and disagreement, in three instances, that seems directly intertwined with
conflictual racial positioning and experience in society. Each instance has been discussed and
includes the following comments of dissent by White males in three separate dialogue groups:
“nature smiles on the hybrid; you don’t give up, you just find another way to do it; and kill them
with kindness.” Each of these comments produced noticeable and significant tension within the
group and ensuing dialogue. While there may have been other comments that produced feelings
of tension or disagreements, the three mentioned here was discussed by several participants who
were interviewed as part of this research. Folger et al. (2013) note that conflict “is founded on
differences and interference with goals” (p. 51); as such, conflict and emotion is closely linked to
strong negative and positive responses. With civic dialogue pertaining to the sensitive subject
area of race, incidents of conflict and disagreement was an inevitable occurrence. But given the
issue was on race and the group was racially diverse, race conflict was likely latent and could be
activated any time (Essed, 1991).
Unlike business and office environments, civic dialogue group interactions are
predisposed to a range of personalities, communication styles and interaction norms.
Additionally, ethnic, cultural and gendered styles of communication among dialogue attendees
may result in a mix of expressions and interactions that require explanation and decoding by the
moderator or other group participants. The dialogue group facilitators played a key role in
helping the participants stay with issues long enough to flesh out the surface and underlying
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issues. During discussion about unemployment among African American youth, the facilitator
helped to hold the space for dialogue attendees to continue the discussion, even as some
participants wanted to move on and discuss other topics of concern. In another instance, a
facilitator was intentional about re-visiting a tension-producing period from the previous
dialogue session. The sensitivity and courage of the facilitator to put an issue that resulted in
strong emotions and disagreement back on the table, rather than “let sleeping dogs lie,” allowed
the attendees to dialogue about lingering thoughts and reflections. Taking a second look at the
tense issue allowed the facilitator and the attendees to stand up to the tension in a way that was
healthy and respectful of the need revisit the disagreement and tension as a way to move past it.
“Hurt stories,” refers to the effect of the stories conveyed on the storyteller and some
listeners. The “hurt stories” revealed around the dialogue circle reflected enduring and
unresolved pain that some participants had lived with for years. Hurt feelings depict an
emotional response, as described by Folger et al. (2013) an emotional response to conflict that
may result in physical manifestations such as tears, tense posture, or quiet behaviors or
challenge. The makeup of the dialogue groups is important to understanding the role of emotion
and how emotional displays were handled within the context of “heart stories and hurt stories” as
they unfolded and were exhibited during the discourse and exchange among members of the
group. It is important to note here, as detailed in Chapter IV, the general composition of the
groups that gathered to participate in the dialogues on race were composed mostly of African
American women. In addition to these women, African American men and White women and
men comprised the groups. Women in the dialogue groups who displayed emotional responses,
including raised tone of voice, expressions of sadness and exasperation, and physical
expressions, such as tightly folded arms and looks of outrage may have felt more comfortable
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displaying these responses based on the composition of the participants combined with and a
process that emphasized safety, security and voice.
In one instance, a hurt story relayed by a grandmother told of the lack of an appropriate
response by school administrators to ongoing racial threats and harassment experienced by her
granddaughter. The story was met with a reply from a White male participant who prefaced his
comments as useful insight about how to deal with the unresponsive school administrators. The
White male instructed the grandmother and others in the dialogue group (using the following
paraphrased language): “you all should not be so angry with your demands, instead you should
kill them [school administrators] with kindness.” Responses to his comment included outbursts
of emotion from participants around the dialogue circle and physical displays of surprise and
disbelief about a response that, in their understanding clearly lacked empathy. It seems that the
White participant felt empowered enough in his position, with respect to other race dialogue
participants (Locher, 2004) to make such a statement. Locher (2004) informed, “Power can be
exercised with good intentions or bad intentions or without conscious intention at all” (p. 10).
Further, his statements reflected an embodiment of privilege (both gender and race) that enabled
his perspective that the encounter between the grandmother and school personnel reflected
behavior on the part of the grandmother that was unkind and unnecessarily hostile. The lack of
response by the White school administration to requests for protective action by the grandmother
of an African American student and endorsement of the school administration by a White male
dialogue participant reflects what Essed (1991) called “denial of cultural background and
identity and an overruling by the majority” (p. 204). The act of overruling is “a pressuring and
acceptance of a situation or event as irrelevant simply because it is deemed unimportant by
someone White” (p. 205). The comments and physical reactions that rippled around the dialogue
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circle confronted his positionality of complicit masculinity (Pease, 2010) which allowed him to
discount the position of the grandmother due to her gender and class.
The role of the facilitator, an African American woman, during this episode of conflict
and tension was carried out in a series of actions that supported need of participants to respond in
ways that could be described as aggressive and emotional. The dialogue facilitator
acknowledged comments made to the dissenter that were loud and disapproving in tone, as
normal rather than problematizing the behavior. This is important given the denial Blacks often
face when confronting racism, or disapproving of racially charged comments (Essed, 1996;
Feagin, 1991). She also worked to maintain a balance of perspectives around the dialogue circle
by frequently checking in with the dissenter about his thoughts and his understanding about the
disagreement his comments provoked. Although it is unknown why the dissenter did not attend
future dialogues, even at the prompting and invitation from one of the conveners/facilitators, his
absence raises questions. Did he feel uncomfortable with the process and reactions to his
comments, or was his absence unrelated to the events that occurred during his attendance? The
reasons why some people continue to participate in dialogues on race and others do not, while
not the focus of this research, is an area for further study.
African American and Melungeon participants used the dialogues to share their stories
and by doing so within the comfort of a supportive collective, affirmed one another as they
unburdened themselves by making past hurts and evidence of discrimination known. Because
there often were women attendees representing young, middle age and older age cohorts, the
dialogues presented an opportunity for cross generational bonding and opportunities of younger
women to compare their experiences with others in attendance. Melungeon participants
contributed accounts about their dual identities and of being ridiculed by Whites if they appeared
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Black. Melungeon participants also described similar treatment from African Americans for
having features (fair skin, light eyes, straight hair) that made them appear White. The “heart
stories, hurt stories” recounted and shared by dialogue participants who convened on the topic of
race created opportunities for new understanding and appreciation of how racism and
discrimination operated across a span of time. The dialogues allowed painful stories to emerge
and promoted sharing, listening and reflection.
Storytelling requires a listening audience. Through storytelling “heart stories, hurt
stories” provoked deep listening and reflection using a sustained dialogue format that supported
change and the possibility for shifts and transformation of thoughts and beliefs. Movement and
shifts in perception was fostered through listening to stories told by members of the dialogue
group that challenged long held beliefs and invited reflection, prompting new understandings and
change. A White male participant, after attending two dialogue sessions and making comments
that elicited strong reactions from other dialogue attendees because he seemed dismissive and
insensitive, made this comment after a period of reflection that reflected a desire to shift: “I
pretty much thought racism was a thing of the past, but it kind of made me understand, maybe
not, but I don’t know the details of everything” (P16MW). While his statement indicated some
ambivalence about the existence of racism, he was willing to admit that he did not know and that
situations of potential discrimination required investigation of both sides of the issue. Stories
such as those shared among participants during the dialogues on race offered opportunities for
new learning and insights in ways that perhaps had never occurred or rarely occur. As such
uncertainty of the environment and groups dynamics provided situations in which participants,
with the assistance of facilitators “learned their way through the situation [the dialogue] by
practicing as reflective cultural beginners” (Vaill, 1996, p. 97). Vaill suggests that by putting
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ourselves in uncomfortable situations, that we open ourselves to risk, learn from feedback in
situations where the rules of the dominant culture are “clearly off and the learner is out in the
open and between cultures” (p. 156).
Sustaining the conversation, bridging the divide. The third theoretical proposition,
“sustaining the conversation, bridging the divide,” speaks to the transformational change that
emerged from the local dialogues on race that occurred over a period of seven weeks. Sustained
dialogue is a process of relational work that can produce varying levels of transformation among
and between individual participants. However, the slow process of transformation in the context
of race relations using deliberative and civic dialogue practices is achieved only through ongoing
gatherings that promote face-to-face interactions and authentic and provocative exchanges. In
the case of issues of race, racism and race relations, sustained conversations through carefully
planned dialogue are essential to bridging the divide. While the dialogues on race were sustained
for a short period of time and there is evidence that shifts in perspective occurred, it is unknown
if incidents of transformation resulted from these sessions. The question of whether
transformation among dialogue participants occurred is a subject for future study.
Sustaining the conversation, bridging the divide describes the effort involved in the
process of preparing participants to dialogue about issues of race and discrimination. One
variable underlying civic dialogue focused on difficult topics such as race and racism is the
ability to have multiple opportunities for discussion. Regardless of the composition of the
dialogue group, (friends, associates, or strangers) the historical significance and gravity of racism
in the United States necessitates successive and ongoing opportunities to participate in dialogue
conversation and begin a journey to bridging a racial divide that is deeply rooted in American
cultures and communities. With this in mind, it is important to remind the reader that the
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composition of the dialogues on race, in total, was comprised of a majority of African American
and women participants.
Much scholarly work on the benefits of sustained civic and deliberative dialogue exists.
Saunders (2001, 2005, 2011), who has conducted extensive research on the topic of sustained
dialogue, defined and developed a model for effective applications that calls for a focus on
relationships, relational rebuilding, and on-going continuous engagement of dialogue attendees
(Saunders, 2011). Although the dialogues on race, convened in a small Midwest city, were not
designed based on Saunders sustained dialogue model, several elements of the framework for
analysis are instructive when examining the third theoretical proposition derived from examining
tension and conflict in dialogues convened to examine race and racism. The process of sustained
dialogue includes:
•
•
•

“People talking and listening carefully, such that they can be changed by what they
hear [and experience as a result of what they heard];
A continuous process involving the same people in order to transform conflict and
dysfunction in relationships; and
A design for addressing deep rooted relational conflict” (Saunders, 2011, p. 4).

In keeping with the concept of intergroup contact, sustained dialogue is a process of relational
work to uncover issues that are rooted and perpetuates conflict and division.
A key aspect of the sustained dialogue model involves transforming relationships
between and among people. Sustained dialogue provides a forum for people to dialogue long
enough to get at the issues that divide them by identifying and focusing on facets of the
relationship that cause problems and block resolution (Saunders, 2011). As detailed in Chapter
III, the dialogues on race were presented in a two-part series. The first series consisted of three
dialogues in the fall of 2012; the second series included four dialogues in the spring of 2013.
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Thus, the opportunity for sustained discourse around the topic of race in many respects includes
the months in which the dialogues occurred as well as the intervening period.
It is not unlikely that the intervening period between the dialogue sessions
(approximately 6 months) offered a period of reflection for attendees and facilitators.
Additionally, the opportunity for reflection during or outside of the actual civic dialogue setting
can begin or assist the process of cognitive or emotional transformation, which is essentially the
act of thinking and pondering that can alter or change current beliefs and thinking (Wheatley,
2007). Few scholars address the effects of reflection by dialogue participants and others and
how it assists in the process changing perspectives and opinions; however, Saunders (2001) and
Wheatley (2007) provide useful insights. The act of reflection facilitates bridging the divide
between civic and deliberative dialogue participants as they “gradually give up their
misconceptions in a psychological space they create for themselves” (Saunders, 2001, p. 145).
Reflection is a function of listening to one’s own inner-voice or to others and an opportunity to
consider new information while challenging personal beliefs. Listening requires being present
and contributes to bridging the divide between old and new perceptions and ways of thinking.
As the act of reflection about the stories heard during the dialogue occurs, it aids in producing
clarity and the courage to change (Wheatley, 2007).
A shift in perspective resulting from personal reflection can lead to a change in beliefs or
personal perspectives. As previously mentioned, one participant (P16MW) reflected on a shift
after a period of reflection indicating that he thought racism was a thing of the past. Although the
dialogues on race had helped to recognize that racism still occurs, he prefaced his comment with
not knowing both sides of the example he referenced. This indicates that there is still doubt,
however, he was willing to reconsider his previous belief system that led him to believe that
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racism was a in the past. A second indication of a shift in perception was observed by a
facilitator who was paired with a White senior from the community during the first dialogue.
The facilitator indicated that she observed a shift after he participated in the dialogue, which
included the video segment from Race: The power of an illusion, dyad conversation, and
participation in the large group dialogue session. After helping the senior complete a post ballot
to collect his thoughts and opinions at the end of the evening, she indicated:
He actually changed one of the answers after being in the dialogue. It was the question
that I think talked specifically about inequalities specifically related to race. And I think
as a result of the dialogues he came to some knowledge or some new understanding about
how discrimination may impact the differences in ethnicity. So for me that was a
significant moment because when he came in he seemed very set in his ways about his
belief system. It was interesting that he made the slightest bit of change just from being
engaged and listening to the conversation. (F02FW)
The value of reflection within the context of sustained dialogue is that it creates
opportunities for people to think through the interactions that occurred and keep chipping away
at past tensions, conflicts, and disagreements that keep people divided. In two instances during
the dialogues on race, the act of sustaining the conversation occurred with the help of skilled
facilitators. Attempts to sustain the dialogue to address and come to some resolve or clarity
around tension producing comments helped dialogue group members (participants and
facilitators) acknowledge the cause of disagreement and tension among group members. Doing
so introduced an element of transparency about the tension in an explicit way. The act of
standing up to tension assisted the group in the process of “working through” (Yankelovich,
2001, p. 182) and in further self-questioning of and reflection on cherished assumptions.
The first instance of sustained dialogue occurred after an older White man made multiple
references to the superiority of bi-racial children (referred to as hybrids) during the first dialogue
series. Rather than ignoring the tension caused by the comments, the facilitator asked the man to
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explain his comments and asked other dialogue attendees how they felt about his reference to biracial children as hybrids, as well as his comments.
A second instance of sustained dialogue occurred when a White male participant made
dismissive comments pertaining to alleged improper treatment by school administrators about
racial harassment of a school-aged child. In this case, the facilitator processed the tensions and
emotional exchange between participants in reaction to their reaction claims that the White
male’s comments came across as insensitive and arrogant. The facilitator was purposeful about
revisiting the tension creating comments during the next dialogue session, thereby allowing
participants to reconsider their positions and statements from the prior week and alter or change
perspectives and points of view. In this example, sustaining the conversation allowed for
opening the dialogue space to revisit the tension in a manner that was intentional to facilitate a
necessary unpacking of comments and feelings that remained or surfaced during the intervening
period between the dialogue gatherings. The act of sustaining the dialogue from one week to the
next, provided continuity and a connecting or bridging of the tensions and disagreements, from
the prior session in an open and transparent manner. The act of revisiting also emphasized a
valuing of the dialogue produced by the initial dissent and the ensuing tension and disagreement.
This technique reflected a healthy approach and a bridging or carrying forward and linking of
events that occurred from one dialogue session to the next. Finally, the act of revisiting, rather
than ignoring or turning away from the conflict, by the facilitator, confirmed and welcomed
difficult conversation and discourse among the participants.
The composition of the dialogue group, including the attendees and facilitators, who were
predominantly female and racially mixed, with the number of minorities, consisting of African
Americans and Melungeons, exceeded the number of White participants and created an
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environment for non-traditional forms of communication. As such, more (female) gendered and
ethnic expressions of communication was supported. The vocal and emotional replies to the cold
statement interjected into an otherwise sensitive space of intimate disclosure can be characterized
as a feminist response to a sexist and a racist belief system that discounts the conditions of older,
women of color and African American women as invalid and unimportant (Essed, 1991). The
women’s displays of verbal and non-verbal disagreement were valued as acceptable, as the
setting was open to a range of expressions and disclosures, and therefore a holding environment
for statements of racial animus to be explored and passionate outcries expressed in defending the
obvious hurt experienced by the storyteller and sympathetic listeners in the group.
From a feminist perspective, the makeup, design, and process used during the dialogues
on race normalized passionate and dispassionate forms of communication (Hall, 2007). An
environment conducive to displays of emotion through passionate speech and gestures operated
to override traditional and masculine value systems that would have otherwise valued only
communication judged as rational. Civic and deliberative dialogue convened in a way that
privileges rational discussion and communication could have limited the range of dialogue
expressions displayed (Hall, 2007; Young, 2002) and likely participant composition as well.
When diverse groups of people gather in civic and deliberative forums and expose one another to
the rational and passionate points of view over an extended period of time, relationships can be
formed and people can be changed by what they hear (Saunders, 2011). These relationships
become the bridges upon which new understandings develop and divisions reduce.
The participants and facilitators who attended single and multiple sessions of the
dialogues on race contributed to a process that evolved over the course of the seven sessions. As
an observer of five of the sessions and through interviews with participants and facilitators from
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each dialogue session it is clear that continuity of the dialogue conversation allowed the group to
evolve in perspective. Throughout the seven sessions, the carefully structured process of civic
dialogue created an environment for attendees to share, listen, contribute authentic stories, take
part in experiential exercises and witness tension, conflict, and disagreement. Over the course of
the dialogue sessions, the conversations went from focusing on discrimination and racial
injustices carried out against dialogue attendees as well as their family and friends to identifying
local actions and projects that might be implemented by the group, specifically ways to help
African American youth in the local community seek employment and other opportunities
through partnerships with other community based organizations. While the interview data does
not indicate the change in the dialogue conversations from the first to the seventh session, my
field notes and informal observations support this observation. Sustaining the conversation over
the weeks and months between the first and second set of dialogues promoted an engendering of
relationships among a concerned group of local citizens and stakeholders.
Hicks’ (2011) model of dignity provides further understanding about the quality of
interactions among the dialogue participants. Honoring the dignity of an individual is essential
to building and maintaining relationships among individuals. Hicks, through her research,
concluded that dignity is critical to building, repairing, and maintaining relationships, chiefly in
situations when conflict is present. Extending dignity is a baseline courtesy that compels one
individual to treat another with good regard, care, and attention; further noting that “at the
everyday level, the after effects of having our dignity violated – the shame and suffering that
remain – affect the quality of our lives” (Hicks, 2011, p. 20). Hicks’ model identifies ten
essential elements of dignity along with primary violations of dignity. These elements were used
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in Chapter IV as criteria for assessing the existence of dignity in participant interactions during
the dialogues on race.
Conclusion
Considered together, each of the three preceding propositions lends insight to the shifts in
perspective that can result when communities of people are committed to exploring issues of race
and racism convene using the practice of civic and deliberative dialogue. The three theoretical
propositions, “creating space to move from tension to healing; heart stories, hurt stories (hearing
and understanding differently);and sustaining the conversation, bridging the divide” illustrate the
depth and complexity of civic and deliberative dialogue exchanges and the power of face-to-face
gatherings for tackling, in a constructive way, racial and ethnic divisions.
The advances made from seven dialogue sessions focused on race and racism in a small
Midwest community acknowledge that civic and deliberative dialogue, when sustained for as
few as seven sessions, promotes relationship building, healing though disclosure, reflection, and
transformation. More importantly, the act of civic and deliberative dialogue fostered a
leaderfulness, a form of community-based leadership that place the responsibility for community
change and betterment with everyday citizens, property owners, and stakeholders. The next
chapter discusses the implications for leadership and change resulting from the foregoing
research and analysis.
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Chapter VI: Implications for Leadership and Change
Introduction
The data detailed in Chapter IV and the theoretical propositions introduced and
interpreted in Chapter V offer a detailed examination of how civic dialogue participants
experience tension and disagreement individually and as a group. The research examined
tension and disagreement in civic dialogue groups by focusing on participant gatherings to
discuss the difficult topics of race and racism. The foregoing research and analysis, embedded in
grounded theory research methodology and dimensional analysis, provides several leadership
and change implications that are participatory, locally based, and in furtherance of communitybased distributive leadership. Implications for leadership and change emerging from the analysis
of participant and facilitator actions resulting from civic dialogues on the topic of race are best
described within the context of the three theoretical propositions. The propositions, taken
together, describe a form of leadership based on the collective and actions undertaken by
individuals who gathered out of a common interest, although not mutual interest, to seek and
explore race and racism from a local perspective. This chapter includes implications for
leadership and change resulting from research that addressed civic dialogue in the public sphere,
areas for further study, and study conclusions. The implication for leadership and change
addresses three areas: the importance of gathering in the public sphere and two characteristics of
leadership that exemplify the work of civic dialogue participants and facilitators; leaderfulness
and relational leadership.
Civic Leadership in the Public Sphere
Gathering in the public sphere for dialogue and discourse about issues of broad local
concern requires a level of dedication and commitment that has become a rarity. Internet and
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other technology-based forms of communication give people the sense that they are in a
dialogue, made possible through the use of popular communication platforms such as Gmail,
Snapchat, Facebook, and Twitter, to name a few, to post and share a wide array of thoughts and
comments. The civic dialogues on race highlight several leadership lessons that distinguish faceto-face civic dialogue carried out in the public sphere from technology dependent forms of
communication discourse.
Using face-to-face dialogue format (modeled according to the NIF guidance and
procedures for gathering), the conveners prepared participants for the dialogue experience by
grounding them in the procedures of civic dialogue. Part of this process included orienting the
attendees to a form of participatory engagement that was based on removing emphasis on a
singular expert-focus. While traditional leader-centered models concentrate authority in the
hands of one or a few people, distributed leadership seeks to diffuse leadership throughout
(Fusarelli, Kowalski, & Petersen, 2011) the collective, with no one person viewed as responsible
for guiding the work and the outcome of the dialogue group. Rather, the form of participation
used in the dialogues on race stressed a model of multiple experts, the attendees and the
facilitators would determine the direction the dialogue conversation with the broad subject area
of race and racism. Using a framework of distributive leadership, whereby the gifts and insights
of the collective are greater than that of any one individual, contributed to the creation of a public
(dialogue) space and laid the foundation for shifts in perspectives (from tension to healing).
Each voice and perspective was encouraged and during moments of tension and
disagreement about divergent perspectives of race and privilege facilitators and participants
worked in an environment of safety and a commitment to remain authentic and open to exploring
differences. As participants, with assistance from group facilitators, the group navigated the
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dynamic terrain of race and racism in a dialogue container (Isaacs, 1999) in which they worked
individually and as a group to hear and understand differently. The dialogue circle became a
space for sharing deeply, feelings, and emotions that ranged from confusion and anger to
discovery, pain, and empowerment. Civic dialogue convened in-person requires high levels of
commitment and personal stake (Jenlink, 2008; Yankelovich, 1991) that are critical for bridging
the racial divide and in mending entrenched and “wicked”1 (Matthews, 2004; Rittel & Webber,
1973;) issues.
Similar to distributive leadership and perhaps more appropriate to the civic dialogue
exchanges that challenged long-held beliefs and perspectives by the participants, is the concept
leaderfulness (Raelin, 2011).
Civic Dialogue and Leaderfulness
The focus of leaderful practice is concerned with what groups of people can accomplish
together rather than singularly. While Raelin’s (2011, 2008, 2004) scholarship on the concept of
leaderfulness is centered primarily in management and organizational settings, the attributes of
leaderfulness, as a specific form of distributive leadership are relevant to the practice of civic and
participatory dialogue and the actions successfully used to confront tension and disagreement
during the dialogues on race.
The concept of leaderfulness is a more accurate description of the civic engagement and
frameworks emphasizing participatory democracy (Fishkin, 2009; Gutmann & Thompson,
2004). Leaderfulness reflects an approach to leadership that is “collective, concurrent, and

1

Rittel and Webber (1973) defined “wicked” social policy issues in the context of urban
planning theory as a problem having an unclear diagnosis and definition, and an uncertain cause.
The resolution of these issue calls for defining and identifying the gap between what out to be
versus what is.
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collaborative” (Raelin, 2004, p. 1), and in many respects corresponds to behaviors and conditions
present during the dialogues on race. The dialogue group was a collective of diverse and
unrelated individuals consisting of laborers, retirees, educators, students and professionals who
consistently displayed a desire to improve race relations within the local community. Displays
of leaderful actions occurred as members of the civic dialogues, participants, and facilitators
risked sharing stories and painful personal accounts of past and present racial experiences and
discrimination. The opportunity to tell these stories in the company of others from the local
community proved to be stressful and healing as participants confronted their own feelings and
witnessed the emotions of others around the dialogue circle. An exercise carried out by
facilitators at each dialogue group to create safety among the participants prior to launching the
discussion is an example of collaborative effort, as each dialogue group member defined their
vision of safety within the dialogue environment. Raelin (2004) included a fourth characteristic
of leaderfulness and leaderful practice, compassion, and described it as a “commitment to
preserving the dignity of every member of the group” (p. 2). In the process of confronting race
and racism in civic dialogue, the expectation that all participants would display compassion
towards each other was desired, but certainly not a goal of the gathering. Compassion for some
dissenting participants of the dialogue developed as a byproduct of interaction with other
members of the dialogue group, forged through episodes of tension and disagreement.
Civic Dialogue and Relational Leadership
The dialogues on race also displayed civic leaderfulness using practices derived from
relation leadership principles and the belief that leadership is derived from everyday dialogical
practices and the belief that “we exist in mutual relationship with others and our surroundings
and as such, we both shape and are shaped through these encounters” (Cunliffe & Eriksen,
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2011). The conveners and facilitators of the dialogue on race understood the link between
dialogism and the polyphony that emerges from civic and participatory dialogue practice.
Dialogism emphasizes the realizations that conversations are organic, and live on after the many
voices of a fluid, emergent natured (polyphonic) dialogue conversation stops (Cunliffe &
Eriksen, 2011). Through the dialogue, African American, Melungeon and White resident’s ideas
were shared, new meanings were constructed about race from local lens and a historical context.
Civic dialogue focuses on the strength of the collective, which supersedes individual interests.
As such, the dialogue group facilitators assisted participants in creating a dialogue environment
that emphasized a dual individual and collective well-being through the interactions and
conversations of group members interacting in collaboration with facilitator guidance and
support. The group, representative of the larger community engaged in relational constructivism
whereby the actions of the collective were enhanced by a process focused on relationships
between members of the group rather than the individuals that make up the group (Uhl-Bien,
2006). While deliberative dialogue group participants entered as individuals, representing only
themselves, their interactions focused on sharing and relaying personal experiences about race
and racism for the purpose of creating value in the juxtaposition of points a range of perspectives
thereby creating new meanings and understandings through a process of interaction and struggle
(Bakhtin, 1996) in a civic deliberative dialogue group that welcomed rather than discouraged
tension and disagreement. As a form of relational leadership, the civic deliberative dialogues on
race fostered shared knowledge through socially constructed process between members of the
local community, many meeting each other for the first time to explore the subject of race
relations and come to new understandings through by dispelling myths, addressing stereotypes
and reducing racial conflicts. The actions of those that gathered exhibited a willingness to
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confront feelings of hurt and fear, heal some of the wounds of racism, and learn about the
experiences of racial oppression through a collective approach to relationship building through
face-to-face interaction.
Civic Dialogue and Dignity
Hicks’ (2011) essential elements of dignity are instructive in determining the quality of
the dialogue settings as an environment that honored the dignity of participants in attendance.
The essential elements of dignity included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acceptance of identity—Giving individuals the freedom to express themselves
authentically without fear of being negatively judged.
Inclusion—Making others feel that they belong, regardless of their relationship or
affiliation.
Safety—Physical and psychological protection from humiliation and ability to
speak with fear of retribution.
Acknowledgement—Giving people good attention by listening, hearing,
validating and responding to their concerns, feelings and experiences.
Recognition—Validation and generosity of praise and a show of appreciation and
gratitude for others contributions and ideas.
Fairness—Treating people justly and with equality.
Benefit of the doubt—Beginning with the premise that people have good motives
and are acting with integrity.
Understanding—Giving others an opportunity to explain and express their point
of view and practicing active listening.
Independence—Acting in one’s own behalf,
Accountability—Taking responsibility for personal actions and taking
responsibility to apologize for dishonoring the dignity of another. (Hicks, 2011,
pp. 25-26)

With the exception of the element of accountability, each of the components of Hicks’
(2011) model of dignity were represented in either the deliberative dialogue process or was
mentioned by one or more participant volunteers during the interview process, or was captured
during data analysis as a node or node category. Creation and maintenance of dialogue
environments that honors the dignity of each participant is fundamental to effective civic
dialogue and engagement, particularly when discussing topics of race and racism among diverse
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groups. The freedom participants enjoy in settings where dignity resulted from a foundation
interaction helped participants in the dialogues on race to achieve a comfort level and willingness
to move past the politeness of the conversation (Locher, 2004) to areas that exposed their
vulnerabilities, pain, and disappointments with respect to race relations. While the term dignity
did not emerge explicitly (as a code or node category) from the interview data set, the elements,
including safety, inclusion, acceptance of identity, acknowledgment (framed to dialogue
participants as good regard), and validation, were part of the co-construction of safety by
dialogue group members at each meeting. Together, dignity and safety provide a foundation for
dialogues on race that confirms and names the type and quality of experience necessary for
healing conversations to evolve. At certain points during the dialogues on race violations of
dignity occurred that required substantiating and then processing the violation. In some cases the
violation was a lack of acknowledge of feelings or perspectives, As Hicks (2011) observed
“conflicts stay alive when people do not feel acknowledged and when their voices are not heard”
(p. 60). Support from the facilitators and other dialogue group members assisted one another to
hear and begin the process of understanding by staying with the discomfort of tension,
disagreement, and conflict so that opposing perspectives could work toward closing rather than
widening the gap of understanding.
Contributions to the Theoretical Literature
The research explored the lived experience of participants and facilitators engaged in
civic deliberative dialogue groups to discuss the topics of race and racism. Using grounded
theory method, a qualitative analysis of how individual participant and the collective group
encountered tension and conflict in the deliberative dialogue process produced the following
contributions to the current body of literature:
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•

Empirical insight and understanding about the ways in which participants processed
their thoughts and feelings about the deliberative dialogues on race.

•

An understanding that safety is necessary to productively confronting tension and
disagreement.

•

Occurance of tension and disagreement is mitigated through sustained dialogue.

•

Shifts in participant perspective and new insights stemming from deliberative
dialogue is aided by space for reflection.

•

Sustained deliberative dialogues on the topics of race and racism creates opportunities
for healing the racial divide and relationship building through group interaction.

Learning how to heal and narrow the racial divide using deliberative dialogue requires practice
by doing. As the commitment increases among individuals of diverse backgrounds to discuss
issues of race and racism our collective hesitance to engage in the work will be aided by a better
awareness about discussing the difficult and sensitive topics of race and racism.
Tension and disagreement during deliberative dialogues on race and racism is
unavoidable. Conflict, in the form of tension and disagreement is necessary to foster shifts in
perspective and the possibility for new understandings. Cultivating an environment of safety
within deliberative dialogue groups encourages authenticity of sharing and a depth of sharing of
views and opinions that are acceptable and unacceptable in “mixed company.” A commitment to
repeat participation in deliberative dialogue discussions is a function of feeling safe in the
dialogue group, regardless of how tense the conversation becomes. Additionally, spacing
successive dialogues over a series of weeks allowed space for contemplation and reflection about
what was said, what was heard, and what not mentioned. The periods of reflection generated
questions and created opportunities for self-interrogation. Sustained deliberative dialogue
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presented an opportunity to mitigate conflict and disagreement with the assistance of skilled
facilitators and a supportive group of dialogue attendees, thereby presenting a venue to deepen
insights about race and racism while in engaging in relationship building. While the research
generated contributions to the fields of leadership and change, the scholarly literature of
deliberative dialogue, and the lived experience of everyday citizens and their encounters with
tension and conflict there were limitations to the research that presented opportunities for further
study.
Limitations and Areas for Further Study
The data gathering associated with this research came at a time when the incidence of
dialogues convened on race, racism, and oppression was low and attempts to locate dialogues on
race were constrained by availably, timing, and location. The dialogues on race, convened
within driving distance, afforded me the opportunity to observe a majority of the dialogue
sessions. In-person observations, though informal, were particularly valuable to contextualizing
the events and interactions discussed by participant volunteers in terms of the dialogue sequence,
tensions and emotions displayed, and interactive processes.
While the research focused primarily on the experiences of participants and facilitators of
a locally-based civic dialogue intuitive, due to relatively low attendance, the pool of volunteer
respondents was small. It is possible that this was a result of the particular topic, race. Extending
the research to include a larger number of interviews with a wider variety of interview
respondents will result in broader understanding of how civic deliberative dialogue attendees and
facilitators process and work through tensions and disagreements that surface during dialogues
on race. Another area for further study resulting from the limits of the demographic of people
attending the dialogue is the absence of young adult and African American male voices in the
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data and subsequent analysis and findings. Analyzing the tensions and disagreements of
individuals under the age of 30 (Millennial and Generation X individuals) while including more
African American men would add further understanding about how deliberative dialogues
inclusive of these groups experience civic dialogues about race and racism, the resulting
tensions, and how these groups react to and address tension and conflict.
Conclusion
The goal of the dissertation research centered on generating new insights and
understanding about the ways in which tensions and disagreements are handled and processed in
civic dialogue settings. Civic dialogue literature includes little about confrontation and
opposition in dialogue groups. Although a problem solving process and practice, the inevitable
occurrence of confrontation and disagreement among dialogue attendees and participants is not
extensively addressed in the literature. A review of the literature pertaining to community
dialogues on race and intergroup gatherings on the topic describe the conversations that occur
when conflict and disagreement surface. In addition to describing the emergent tensions and
disagreements during the dialogues on race, my research explores the feelings and reflections of
participants and facilitators and the process of working through.
Civic dialogue and public engagement are initiatives that put everyday people at the
center of local problem solving. Civic dialogue, as a form of local engagement, arms residents
and other local groups (business owners, and political leaders) with an approach for tackling
difficult issues through authentic conversations that promote relationship building and a means
of peeling back divergent thoughts, opinions and interests. While civic dialogue processes can
result in collective action, relative to the local dialogues on race, the primary outcomes emerging
from the sustained effort was twofold, including risking to engage and the development of new
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understandings. Unlike debate, civic deliberative dialogue is based on exploring differences
without a presumed attitude that the outcome will produce an individual winner or loser. Rather,
civic dialogue is an approach to local leadership that allows the public to confront differences as
a practice that promotes civic wellbeing in a way that is distributed and leaderful (Raelin, 2011).
Local leaderfulness, through dialogue is not just talk, rather it is action derived from civic
deliberative dialogue practice. Acknowledging dialogue as action takes on a greater meaning and
more accurately describes the depth of engagement and breakthroughs possible with sustained
civic dialogue engagements. As observed from the civic dialogues on race, three forms of
participant interaction produced specific leaderful civic actions carried out over the seven
sessions. Leaderful civic action describes the interactions of participants and facilitators
attending the dialogues on race resulting from analysis of interview data, informal observations
and civic dialogue literature.
Each leaderful civic action represents a progression of interaction among the participants
of the dialogues on race and is linked to one of the three theoretical propositions (shown in
parentheses) introduced in Chapter V. The leaderful civic actions displayed by the dialogue
participants included risking and engaging (creating space to move from tension to healing),
standing up to tension and conflict (heart stories, hurt stories; hearing and understanding
differently), and moving forward and project identification (sustaining the conversation, bridging
the divide).
Each of the three actions is instructive and lends understanding to the value of civic
dialogue as a tool for cultivating local civic leaderfulness practiced and sustained by diverse
members of the community. With a topic as significant as race and racism in a community that
remains largely segregated, some participants encountered the potential for personal backlash in
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order to attend and participate in the dialogues; they risked to engage. A contributing factor that
motivated repeat participants of all races was a safe dialogue environment—safety was a
consistent condition during each dialogue and attributed to caring and skillful facilitators. Each
civic dialogue session supported the acknowledgement of tension and disagreement using an
approach that was respectful, yet candid. Standing up to tension allowed the civic dialogue
participants to engage in authentic expressions that could prompt dialogue attendees to hear and
understand each other differently. As the dialogues on race progressed, the content of the
discussions among dialogue participants transitioned from the pain of recounting heart stories
hurt stories to a focus on projects that could benefit area youth. The promise of living in a
democratic society is the ability to engage in ways that allow individuals within diverse groups
to speak truth to across the racial divide in a non-threatening way. The research presented in this
dissertation studied the process of everyday people using civic dialogue to address the difficult
issue of race and racism and improve the personal and collective quality of life for citizens and
residents of the area). The guiding question and original intent of the research sought to analyze
and explore the lived experience of dialogue participants and facilitators and their encounters
with tensions and disagreements as it surfaced in the process of various civic dialogue settings.
The findings from the research supports the literature relative to the benefits of sustained civic
dialogue (Saunders, 2011, 2005, 2001) and furthers the scholarly literature of civic and public
dialogue by contributing qualitative data and analysis focusing on the lived experience of civic
dialogue participants and facilitators. The working through process (Yankelovich, 2001) was an
essential component as dialogue attendees developed the capacity to begin the process of public
judgment and consider collective action. Use of civic dialogue and working through processes
are representative of locally based, citizen driven leadership with a bottom up orientation.
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The actions taken by the conveners of the deliberative dialogues on race amounts an act
of civic leaderfulness based on a desire for wellness among the members of the small, rural,
midwestern community. Their investment of time and the understanding produced during the
dialogues on issues of race and racism resulted from a sustained effort and careful formation of
safe gathering spaces for attendees to engage in authentic sharing. Sustained dialogue and a
commitment by a small group dedicated to civic leaderfulness afforded members of the local
community of diverse backgrounds and upbringings a place to confront stories and stereotypes
on issues of race and racism in face-to-face meaning making and dialogue. Civic deliberative
dialogue is action, not just talk and allowed the engaged participants an opportunity to process
entrenched issues using a practice that is not always easy, but works, as a means for bridging the
racial divide and fostering democracy.
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Appendix A
Statement of Informed Consent
Antioch University
Ph.D. in Leadership & Change
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
Informed Consent Statement and Participant Consent Form

Introduction and Purpose
I am a graduate student at Antioch University and a Ph.D. candidate. My research focuses on the
dynamic interactions that occur among participants engaged in civic and deliberative dialogue in
the public domain. Public dialogue is distinct from other forms of civic conversation and
gatherings in several ways. Public dialogue promotes the gathering of unrelated and nonaffiliated individuals to exchange ideas and perspectives. Public dialogue uses an approach
whereby each member of the group arrives to engage authentically with others. Dialogue in the
public sphere can promote the bridging of differences by fostering spaces and places for
thoughtful discourse and promote the discussion of sensitive topics with candor in a safe
environment.

For the purposes of this research, dialogue is a process used to discuss and explore problems and
issues collectively. Additionally, deliberative dialogue fosters the clarification of ideas and
opinions, choice making among various alternatives, and integrative decisions for action. A
facilitator typically assists members of the group throughout the dialogue discussion. The roles
of participants and facilitators are essential to successful dialogue and deliberation. While the
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desired outcome of public dialogue and deliberative conversation is the generation of new
insights and understandings about the topic at hand, the path to this place can be difficult. The
free flowing quality of dialogue among participants has the potential to become tense and
difficult as members of the group offer diverse opinions.

I am expressly interested in understanding how deliberative dialogue participants and facilitators
experience and process tensions and conflicts that develop during the course of participatory
civic engagements. Understanding these experiences from the perspective of dialogue
participants and facilitators is critical to understanding the dynamics that give rise to feelings of
tension, disagreement, and conflict. Cultivating a deeper understanding of the dialogue
experience is integral to advancing deliberative dialogue as an approach that allows individuals
to lean into controversial and difficult topics of conversation. The ultimate value and promise of
the research is in uncovering what members of civic dialogue groups’ experience, and how
participants and facilitators in the dialogue group jointly navigate tension and disagreement.

Data collected for this research will result from interviews with participants and facilitators of
civic dialogue. Separate interviews with participant and facilitator volunteers will take place one
of three ways: in person, using the telephone, or using internet communication (i.e., Skype,
FaceTime, etc.). The scheduling of interviews will be at the convenience of the volunteer.

Interview Process Overview
The intent of the interview will be to gather data about how participants and facilitators
experience tension and conflict in the course of public dialogue. The interviewer will use a set of
prepared questions, which will serve to guide the conversation between the researcher and the
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interviewee. Each interview will last 60 to 90 minutes and take place in a manner that is
convenient to the participant.

Each interview participant will choose how the researcher will record the interview; using
handwritten notes and/or an audio recording device. After the interview a transcript is
developed. The transcript will include a code in place of the name of the interviewee, so that
participants remain anonymous.

Participants will receive a draft of the transcript for review, corrections and revisions. Once the
participant reviews, and if necessary edits the transcript, it will be coded for analyses by the
researcher. An interview guide is included as an attachment to the informed consent statement
and participant form. The researcher may ask questions that are not included on the interview
guide to probe your answers, based on your response to the initial set of questions.
Statement of Informed Consent and Participant Rights
The following statement of informed consent statement and participant rights is provided for
your review and consideration as a potential interview participant. Please read the statements
below and complete the attached form to indicate your interest and willingness to participant in
this research project.
I understand there is minimal risk to sharing confidential information. The risk is further
minimized by:
1.

Confidentiality and nondisclosure of my name in transcribed interview notes, draft report,

final and published reports;
2.

Review of the transcript by the interviewee, checking for accuracy, and statements that

are incorrectly expressed;
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3.

Confidential handling of interview notes and transcript by the researcher; and

4.

Destruction of all transcribed interview notes at the completion of the project by the

researcher.

•

I understand the research findings may benefit the researcher and be used in
fulfillment of a graduate dissertation.

•

I understand my participation is voluntary and I may discontinue participation
at any time, for any reason, without recourse by the researcher or Antioch
University.

•

I understand I have the right to express my concerns and any complaints I may
have to the University Committee on Research Involving Human Participants
at Antioch University, Carolyn Kenny, Ph.D., Chair, Institutional Review
Board, Ph.D. in Leadership and Change, Antioch University, Tel: 805-6181903, email: ckenny@antioch.edu.

•

I understand I will receive a copy of the final transcript upon request.

•

I understand my name (the name of the interviewee) will remain confidential
in all materials resulting from this interview through use of an alphanumeric
code.

•

I understand all interview notes and related research materials, including the
Informed Consent Form, will be stored in a secure electronic file with
password-protection.

•

I understand that I will receive the original signed informed consent form after
the researcher has made an electronic copy of the form for storage.
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•

I understand all data obtained from the interview will be retained for an
indefinite period for scholarly use and publication, and when it is no longer
needed, destroyed.

•

I understand if I have any additional questions regarding my rights as a
research participant, I can contact the investigator, Jacquelyn McCray or her
advisor, Dr. Philomena Essed, Ph.D., Professor of Critical Race, Gender and
Leadership Studies, Antioch University, Tel: 949-725-0047, email:
essed@phd.antioch.edu.

The form below will document your permission to participate in the interview. It also proves
and gives permission to use any supporting materials you may provide prior to, during or after
the interview.

Thank you very much for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jacquelyn McCray
Candidate, PhD in Leadership and Change
Antioch University
jmccray@antioch.edu
513-550-9773
6373 Aspen Way
Cincinnati, OH 45224
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Consent Form
Please complete and return to: J McCray via email or U.S. mail

Your Name:
_____________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number:
_________________________________________________________________________
Address:
______________________________________________________________________________
_
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________
E-mail address:
__________________________________________________________________________

___ I DO give permission to you to include my responses to questions during a personal
interview for the project named above. I understand my name will not be used in the dissertation
or any subsequent reports.

___ I DO NOT give permission to be interviewed in the study named above.

Participant Consent Regarding the Use of Digital Recording Device (Do not complete if you do
not intend to participate in the interview)
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___ I DO give permission to the interviewer to record the interview using a digital recording
device.

___ I DO NOT give permission to the interviewer to record the interview using a digital
recording device.

Signature and Date:
___________________________________________________________________________

I understand if I have any additional questions regarding my rights as a research participant, I
can contact the investigator, Jacquelyn McCray or her advisor, Dr. Philomena Essed, Ph.D.,
Professor of Critical Race, Gender and Leadership Studies, Antioch University, Tel: 949-7250047, email: essed@phd.antioch.edu.
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Appendix B
Node Categories

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Action
Bi-racial
Generations see interracial dating
differently
Consequences
Dialogue Group
Dialogue Negatives
Dialogue Outcomes
Dialogue Positives
Dialogue Purpose and Goal(s)
Differences
Disagreement
Discomfort
Distinctive characteristics of dialogue
Experiences with Race and Racism
Facilitator Role
Focus
Gant House
Get us to talk, get us to open up
Guilt
Identity
In the workplace guardedness with
interactions
Local Jurisdiction (To honor
confidentiality, the name has been
removed)
Negative Experiences Based on Race
Off topic
Open Discussion
Points of View
Race and Identity
Reality
Reflection
Safety
Safe place
Sharing
Surprised there were not more participants
Survival
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Talk
Tension
The shift
To them I didn't exist
Transparent conversations with people of
color
Uncomfortable
Video Film
What was he trying to say
White people
White privilege
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